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The 2003 £p/o/er
La Salle University is a diverse community, not only because of the different faces that form it or the different places that
we come from, but also for the different things that we accomplish. In our own unique way, we are all creators. Similar
to an artist who creates a landscape with the paints on his or her palette, we create our own masterpieces with the various
skills and talents we hold. Each masterpiece varies, a product of the differences that exist between us as individuals.
The 2003 Explorer departs from the editions that have preceded it because it tries to capture every nuance that exists
within our community. This year's Explorer is not only for the senior class or members of the faculty. Rather, it is a commentary
on everyone's year. Together, the articles and photographs on the following pages form a record of the classes we
attended, the activities we participated in and the events that we observed. The 2003 Explorer is an acknowledgment
of all of the people with whom we have grown "together and by association" over the past year.
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To fully capture the joys and sorrows we have endured over the last twelve months, the 2003 Explorer is presented to
you in full color. Subsequently, each picture is an accurate and complete representation of the world we have lived in.
Using every color of the prism, we have painted a portrait of the university community.
We hope that the commentary we have provided for you is as complete and colorful as the year it has chronicled. In
the years to come, we wish that every member of the La Salle community can look at these pages and vividly recall the
year and the world of 2003.
The 2003 Bpcrer cfcaments the many facets
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DEDICATION
Brother
Michael j.
McGinniss, ESC
From fhe frdby
To rhe President's Office
Above: Brother WtGrnee
t&so a moment at hjs
Inauguraton to be
photographed with the
past fVe presbents.
Right (top) Brother
IvfcGinnes chats with a
student at an bpbrers
footbal game and
(bottom) jokes with
students h the food
court. Thoifcjn he may be
prescient of La Sab,
Brother MoGinnbs 6
always around and
socializing with students.
After a variety of other teaching appointments, he
returned to his alma mater. Starting in 1984, he
taught in the University's Religion Department,
eventually becoming the chairman in 1991.
With such a close connection to La Salle University,
Brother Mike has been able to approach his
presidential responsibilities from a variety of
viewpoints. Having been a community resident,
student, faculty member, department chairman and
Board member, he has the unique ability to fully
understand different parties' concerns when
considering issues that are relevant to the entire
community.
As both a professor and the President of the
University, Brother Mike has been known for
stimulating passionate discussions among his students
and demonstrating a great respect for the entire
La Salle community. Many members of the class of
2002 first encountered Brother Mike during their
Opening Weekend at La Salle when he was
enthusiastically working the assembly line at the Pig
Roast. Moreover, he spent his Inauguration Weekend
volunteering at his first Branch Out Day. In his
Inauguration speech, Brother Mike said, "Education
is about making a living and making a life. But it's also
about making it possible for others to have a better
life."
While a mere dedication in the yearbook could not
even begin to express La Salle University's appreciation
of him, the lives of the entire University community
have been greatly improved by Brother Michael
McGinniss' services as student, faculty, board member
and president.
On September 24, 1999, a beaming Brother
Michael J. McGinniss, FSC, strode into the Tom
Gola Arena awaiting his Inauguration as La Salle
University's 28 lf president. At the age of 51, he was
to become the first La Salle president with any
experience as president of another four-year university,
having most recently served in that role at Christian
Brothers University in Memphis, Tennessee.
With deep connections to La Salle since childhood, it
was only natural for "Brother Mike" to return. "I have
been a part of La Salle University in one way or
another since 1966, when I started my freshman year
as a college student. But La Salle was a part of me
long before that. My aunt used to take me shopping
with her when I was just a child, and we'd ride the
26 trolley past the facade of College Hall and she'd
tell me that some day I would go to school in that
building.
I can't help but wonder what she would say
about this appointment if she were alive today"
Born and raised in Olney, he belonged to nearby St.
Helena's Parish. After graduating from La Salle High
School, Brother Mike entered into the Christian
Brothers order. He graduated from La Salle in 1970
with a degree in English and went onto the University
t m , n ii ii , • i Top left Brother [vfcGmee attentvely watches the footed game. Hs csn often be fcuid arportng La Sale events.ot INotre Dame where he received his master s and
Bottom r^it Brother ivbSmes shows he wirgness to fend a hepng hand as he works alongside a /-\
comruitty member at Brand] Qjc Pay. B^
doctorate in Theology.
K$<c. Brother lyfcGmes
and the rest of the La
Sab ccmruitty
ccmrEtrcrate the events
of September 1 1, 2001,
at a cat-delight yigi
Abcve: The deaths of
students Kerri f3eeette
(top) and Eric Ekrher
(tottom) were only two of
the tragedies the La Sale
conroriity has staged
tirough drhg the past
far years.
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past four y^cj/s
Throughout his term, Brother Michael AAcGinness
has served as a trustworthy and dedicated leader.
In the moments when we have mourned, he has
helped to comfort us. And when we have rejoiced,
he has celebrated with us. In celebrating Brother
Mike the 2003 Explorer looks back over the past
four years to highlight a few of the events that have
marked his presidency.
Throughout the past few years, Brother Mike has
had to maintain a level head in the face of pressure
and controversy. For instance, he kept a steady and
neutral stance when confronted by the debate over
former-president Bill Clinton's highly publicized and
contentious visit to La Salle.
Moreover, when the tragedy of September 11,
2001, rocked the entire nation, Brother Mike was in
constant contact with all members of the university.
He provided much help to La Salle's community as it
struggled with the grief and chaos that arose in the
aftermath of this incident. He oversaw the efforts
that went into helping us recover. And for the one-
year anniversary, he could be found remembering
the day with students and faculty.
In addition to national tragedy, Brother Mike has
provided the support needed after the tragic deaths
of La Salle family members. Last year, he was present
for the commemorations of Kerri Bissette and Eric
Bucher. two students who had passed away at the
end of the 2001 school year.
Tcp r^it: Fcrmer-presrient Qinton speaks on behalf of Mayor Street drng hte veft to la Safe,
Bottom left Students [rpack ther care as they make the move from ther hemes to the residence hals. The g-ovth
h resbfent life car] be credited to F3rother McGrnes' badershp.
Brother Mike's presence was felt in times of
celebration, just as much as in times of mourning. The
past few years have shown tremendous growth on
La Salle's campus. Resident life has increased
considerably as more incoming and returning students
wish to live in the residence halls, apartments and
townhouses.
With a restructuring of Student Affairs, which resident
life is only one aspect of, Brother Mike has
spearheaded a campus-wide movement in increasing
the community's awareness of its Lasallian heritage.
Building community has been one large goal of
Brother Mike as the school learns to live "together
and by association."
Moreover, with Brother Mike's guidance the school
has witnessed the beginning of a new era in athletics
and academics, as both aspects of the university
have undergone a transformation. Among other
efforts, the hiring of Coach Billy Hahn to the Men's
Basketball team marks a rejuvenation of Big Five
basketball at La Salle. And the back-to-back A-10
Championships for the Men's and Women's Cross
Country teams were an outstanding victory for La
Salle athletics.
This year marked the long-awaited arrival of a
study-abroad program at La Salle. With renewed
interest in an international study program, La Salle
has made strong connections with the National
University in Galway, Ireland, and the American
University in Rome. This accomplishment affords all La
Salle students the opportunity to study in foreign
cultures.
Since 1999, La Salle University has experienced
many changes on its campus and within its community.
These changes have proved both positive and
negative. And for all of it, Brother Mike has
provided the leadership and support our university
has needed to endure. The past few years have
ushered in a new era under the guidance of Brother
Michael McGinness—an era that will hopefully see
the La Salle community prospering for years to come.
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n the surface, every academic year seems to follow a formula: A new freshman class begins its
four-year voyage; the senior class brings its journey to an end. Homecoming, the Charter Celebration
and Branch Out Day come and go. And at the end of each semester, students and professors
struggle through the ever-stressful finals week.
When lived, however, each year becomes another unique and exciting chapter for the members of
the La Salle community. Changes occur not only in the school itself, but also within the lives of the
students and faculty. A new building is constructed; offices are moved; friendships are made.
Individuals and organizations perform acts of great significance and note. Anniversaries are
celebrated and traditions honored which encourage the University and its community to reflect on
both the past and its influence on us in the present.
It becomes the responsibility of the Explorer to reflect the various aspects of the past year. What
has made it a colorful chapter not only in the life of the University but also in our own lives?
[Airing Opening Weekend, freshmen Two members of the Neumann In honor of September 1 1th, A-Asia
partake in the tasty treats provided maintenance staff catdn a few constructed a flag to deplay outside
by the school. minutes of reprieve in the bunge. of the Union.
Members of the Food Servic
take a break in Backstage.
Graham Kowe, '05, and Angela Septa & one of the many ways
Colbtta, '04, discuss the night's La Safe students travel between
highlights as they stroll through OUe home and school /\
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Continuing the Tradition
On a clear, blustery day in late October, two teams took the field at McCarthy Stadium. It was October 26,
2002, the morning of La Salle's annual Homecoming football game. The stands were filled with students, faculty and
alumni. Although the La Salle Explorers walked away with a loss against the Duquesne Dukes, the Explorers' spirit
was not to be tarnished that morning.
School spirit reigned supreme on Homecoming; as did 2002 Homecoming king Ray Bonnette and queen Meg Kane.
The crowning of the king and queen is an especially important highlight of Homecoming as it honors members of the
senior class who are recognized as worthy not only by their fellow classmates, but also by the faculty.
V
This year's Homecoming was a particularly special one as it welcomed back an "old friend." The swashbuckling 17'h
century French Explorer returned that morning to replace La Salle's previous mascot. This year marked the third time
that the French Explorer has been the proud mascot of La Salle University. It indicates a return to a more traditional
image of La Salle.
Although the Homecoming game was the climax of the preceding Spirit Week, the entire La Salle community was
invited to partake in such school-sponsored events as Carnifall and a performance by Improv 101 later that afternoon
and evening. And while Homecoming weekend has come and gone, the school spirit that united the students, faculty
and alumni present that day continued to resonate throughout the year.
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Starting a New Life at La Salle
On a humid morning in late August the freshmen class descends upon La Salle's campus. The same ritual happens every
year: For an entire weekend, the freshmen have a chance to start adjusting before classes begin the following Monday.
Participating in various tests of mental, physical and creative skills, teams battle it out throughout the weekend for a trip
to New York City. Such does the four-year journey of college begin.
This year marks the fourth year of the Opening Weekend program. Although the last two years were fairly consistent
in terms of quality, Kim Graham, the former Coordinator of Leadership and Student Programs, thinks that this year was
the best one thus far. She credits the programming staff and the team leaders for this year's success, praising their motivation,
dedication and diligence.
Teams are organized by whether the student is a commuter or resident. Upperclassmen are assigned to each team to
serve not only as coaches for the games but also as friends. The teams then compete in such activities as a banner-making
contest, trivia, kickball, volleyball and ultimate Frisbee. Opening Weekend culminates with the always-amusing spectacle
of Freshman Karaoke. Often dressed in a variety of costumes that have been thrown together at the last second, the
freshmen sing and dance before a panel of judges and the rest of their class.
According to Graham, Opening Weekend is a key part to La Salle's orientation process: "Opening Weekend activities
allow students to meet both faculty and students, meet each other and get a glimpse as to what the community is about."
Opening Weekend inducted con-petitions like Ultimate
Frisbee and Karaoke (ie't ireerts, uppe-
with the departments (abcve) and tots
and bottom center).

Together and by
Association
tnsuring a tositive tnvironment for Everyone
The words "together and by association" are central to the missions of the Christian Brothers and La Salle University.
Although these words resonate throughout the campus, they are nowhere better fitting than within La Salle's Division of
Student Affairs. Led by Dean of Students Dr. Joseph J. Cicala, the six units that function within this area of the administration
are key to ensuring a positive environment for students to live and learn.
Dr. Cicala sums it up this way. "Our key emphases are on relationships and community between and among students
and all members of the University family, in response to both the lessons of contemporary research and practice and our
heritage as Lasallian educators, pledged to work 'together and by association' on behalf of our students." Under the
supervision of Administrative Services, administrative offices, student residences and the La Salle Union are managed.
Community Development is then responsible for the high standards of behavior that are displayed throughout the entire
La Salle community.
Health Services provides the student body with primary health care programs, personal counseling, crisis intervention, the
Peer Educators and alcohol and other drug programs. To maintain a safe and enjoyable environment where students
can relax and have fun, University Life provides cultural, recreational and social events for the University community.
Finally, Career Services and University Ministry and Service prepare students for a satisfying life that will continue after
college. Through career planning and experiential learning, Career Services assists La Salle students and alumni in their
employment-seeking activities. University Ministry and Service, on the other hand, provides students with experiences that
will inspire them to examine and embody the religious heritage of the university and rejoice in a well-educated life in today's
world.
Members cf Health Services (bottom center), the
Student Affairs eadership team (bottom right). Kathy
Goodwn and Maureen Poyte (left insert, upper and
jently under the supervision of Pean
Jcseph C ensure that the purpose^and
qpa\b of their departments are achieved
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When most college students think about on-campus life, the first people that come to mind are their roommates and the
other residents who live on their hall. However, there is another group of individuals who make living on campus such
a unique and enjoyable experience. It is the job of the Community Development staff to not only put up with the antics
of college students but also pick up the pieces when those antics go wrong. Every morning, the Resident Directors, the
Security Desk Representatives, and the maintenance and cleaning staff are there with a smile and a friendly greeting as
students go back and forth from their rooms.
Although some of the Community Development staff does not live on-campus, certain individuals such as the Resident
Directors are surrounded by students day and night. Mike Nielsen, the Resident Director of Neumann Hall, has to fit his
entire life including his wife and their newborn Miriam into the small apartment provided by La Salle. Nonetheless, he
still finds the experience to be very rewarding. "My wife likes living with the students. She has never felt like a stranger
in her own home, either by how students or my co-workers treat her. Of all my family back home in California, I have
the biggest front room and front yard. I share them, but they"re still the biggest."
Despite the challenges of balancing his work and personal space, Michael Imperato, the RD of La Salle Apartments, Theresa
Court, and St. Miguel, says there are many more benefits. "There is a stronger sense of community on a University campus
than will exist in most other places. It also provides more of an opportunity to utilize all of the resources available at La
Salle. I am not a morning person so the lack of commute to work is also a benefit"
Nielsen says of the strong sense of community in the resident halls, "I love living next door to students. Some have become
pretty close neighbors. I let one student borrow a bunch of dishes for a special date he was planning for him and his girlfriend.
I borrow games all the time from some guys down the hall. Living with students, I get to see more of their whole life, the
sports they play, the people they hang out with and the classes they're struggling with."
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Learning about our history
On Saturday. October 5, 2002, approximately 20 American Studies majors participated in the festivities commemorating
the Battle of Germantown, which originally occurred in October 1777.
Working at three separate "activity stations" directly across from the Cliveden Mansion, where the Battle of Germantown
is reenacted, the students worked with children of all ages who came to see the battle reenactment. The American Studies
students engaged the children in colonial games, colonial arts and crafts and colonial dances.
The American Studies program is an inter-disciplinary program at La Salle University. Although all ESE majors starting with
the class of 2005 are required to participate in this program, this major is open to all students. According to La Salle's
website, the program "examines American culture through the content and methodologies of multiple academic disciplines.
Within this interdisciplinary context, students will understand that American civilization is a rich tapestry of numerous cultures
marked by, among other features, an intersection of race, ethnicity, gender and class." The classes offered examine the
traditions and principles that form American beliefs, values, institutions and public forms of expression.
For education majors, the program offers another perspective on teaching younger students. However, for Patty Goloff,
a sophomore English and American Studies double major, the program provides an interesting perspective for her in
American society. She says, "The American Studies program offers me a chance to study various subjects in relation to
American culture. When I graduate, I will have a degree in almost everything American."
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"Let us always remember, because we told ourselves that we would never forget." With these words. Ricky Palladino.
a senior and SGA president, brought to a close the candlelight vigil marking the one-year anniversary of September
11'
.
The La Salle community gathered throughout the week to honor not only the memory of those who lost their lives,
but also the resilience of the United States as it has borne this act of terrorism over the past year.
In addition to the candlelight vigil, the University remembered September ll lh with the tolling of bells, a moment of silence,
the celebration of the Eucharistic Liturgy and a commemorative art exhibit. University Ministry and Service also sponsored
the Labyrinth to offer a time of reflection and healing to those who wished to walk it. Many other organizations honored
the anniversary with less public activities. The Honors Program, for example, held a discussion dedicated to the Lasallian
perspective in relation to the attacks and their aftermath.
The response of the University community was overwhelming. In reply to the massive attendance at the candlelight vigil,
Brother Michael McGinniss wrote, "From where I sat, I could see across the entire quad, which was filled with La Salle
students and some faculty and staff members, sitting quietly, holding candles, absorbed in their thoughts. The scene moved
me tremendously and reminded me of the biblical verse that proclaims how beautiful are those who bring the news of
peace. Surely our gathering was a gathering of Lasallian women and men who want to bring the news of peace to
every part of La Salle University and beyond."
Brother Charles Echelmeier, who was instrumental in the planning of these events, commented, "They all gave us, as a
gathered community, the language we needed to express what was in the deepest recesses of our souls. Together we
lived through September 11, 2001; but together we also lived through September 11, 2002. And that has made the
difference."
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Changing the face of Backstage
When La Salle ruled this fall that smoking would be prohibited in all common areas except for Backstage, many members
of the La Salle community questioned how this would affect the bustle of the already crowded coffee shop. A year later,
the fear many had that this change would negatively affect this campus hot-spot has been found to be unwarranted. The
same regulars frequent Backstage during free period. And in the evenings it is still home to Intermissions' take-out and the
occasional karaoke. Open Mic, or Irish Trivia night.
Nonetheless, improvements for the coffee shop are in the works. Questions about decor and scheduled events are still
being thrown around by the La Salle community. Whatever the change, Mary Pawlowski, the Assistant Manger of Food
Services, is just hoping "we can integrate Backstage more into student life."
Whether this plan is achieved by collecting more La Salle memorabilia or making the venue more accessible to on-campus
musicians and other forms of entertainment, is still undecided. Holiday decorations and regularly played music are two
improvements already underway. All of these things will go to continue making Backstage a place to escape to in the
afternoons and evenings.
Junior Shawn Nies says of the coffeshop, "It's a great place to just relax and forget about the pressures of La Salle for
a little while. It's a relaxed environment and there's always someone you know there" Most students agree. Whatever
changes Backstage undergoes, it will still remain a favorite spot for many students.
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Exploring the City
Many people say that college is the four most selfish years of an individual's life. It is a time to explore the world and
experiment with life. With very little responsibility, students have the time to enjoy themselves and live their days to the
fullest.
Students at La Salle have an even broader world to explore. In a city with such a thriving culture as Philadelphia, students
can't complain that there is nothing to do on a Friday night. For the majority of college students, the city is an un-ending
resource of recreation and entertainment.
Megan Cahill, Programming Coordinator for University Life, says, "I think that it's very important that the students take
advantage of city life. There is so much that the city offers that you can't get from a lot of other places. Many venues
offer discounts for students. We have music of all kinds from country to classical, folk to punk. Most major artists, as well
as those on their way up, come through Philly. There is every kind of food available and movies galore."
In addition to the easily accessible Septa station down the street from main campus, La Salle offers many opportunities
to students looking to go down to South Street, attend festivals or sample a cheesesteak. On the academic side, professors
are given funds to plan trips to visit the museums and see shows. Moreover, the Division of Student Affairs not only offers
presentations to familiarize students with Philly, but also provides programs and bus trips into the city's most interesting
districts.
From visiting Olde City on First Friday to seeing a favorite band play at such places like The Trocadero. Electric Factory
and TLA, Philadelphia provides a truly unique and enjoyable college experience.
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Cont inuing education
In September 1997, La Salle opened the Bucks County Center in Newtown, Pennsylvania. During the evening, this center
offers a variety of graduate, undergraduate, continuing education and professional development programs designed
primarily for the working professional. The center also offers a sophisticated conference center for meetings, presentations,
training and corporate development during the day.
Although most of the masters programs are focused on certain professions, such as Business, Information Technology or
Communication, other programs including nursing, clinical psychology and theological studies are offered in their program.
There are two "professionally oriented" undergraduate programs offered at the Bucks County Center. The Accelerated
RN-BSN/MSN Program and the Organizational Dynamics Program. The Organizational Dynamics Program is one of the
newest offered at the Center and provides students with a comprehensive major that combines a strong liberal arts
background with some of the most useful business courses, producing graduates "with a whole slate of organizational -
and people -skills," according to the Center's website.
The building features auditorium seating, instructional classrooms and numerous computer labs to ensure the maximum amount
of comfort for the education, training and development of its students. In regard to both conferences and evening classes,
the Bucks County Center and the people who work to improve it recognize the flexibility needed for such a task and "that
education, development, training needs and programs are varied and changing."
The Bucks County Center promotes the La Sallian values of the University. It provides an option for those individuals who
are not able to attend day classes but still desire to continue an education that is focused on the professional world.
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As the school year comes to a close, students have much to think about. Thoughts of exams and papers crowd their minds
as they attempt to pack up their stuff and say their good-byes. In the midst of all of the madness, they have to arrange
a way to get home.
mJ
The notion of transportation varies from student to student. Those students who live nearby do not have to worry about
the short car ride home. They can start sending their belongings home over the course of numerous visits. Even without
a car, it is not so difficult of an endeavor. They can catch rides from other people or jump onto Septa and be home in
under an hour.
Students who live outside of the immediate area must depend upon long car trips, train rides or airplane flights. Getting
back and forth from home is a much less frequent process. Students who bring their cars are stuck with worries of rush
hour and tollbooths. Those who are less fortunate to not have their car with them can either have their parents pick them
up, purchase an Amtrak ticket or schedule a flight,
Simone Brewster, '02, is from Trinidad and Tobago and must catch a flight to get home. Since there is no direct flight,
she must take a connector flight from New York, Miami or Washington D.C. "I don't get to go home as often. The cost
of it makes it less convenient," she says. Nonetheless, she finds a number of benefits in living far away. "It gives me a
chance to get away and makes me more independent. Also, it's worth going to school here because I am much more
educated about a lot of things, in contrast to if I stayed in Trinidad."
Similar to the many highways that cross our nation, La Salle students travel through many different places on their way
home. However, no matter if the journey is around the block or around the world, at the end of break they all converge
back in the same place, well-traveled and ready for the new year.
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Celebrating Charter Week
140 years ago La Salle University's charter was signed and the school was founded. Since then the world and the school
have both undergone incredible change. La Salle has shifted from a college to a university. It is now co-ed. And the campus
has extended past the original buildings that line the main quad. Nonetheless, the mission and values that students in 1863
cherished are the same words we hold true to ourselves today.
To remember these values and the history of La Salle University, the school honors the event with a week-long Charter
Celebration. Throughout the week leading up to March 20,h, members of the La Salle community participate in such events
as a "Remember our Heritage, Live our Mission" workshop and a La Sallian history quiz and contest.
And on March 20 lh
,
the birthday of the university, faculty, staff, and students alike are invited to dress in gold and blue to
honor La Salle. A special liturgy for the school is held on campus, as well as the legendary celebration dinner. A collection
of different foods, this dinner is a favorite among all members of the university.
Brother Michael McGinniss explains the festivities: "When individuals celebrate birthdays, they gather with friends and family,
have a party, remember the past and share hopes for the future. Our Charter Celebration contains the same elements. We
gather the community in several venues over a couple of days, honor our Catholic and La Sallian heritage with a special
Mass, celebrate with events and a campus-wide dinner, recall heroes and great moments of our history and tell of our hopes
for the future. La Salle's story is a proud one and its future is bright. The events of the Charter Celebration give all of us
the chance to savor that proud story and to anticipate its future chapters"
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s our final days at La Salle University come to an end, we ask ourselves "what have we left behind
as the Class of 2003?" What made an impression at La Salle University that will stay after we
are gone? There are so many accomplishments that we made as a class, community and
dividuals. Over the next 56 pages the Class of 2003 is highlighted, showing our
thoughts, feelings and accomplishments that will be left behind and taken with us as we
prepare for the next chapter in our lives.
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When I sat down to write this article, a tear ran from my face. I began to think back to my freshman year and realized how much my life has changed
since I stepped foot onto La Salle University's campus. I never thought this day would come, and when someone asked me to write about my experience in
an article I never realized how difficult it would be.
Sometimes I wish I could go back and start my college career over. There are so many changes I would make. However, when I think about that though,
I tell myself that everything does happen for a reason. I would have learned nothing about myself if I made the past four years "perfect." Everyone grows
in college. I have definitely grown in so many different ways because of the people I have met and the activities I became involved with over the past four
years at La Salle University. Now that I look back, I realized that I have learned from my mistakes, and am happy with the decisions I have made so far.
Being that I am from Philadelphia, it was convenient for me to visit the campus and learn as much as I could about it before making one of the biggest decisions
of my life. I found myself quitting cheerleading after the first semester, but continued to stay connected with athletics by working for Athletic Communications.
I am a Communication Major, so this decision would be beneficial come senior year. The Athletic Communications office has been my second home since freshman
year. I have seen people come and go, but the people that have had the most influence on my life are still teaching me life lessons day to day. I have devoted
much time to sports events on and off campus, and I have learned so much from working there and with such influential people.
Sophomore and junior year came and went. After pledging Alpha Thefa Alpha sorority during freshman year, I bonded with many intelligent and wonderful
women. This is something I thought I would never do. It was a unique experience that I will never forget. I am reminded of this experience everyday because
I am closer with these women now more than ever before. Being an active member of the sorority helped me meet many people on campus and created
different friendships year to year.
Now that I am a senior and preparing for graduation, I find myself in fear of the future. I do not want to leave this welcoming environment. This year
I became a senator for the Students' Government Association. It was the best decision I have made at La Salle. I have been able to give back to the community
of La Salle by volunteering time to become part of such an important organization at the school. I feel that I have made a difference when "establishing tradition"
through Hoops Madness and various pep rallies and through simply meeting with the other members and discussing how we can make a difference that will
benefit the entire La Sallian Community.
Being a Communication major has also impacted my life. The department is incredible. The professors are on a level with the students and truly care about
our well-being. This year I decided to co-host a game show on La Salle56. It has been a great experience, and I hope that it will help prepare me for what
will come in the future. I have so many interests in the field, that sometimes I become overwhelmed with which direction to take, but I have had astonishing
people to guide me in the directions that are right for me. I know that what I have learned, not only academically, but also spiritually, will prepare me for whatever
challenges I encounter in the future. I do not think I could have been happier at any other school, and I think it is safe to say that I am not the only person
who truly believes that. " Seanna Bruno
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Sitting here at my computer thinking back to four years ago, I would have never
imagined myself preparing for graduation. Within these four years I have
changed, matured and grown in ways that I never knew possible. Somehow,
through my college experience between the papers, tests, sleepless nights spent
at the library, the countless hours in B & G, and many other experiences, I have
survived the four greatest years of my life. I have made friendships that will last
longer than a lifetime, and I have people in my life that I would be simply lost
without. Of course I have laughed, cried, sweated and bled for everything I have
earned thus far, but I would not have changed a single thing. I have to say that
becoming a sister in Delta Phi Epsilon changed my outlook on everything in life
that it is almost impossible to explain. Greek life in general has opened the doors
to so many new learning experiences that I wish people would forget the
stereotypes and become involved. The bonds that I have formed and the
memories that I have will last a lifetime, and it is all mine to take with me. Each
person that I have met at LaSalle has had some sort of impact on my life, and
that is something that you cannot find everywhere. My experiences have been
so rich that I consider myself very lucky. Leaving for school was one of the
greatest decisions I have made, and I can only hope that this was the first of many
more wise decisions to come in the future. As for the Class of 2003,
congratulations and best of luck in the future! Follow your hearts and live up to
your dreams, the rest will work itself out. It has been a great ride, thanks for
tagging along!
- Diana Figliuolo '03
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"Accept" the pain, cherish the joys, resolve the regrets; then come to the best of benedictions -
If had my life to live over, I'd do it all the same".
John MdntosK American Writer
Four years does not seem like a very long time in one's life. Yet, when examined as "the college experience," four years is a lifetime.
The years that we have spent at La Salle have forever changed us. We are different people than we were on that hot August day when
we began this journey together. We have discovered passions and talents that we never knew we had. We have made the truest
friendships of our lives We have shared laughter, faced fears, dried each other's tears - but through it all, we have done it together. And
now we graduate - together.
We live in a very d'rfferent world than we did as freshmen. Not only have we experienced the change of the centuries but more
importantly, the personal growth that we have experienced is unparalleled. Whether through extracurricular activities, athletics, Greek Life,
or the arts, each of us has been able to find our niche and decide upon the person that we want to be. We have worked hard. We
have played hard. And now, four years later the faint sounds of "Pomp and Circumstance" can be heard - and we prepare not only
for our chance to walk across McCarthy Stadium but also for the possibilities of our future.
The real world awaits us. Yet, we should not be afraid of what may lie ahead. We will have opportunities and adventures that will
challenge us to be the best version of ourselves. Yet, I am confident that the Class of 2003 is keenly prepared to accept the challenges
of the "brave new world" upon which we find ourselves ready to embark. Our days at 20th Street and Olney Avenue have shaped
us more than we may ever fully realize.
When we are older, we will be nostalgic about this time in our lives. We should always look back upon this time in our lives and our
four years at La Salle with great pride and fondness. We grew up together. We became each other's friends. We have left indelible
marks upon each other. In a college experience - what more could you ask for? We have seen each other at our best and our worst,
but through it all we have remained true to this journey together. And now we part ways but we will never truly leave each other - we
will simply enjoy the fact that we traveled together.
Congratulations to the Class of 2003. I could not be more proud to be a part of this class than I am at this moment.
~ Meg Kane '03
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I will remember members of the class of 2003 whom I've had the
opportunity and privilege to get to know personally. Some of these students
got to know me in my role as President, some just from meeting me on campus
(and occasionally being surprised on learning what my job happens to bel,
and others because I've had the chance to meet them as students in a course.
For the past three fall semesters. I've taught "The Catholic University: An
Oxymoron?" - a course examining the mission and identity of La Salle and
other Catholic universities and colleges. Many of the students whom I know
best are not surprisingly, among those who have taken that course.
In starting with personal relationships. I suspect that I'm much like the
majority of La Salle's faculty and staff. We think of ourselves first as teachers
and for us teaching is relational. Brother Edward Sheehy puts it something
like this: "at La Salle there are many adults, some older and some younger,
bound together in relationships characterized by mutual respect and trust."
Each party affects the other, changes the other, in ways both subtle and
dramatic. Throughout my thirty-six year association with La Salle, I have
been both student and teacher in many of those relationships. I remember
with gratitude all of my teachers and students, who have changed me in
those relationships. In particular, I'm grateful for the women and men in that
number whom I count as friends. When the Christian Brothers' founder, John
Baptist De La Salle, challenged the first Brothers to touch the hearts of
students, he probably knew, but didn't say, that such relationships are always
"two way"
I will remember the class of 2003 for the way that its formal and informal
leaders taught and lived the challenge of building community at La Salle. The
class of 2003 has been the first class to experience four years of activities
and verbal reminders that Lasallians act "together and by association." At
the outset - back in 1999, members of the staff and faculty probably initiated
most of those activities and used the most explicit Lasallian language. But
today, four years later, students do the initiating and use the language of
community and association just as comfortably and naturally, perhaps even
more so, than staff and faculty. Evidence of a tangible commitment to
building the La Salle community is easily seen in the activities of organizations
and clubs—including representative elective associations, such as the
Students' Government Association and the Resident Students Association
and voluntary activities and organizations like Branch Out, the Masque, A/
Asia Intercultural, the Gospel Choir and FOCUS.
I will remember the class of 2003 particularly for one remark that a
member of the class made about La Salle. I found myself in an informal
conversation with a group of students, some but not all of whom were
members of the class of 2003. The students were talking about visiting
friends at other universities and colleges across the country and of the
comparisons they drew to their La Salle experiences. One woman in the
group, a member of the class of 2003, remarked that La Salle was
distinctive for the spirit of collaboration that informed everything, especially
the way students interacted with one another. Others in that conversation
concurred, with one commenting that at other schools he more commonly
had seen intellectual and personal competition valued over collaboration
and community.
I will remember the class of 2003 for the way that they responded to
the tragic events of September 11, 2001—events that happened to and
around them and over which they had no control. On September 11, 2002,
members of this class took the lead in organizing a day of remembrance
that concluded with an impressive candlelight vigil with students, faculty and
staff literally blanketing the Quad. When Ricky Palladino, the President of
SGA, spoke, he urged everyone to respond to the terrorist attacks by
rebuilding the very thing that the attacks destroyed—the bond of
connection and community that joins us as members of the human family and,
closer to home, as part of La Salle University.
I will remember the class of 2003 because its members have reminded
me again and again of the importance of relationships, friendships and
community - in my personal life, in the way that La Salle seeks to educate
all of its students, and in the world around us where the bonds of connection
have, quite literally, been blown apart. I will remember the class of 2003
especially for their affirmation of values that make La Salle special to us and
bind us to hundreds of thousands of students and teachers in Lasallian schools
around the world.
' Brother Michael McCinniss. FSC President
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I'm glad that I came to LaSalle without any preconceptions of what being a Religious
Studies major would be like. I'm glad because the most powerful (and most fun) memories
that come to mind when I think of my four years at LaSalle are those that were full of
surprises. I never could have imagined stumbling upon Zen Buddhism in Dr. Grosnick's
class and experiencing so deeply something so far from my own tradition and
background. Studying the Gospels and Paul's letters with Fr. Joe McGovern was also
a class that I never knew what to expect daily, be it ferrets, demons, or discipleship. Fr.
Frank Berna's Christology class, although I enrolled in it freshman year, is still fresh in my
mind as I learned new and unique ways of seeing the Lord as I never could have
previously imagined.
By far, though, my best memories are from my junior year Religion Seminar with Dr.
Grosnick where myself and seven other majors wrote our final thesis papers. The
surprise that greeted me here is one that I am most indebted, because in the seminar
I was surprised by the gift of friendship. By the end of that semester I could say that
all of us, who had been for the most part acquaintances, became friends - friends whom
I had the pleasure of inducting that same semester to the national religion honors society,
Theta Alpha Kappa, which was reinstated on campus the fall of '01 by Fr. Frank Berna.
But I think surprise is appropriate for a student like myself, and my fellow majors,
who are dedicated to studying the many faces and names of God. In many, many
instances surprise has been (and still is) for me the very nature of God's self, slowly
revealing and gradually unfolding a unique presence in my life
- David Odorisio '03
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During my freshman year I decided that I wanted to try to put together
a concert on campus. I met with Chris Kazmierczak about it and ended
up getting two local bands to play in Backstage. The event was successful,
and I was hooked. I had put a lot of work into the occasion, and it was
great to see it pay off. It was an entirely new experience, and one that
I was interesed in having again.
My sophomore year, a few friends and I resurrected a campus
organization that had faded into obscurity: BackPAC. We recruited other
members to pin the organization, and developed a positive relationship
with members of the administration. We tried to work together to put on
a few concerts each semester, and just have fun. Once again we were
blessed with success, and each concert grew in size and stature.
Junior year, things changed significantly. Of the four friends who had
brought BackPAC back to life, I was the only one still around. The other
three had either graduated or left the organization. Luckily, though, many
of our other members returned. Together we went on to make things even
better.
Now I'm a senior, and BackPAC is a legitimate organization. Although
we struggled a bit in the beginning of the year, we have still had many
successful programs. Thanks to our strong and dedicated membership, we
are committed to putting on fun, alcohol free concerts and other programs
for the school.
I'm very thankful that LaSalle gave me the opportunity to a part of
something so fun and unique. BackPAC has been a major part of my life
for the past three years and I'm going to miss it when it's gone.
- Joseph Gardner '03
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The honors program was only suppose to be part of my academic
pursuits at La Salle. When elections for Honors Board occurred my freshman
year I thought it might be something interesting to be involved in. To my
surprise, I received a position on the board. The main goal of the board
is to help provide social and academic programs for students. The first
meetings terrified me. Along with four of my classmates we were suppose
to represent our class on a board consisting of sophomores and juniors. It
was an incredibly intimidating situation, even though all fifteen members
serving on the board are considered equal. As I became more involved
with the development of different programs through the board I realized
that it has the ability to accomplish tremendous goals throughout the
university. My original perception of the honors program as solely an
addition to my class schedule was changed as I realized there is much more
to the program than specific classes. The Honors Program Board is one of
the many aspects of the university that students can use to have their
opinions voiced and serves as an excellent mediator between administration
and students. My experiences have helped me immensely with group
relations, creating programs, and helping have students heard. Despite any
struggles that have occurred, I would not trade these times on the board
for anything. I know that when I look back at my time at La Salle University,
my time served on the Honors Board will be one of the fondest memories.
^T\ - Jill Szczepaniak-Cillece ' 03
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The Senior Year Experience Team is a committee that's goal is to create programming to enhance the senior year of La Salle University
students. The Division of Student Affairs created the team with liaisons from the Office of University Advancement and the Alumni Office.
The Senior Year Experience Team is comprised of administrators and students that frame the events to match the mission of the University
while creating engaging programming for students. The SYE Team works to enhance the relationship between the senior student, the
university and the community. The goal of the Senior Year Experience Team is to give students emotional support, important information
pertaining to the senior experience and social events that promote bonding and leadership.
The SYE team organizes the Life After La Salle Series. This series consists of programs that instruct students on certain life skills. Several
issues are covered such as leasing an apartment, financial planning, salary negotiation, and dressing for the professional world. The Office
of Career Services sponsored an etiquette dinner with the President of La Salle University. The etiquette dinner helps graduating students
learn to brush-up on some fine dining skills as they prepare for future lunch or dinner interviews or network gathering sessions.
Another aspect of the SYE team is the Senior Gift. Senior students are encouraged to invest in the future of La Salle University by
contributing to the Senor Gift. The Senior Gift helps build class unity, identity, and spirit. The Senior Gift allows the class to leave their
"mark" while giving something back to their community. The Senior Gift is an important part of the Senior Year Experience because it
helps build a bridge between the soon-to-be graduating senior and the future of the university.
An event that the SYE Team sponsors every year is the 100 Days To Go Dinner. This is a celebration of the 100'h day until graduation
serving as a count down to the actual day. The dinner was a semi-formal event including a DJ and slide show presentation of photos
collected detailing the past four years in the lives of the senior students. The evening is filled with fun and memories where students, staff,
and faculty interact together in a non-formal setting. A class scrapbook of "My Best Memories At La Salle" was collected and reproduced
later in the year during Senior Week.
The culminating event that the SYE Team sponsors is Senior Week. This is during the week after exams end and before graduation when
students have the opportunity to participate in various social programs both on campus and off-campus. The activities for Senior Week
are guided through the offices of University Life, Community Development, Administrative Services, and the Office of University Advancement.
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My internship experience was far from a typical one. For starters, my g.p.a. kept me out
of the official La Salle internship program. To my advantage, however, WEXP advisor Megan
Cahill happened to know someone in the business who was looking for an intern. I couldn't pass
the chance up, and soon I was working on the morning show with Rick Stacey for Mix 95.7.
After only a couple months at Mix, management decided to make a programming change
which left me as an intern without a show. Little did I know at the time that my big chance was
right around the corner.
While working at Mix, I became involved with the Greater Media promotions team and
found myself working events for all four Greater Media stations. One night in March, I was
given the option of working security for WMMR"s Spring Break featuring Bush. The problem
was that this concert was the same time as La Salle's own Spring concert featuring Sugar Ray.
I made Bush my choice after some deliberation and found myself at the Philadelphia Navy Yard
that weekend. While at the concert I ran into all of the WMMR on-air personalities. Most
importantly, I ran into morning show veteran, Paul Barsky. After a quick exchange with one
of my radio idols growing up, I decided to ask directly if he was in the market for an intern.
At first I thought he was blowing me off when he said that he may be but then the call came.
While sitting in my biology class three days after the concert, my cell phone rang. Not wanting
to be rude, I let the call go and waited till after class to check my voicemail. When I did, I was
shocked to hear Ben Maxwell, producer and co-host of the Barsky Show, offering me an
internship. Soon I was working alongside one of the giants in the industry, and eventually I found
myself in my current position, working for Greater Media as the Assistant Producer of the
Barsky Show on 93.3 WMMR.
~ Kevin Brady '03
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It's been an interesting four years, and as far as being a Student Supervisor
for Late Night Intermissions goes, there was never a dull moment. It was a pain
in the neck sometimes but looking back, it was a lot of fun too. As many of you
who know me can attest, there are many stories that came out of that place and
something was always going on.
Between the chaotic nights full of loud. customers to the slow nights where we
all wanted to just take a nap, the experience that I've had has taught me so much.
I wouldn't give that up for anything.
The major gift that I have to thank Intermissions for is helping me make so many
friends. People come and go, but Intermissions remains essentially the same. It's
a place where you can grab something to eat, run into friends, complain about
that horrible midterm or rave about the crazy weekend and I'm proud to say
that I was a part of that.
Besides meeting friends, my position taught me great leadership skills. I won't
lie, it was hectic at times. Between being short-staffed, down a few cooks, broken
equipment, unruly customers and having to run around all over the building, the
job kept me on my toes. It taught me how to think critically about problem solving
and how to deal with the unexpected, as well as giving me some exercise.
Thank you, Intermissions! Good-bye to everyone there. I will never
forget all of the great times and great people. Also, good luck to the rest of the
seniors and never forget those late nights at Intermissions!
TO ] ~ AAichele Bowman, '03
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As I look back on my time spent at LaSalle working towards my degree, I find that it has been a journey filled with both rewards and difficulties.
I would like to reflect on some of the decisions that led me to seek a degree at LaSalle, the challenges involved in making a commitment to the learning
process, and how the experience has impacted my personal and professional life.
Looking back on the entire experience, it is hard to believe that decisions made so long ago have such an impact on one's life direction. Back
the 1970s, no one in my family went to college. With my mother working full-time and raising four children on her own, I felt that getting to work
as soon as possible was the best decision at that time.
After I graduated from high school, I was able to obtain a secretarial position at Metropolitan Life. I saw this opening as a way to gain office
experience before I pursued my goal of securing a position in a law firm. I continued with the career plan I had made for myself, staying at Metropolitan
for two years, and then moving to a position as a legal secretary in a mid-sized law firm. After a short time, I received an offer from two of the
attorneys who had left to start their own law firm. When I went to work for their firm in 1977, I had no idea that I would end up staying there
for 17 years. It was an extremely rewarding and challenging position, but required a huge personal commitment. I was extremely dedicated to
the job, enjoyed the work, and received a good salary in return. It allowed me to move out on my own and become financially independent.
I had been out of school for 16 years at that point so I was not sure how to even start the process of returning. I noticed an ad for an evening
information session at LaSalle and, after meeting with the advisor, made arrangements to take the placement test. At that time, I remember being
both very excited and very nervous, not knowing what to expect. When I got the results that I had scored extremely well in the English portion of
the test, it gave me a tremendous boost of confidence to move ahead with my plans to attend night school. Although I often have had a difficult
time balancing the demands of work and family with the time commitment needed to work on class assignments, my family (pictured to the right!
has been very understanding and supportive during this process.
As I near the Ocompletion of this long journey, I see it as a significant accomplishment. Although it has taken many years, I feel that the time has
been well spent. The degree is not only important for the positive effect it will hopefully have on my career path, but also it is a personal goal that
is now within reach. The feeling of accomplishment and the sense of living up to one's potential have far outweighed the difficulties encountered
along the way. There have been many times when I wished I had gone to college much earlier in my life, but now that I am almost finished, I am
more than happy with the results. I have met many interesting people, have learned a wide range of subjects, and have earned excellent grades
along the way. I have never regretted the decision to return to school and often think it was the best decision I ever made.
~ Linda Kasprzak '03
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sre are many things that come to mind when I think about LaSalle
University I can vividly remember my first week on campus. I remember
feeling overwhelmed but at the same time I was comfortable because
so nice. I must admit that during that first week, I wanted
to be home or down the shore with my friends from high school. I did not
wont to moye on. One night during my very first week of school. I was
.valkinq bad from the Wister computer lab at 11:00 at night. It was a
beautiful night and I started to really feel the powerful nature of this school.
Once I felt this surreal presence I walked by a Christian Brother who simply
said. "How are you?" I answered that I was fine and then before walking
away he said "May God bless you." This moment changed my life. My
'
life nVOS changed because from this point on, I did not want to go home but
rafter I .•.anted to stay at LaSalle. This moment was my first of many
experiences that would make LaSalle University the most important hurdle
in the road of life.
For me, the last few months of high school were dominated by the same
question; where are you going to school next year? I never got sick of
answering this question because I loved people's reactions when I told them
I would be attending LaSalle University. During my first semester at LaSalle,
I realized this place was special, but I could not figure out how the LaSalle
name was so powerful for such a small school. It seemed that in the beginning
my experience at LaSalle was similar to the experiences of my friends at
private and public colleges and universities. I have now realized the
difference between LaSalle and other schools. At LaSalle, academics are
only one element in educating an "individual". LaSalle develops its students
as individuals both inside and outside the classroom. These teachings do not
all come from teachers, but they come from Christian Brothers, administra-
tors and most of all, students. In teaching its students to be individuals, LaSalle
has created good will ambassadors that assist both LaSalle and society. This
is the difference. Academics can only go so far before it becomes boring
and grueling. LaSalle has taught me well academically, but it has better
taught me how to use my knowledge to help other people. I believe that
the saddest thing in life is wasted talent, and if you obtain intelligence, you
are wasting it if you don't use it for the good of society. LaSalle teaches
it students how to recognize its talents, and how to utilize them. These lessons
are priceless.
One of the most compelling aspects of LaSalle is its people. I have never
been in a place where there were more people like myself. I can infer that
many people at LaSalle share this statement. Many schools look to enroll
students because they want their numbers and statistics to look good.
LaSalle enrolls students who will help their community. Some of the best
people I have ever met are from LaSalle and I do believe that there is a
correlation. It is amazing to me that any time that I ever had a question about
a class, I could call a person from my class that I didn't even really know.
LaSalle students are not in competition, but rather are there to help each
other. This doesn't happen at other places. I really noticed the bond
between LaSalle students when I turned 21 years old. Every week after my
birthday, my friends and I would try to figure out a place to go on the
weekends. During the deciding process, one of the first comments was
always: let's go to a place where there will be people other than LaSalle
people. This never happened. LaSalle students don't want to acknowledge
the bond but it does exist. It seems that everything that I have done in the
past four years has had some correlation to LaSalle. LaSalle is not just an
institution, it is a home.
As I stated earlier, I have found LaSalle's strongest aspect to be its
people. In the previous paragraph I talked about students but there are
many other people that make LaSalle special. St. John Baptist de LaSalle
had a vision that teachers should be involved in the lives of their students.
This vision is tangible at LaSalle University. The teachers at LaSalle are
brilliant, but more importantly, they are caring. It is amazing that almost
every teacher at LaSalle willingly gives out their home phone number during
the first week of class. I have never been intimidated to talk with a teacher
face to face, and I think that the personal lessons that they have taught me
are more important than those that are academic St. John Baptist de
LaSalle would be proud of the faculty at his institution. It is these people
that give LaSalle its powerful name.
The best experience I have had at LaSalle was being the president of
the Students' Government Association. This experience was good on a
personal level, but it was tremendous for me to see how much LaSalle truly
cares about its students. If a decision needs to be made that will affect
students, LaSalle will make sure that students have a say in this decision. I
have seen this first hand, and I must say that it is truly amazing. LaSalle
realizes that students are the ultimate stakeholders, and LaSalle lets students
make decisions that are integral to the university. LaSalle really cares about
its students and that is evident in the way they govern. LaSalle isn't a
democracy; decisions are made from direct contact with students and that
is truly amazing.
I love LaSalle University and I will always love LaSalle University. It is here
that I have met some of my best friends, and it is here that I have learned
about life. It is sad to leave this place, but I am optimistic because I know
that I am prepared. LaSalle has changed my life for the better, and for
that I am grateful.
~ Ricky Palladino '03
Looking back at the last four years, I realize that LaSalle
has given me a new appreciation for many things. I have had
experiences not just relevant to my future career, but
experiences that will help me in the real world. I can attribute
most of these to my involvement in different organizations,
jobs and activities on campus. One organization in particular
has brought me great friends and the ability to continue
participating in an important personal interest - music. I have
enjoyed the time I spent in the band and with these people,
mostly because it provided me with a diverse experience.
Through our differences came an enjoyment and desire in
learning about diversity in people while still making great
music.
The music itself has not always been the most challenging.
Through our hard work and dedication, by meeting twice a
week and performing over forty times a year, we have
created a bond not just as musicians, but also as friends. I'm
not exactly sure what the future will bring or even if I will have
the opportunity to continue playing music, but I hope that I
helped both the band and the university through my involvement.
~ Ray Bonnette '03
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As captain of the hockey team in my senior year at La Salle,
I have taken on a leadership position. This is a position that
I did not see myself in at the beginning of my college career.
However, my experiences at La Salle have prepared me for
such a role. Classes at La Salle not only teach you the skills
that you will need in the professional world, but they also
teach you the values that will help you become an indispensable
member of society. Here I have learned the importance of
teamwork, friendship, integrity and leadership. These qualities
not only helped me with regards to the hockey team, but they
also helped me become a better person. Therefore, I have
valued my time here at La Salle and feel that I have made the
most of it. If I had it to do all over again, I do not think that
I would change a thing.
~ Brian Fay '03
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As a transfer student, I wasn't getting what I wanted out
of my education at my previous university. Therefore, when I made
the decision to attend LaSalle, I knew that my life would change
forever. LaSalle has taught me a lot of valuable lessons that could
not possibly be learned in a classroom. LaSalle is one of the only
schools in the Philadelphia area with it's own cable channel that
actually runs legitimate programming. I came to LaSalle with one
thought in mind: get on television. The only catch was that upon
arriving at my new home, I was no longer a communications major,
rather a business major. I didn't let this little detail stop me, and no
one seemed to care one way or another. I wanted to be a guy
who caused people to think about LaSalle 56 in a positive way,
but it didn't turn out exactly the way I planned. I was amazed that
a transfer student could be given a television show as quickly as
I received one. I tried to pull off comedy on this show, but comedy
is best left to those who are funny as I found out much too late. The
point of my rambling is that even though I wasn't funny and the
show didn't last for as long as I would have liked, I had a great
time doing it. This is a testament to the friendly and knowledgeable
people that I have met in my 3 years here at LaSalle. The
experiences I've had with LaSalle 56 and LaSalle University have
taught me many lifelong lessons that I wouldn't have learned
otherwise.
~ -Michael DellaVella '03
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Lauren Adder Hatboro, PA, Nursing, Student Nurse Organization
Miosoty Adorno Philadelphia, PA, Social Work
Mark Anthony Alcantara Blue Bell, PA, Communication, Branch
Out Day, Habitat for Humanity, Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
Mark Anthony Allen Philadelphia, PA, Communication, English, La
Salle Channel 56, La Salle Gospel Choir
Gabriella Carol Amento Philadelphia, PA, Communication,
Marketing, Branch Out Day, Gamma Sigma Sigma Service
Sorority. La Salle Channel 56, Public Relations Club,
Association for Women in Communication
Melissa Andersch Chalfont, PA, Communication, English, Branch
Out Day, Public Relations Club
Bridget A. Andoh Yeadon, PA, Finance, African American Student
League, Branch Out Day, Dance Team
Lynne Andreotta Egg Harbor Township, NJ, Elementary/Special
Education, Foster Care Tutoring, La Salle Education Association
Regina Anton Philadelphia, PA, Communication, Digital Art &
Multimedia Design
Imtiaz Anwar Philadelphia, PA, Nursing
Lorianna Aquilino Philadelphia, PA, Math, Business, Branch Out
Day, Crew, Gamma Phi Beta Sorority, Resident Student
Association
Christian Arellano Philadelphia, PA, Religion/Education, Dance
Team, Organization of latin American Students
Harvey Arellano Philadelphia, PA, Digital Art & Multimedia
Design
Joel Armato Pottstown, PA, Film/English, Branch Out Day
Ryan Stephen Arnold Columbia, MD, Biology/English, Alpha
Epsilon Delta IPre-Medl Project Appalachia
James M. Aros Jr. Philadelphia, PA, Communication, History
Elizabeth S. Ashton Morrisville, PA, Organizational Dynamics,
Alpha Sigma Lambda (Continuing Education Honors Society]
Gregory J, Atkinson Mullica Hill, NJ, Marketing/Digital Art &
Multimedia Design
Eve Bachman Holland, PA, Accounting, Beta Gamma Sigma,
National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Vilma Bailey Philadelphia, PA, Management
Colleen Baillie Philadelphia, PA, English, Branch Out Day, Delta
Phi Epsilon Sorority, Explorer Yearbook, Panhellenic Council
Yurry Bak Holland, PA, Biology, Chemistry / Computer Science,
Alpha Epsilon Delta IPre-Medl CARE, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars, Phi Alpha Beta (Biology!, Ukrainian Club
Erica Jenelle Baker Philadelphia, PA, Geology/Environmental
Science, Branch Out Day, Environmental Science & Geology
Club, Gamma Phi Beta Sorority
Erin M. Baker Norwood, PA, Nursing, Crew, Student Nurse
Organization
January Baker Philadelphia, PA, Communication/Public Relations/
Mass Media Writing, Branch Out Day, Crew, Gamma Phi
Beta Sorority, Resident Student Association, Students'
Government Association
Andrew L. Ballinger Yardley, PA, Information Technology
Melanie A. Banks Philadelphia, PA, Nursing
Amy Baran Philadelphia, PA, Biology, English, Branch Out Day,
Dance Team Delta Phi Epsilon Sorority, Interfraternity-
Sorority Council, National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Kristin Baranoski Wilkes-Barre, PA, Psychology, Branch Out Day,
Psi Chi (Psychology!, SA VE-Sexual Assault & Violence Ends
Adam Barclay Fort Washington, PA, Digital Art & Multimedia
Design/Information Technology, Swimming & Diving Team
Terra Barley Rochester, NY, Psychology, Big Brothers/Big Sisters,
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority, Psi Chi (Psychology! Community
Development Staff
Shannon M. Bauer Harleysville, PA, Nursing, Branch Out Day,
Resident Student Association, Student Nurse Organization,
Swimming & Diving Team
Kamaria T. Baxter Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, African American
Student League, Minority Student Nursing Association, Gear-
Up Program, ADP Leadership Council
James M. Beaver Philadelphia, PA, Management Information
Systems
Gordon F. Beck Newtown, PA, Criminal Justice Sociology, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars, Alpha Sigma Lambda
(Continuing Education Honors Society]
Casey Bedder Wilmington, DE, Biology Spanish, Alpha Epsilon
Delta (Pre-Med! Branch Out Day, CARE. Operation Smile,
Soup Kitchen-Sf. Francis Inn, Los Ninos, Community
Development Staff
Varissa Bender Milton, PA, Elementary/Special Education, Branch
Out Day, Film Society, LaSalle Education Association, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars, Soup Kitchen-St Francis Inn
Gerald C. Benjamin Jr. Philadelphia, PA, Business Logistics
Colin J. Benner Drexel Hill, PA, Business Management, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, Cross Country Team, Indoor Track,
Outdoor Track
Drew Besler Trenton, NJ, Secondary Education/English, Branch
Out Day, Intramurals, Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
Kathleen Bier Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special Education,
Branch Out Day, CAELS-lrish Culture Society, Gamma
Sigma Sigma Service Sorority, Soup Kitchen-St. Francis Inn
Andrew Blazynski Phoenixville, PA, Integrated Science Business &
Technology, Football Team, Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity
Marion D. Blichasz Philadelphia, PA, Marketing, Investment Club,
Peer Educators. Young Democrats
Raymond A. Bonnette III Norwood, PA, Mass Communication,
Math Jazz & Pep Band, La Salle Channel 56
Brian Bowditch Warwick, PA, Business Management
Michele Bowman Bensalem, PA, Communication, Marketing,
Resident Student Association
Brenda Kaye Brabham Philadelphia, PA, Marketing
Lisa C. Bradley Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice/Sociology,
Psychology, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Branch Out Day, Criminal
Justice Association, Neighborhood Tutoring, Softball Team
Kevin Brady Gementon, NJ, Communication, Film Society, Masque
of La Salle/TTA, WEXP Radio
Gina Brennan Ft. Washington, PA, English/Criminal Justice, Alpha
Sigma Tau Sorority
Kimberly Ann Breuer Philadelphia, PA, Biology, Business
Administration/Spanish, Alpha Theta Alpha Sorority, Branch
Out Day, Interfraternity-Sorority Council, Panhellenic Council,
SA VE-Sexual Assault & Violence Ends
Alisha Broaddus Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice/Sociology,
Criminal Justice Association
Ryan Brodt Easton, PA, Accounting, Marketing, BackPac, Beta
Alpha Accounting Honors Society, Branch Out Day, Operation
Smile
Maureen Brooks Philadelphia, PA, Communication, Marketing/
Business, Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority, Branch Out Day,
Cheerleader, Elder Care
Pamela Lauren Brown Philadelphia, PA, Marketing, Alpha Sigma
Tau Sorority, Branch Out Day, Cheerleader
Seanna Bruno Philadelphia, PA, Communication, Alpha Theta
Alpha Sorority, Branch Out Day, Cheerleader, Interfraternity-
Sorority Council, La Salle Channel 56, Students' Government
Association
John Bruzzi Little Silver, NJ, Digital Art & Multimedia Design
Nafeesah A. Bunch Yeadon, PA, Finance, Marketing, African
American Student League, Gamma lota Sigma
Daphne J. Burton Brown Mills, NJ, Nursing, Minority Nursing
Association
Christan Byrne Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special Education,
Film Society, LaSalle Education Association, SAVE- Sexual
Assault & Violence Ends
Timothy G Cabata Plantsville, CT, Finance, Phi Kappa Theta
Fraternity
Nelson Candelario Northfield, NJ, English/ Communication, Phi
Gamma Delta Fraternity IFIJII, Rugby Football Club
Matthew A. Canning Philadelphia, PA, Information Technology/
Mass Communication, Spanish, Branch Out Day, Collegian
Newspaper, Grimoire, Jazz & Pep Band, National Society
of Collegiate Scholars, WEXP Radio
Adam Capoferri Vineland, NJ, Criminal Justice/Sociology, Big
Brothers/ Big Sisters, Branch Out Day, Crew, Criminal
Justice Association, Resident Student Association. Youth
Worker
Julie Cappiella Philadelphia, PA, Accounting, History, Accounting
Association, Beta Gamma Sigma, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars, Beta Alpha Accounting Honors Society,
Branch Out Day, Neighborhood Tutoring
Andrea Carpenter Philadelphia, PA, Secondary Education/English
Victor Carreno Absecon, NJ, Mass Communication, Marketing,
BackPac, LaSalle Channel 56, Youth Worker, Food Services
Larissa Carrera Laurel, MD, Finance/Marketing, Branch Out Day,
Gamma Sigma Sigma Service Sorority, Resident Student
Association
Kathleen Caruso Haddonfield, NJ. Psychology
Joseph Cashiola Houston, TX, English, Collegian Newspaper,
Grimoire, Notes from the Underground
J.R. Casillas Cocoa, FL, Economics, Business Administration, Branch
Out Day, Operation Smile, Omicron Delta Epsilon-Economics
Honors Society
Christopher A. Casimiro Coventry, Rl, Communication, Alpha Chi
Rho Fraternity. Branch Out Day, Masque of la Salle/TTA,
Resident Student Association. WEXP Radio
Matthew Cathell Mechanicsburg, PA, Chemistry, Literature/
History, Branch Out Day. Chymian Society, Collegian
Newspaper, Health Occupations Students of America. ISBT
Robotics Club, LA Salle Singers, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, Operation Smile
Buntha Chan Philadelphia, PA, Digital Art & Multimedia Design,
African American Student League, American/Asian Students'
Intercultural Association, Branch Out Day, New Media
Club, Organization of Latin American Students
Charles J. Charlesworth Brockton, PA, Environmental Science,
Crew, Environmental Science & Geology Club. Resident
Student Association
Jenny Cherian Philadelphia, PA, Nursing
Helen Cho Whitehall, PA Communication, La Salle Channel 56
Ann Marie Christian Churchville, PA, Nursing
Marie Cislo Riverside, NJ, Accounting, Neighborhood Tutoring,
Soccer Team
Brian Clarke Philadelphia, PA, Management/Financing
Laura Clayton Philadelphia, PA, Digital Art & Multimedia Design
Patrick M. Cleary Yardley, PA, Digital Art & Multimedia Design,
Branch Out Day, Honors Board, Rugby Football Club, Sigma
Phi Epsilon Fraternity
Candice Cleere Arcanum, OH, French/Secondary Education,
Branch Out Day, Crew, Explorer Yearbook, French Club, La
Salle Education Association, Neighborhood Tutoring, Project
Appalachia, Social Justice Committee
Christine M. Coates Aston, PA, Psychology, Criminal Justice/
History, Branch Out Day, GAELS-lnsh Culture Society,
Gamma Sigma Sigma Service Sorority, Resident Student
Association, SA VE-Sexual Assault & Violence Ends
Louis Cocomello Brigantine, NJ, Management, Marketing, Branch
Out Day Investment Club LaSalle Education Association,
LaSalle's Organization Caring for Kids, Neighborhood
Tutoring, Social Work Association, Soup Kitchen-St. Francis\
Inn, Youth Worker
Maria Lynn Colflesh Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special Education, ;
Branch Out Day. La Salle Education Association
Michelle Conrad Philadelphia, PA, Business Management
Patricia Coonelly Philadelphia, PA, Political Science, Branch Out
Day, Track & Field
Brian Corcoran Egg Harbor Township, NJ, Communication,
Marketing LaSalle Channel 56, Lambda Pi Eta, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars, Public Relations Club, Resident
Student Association
Andrew C. Costello Middletown, NJ ,Accounting/Management
Information Systems, Branch Out Day. Collegian Newspaper,
Homeless Outreach, St. Thomas Moore Prelaw Society
Micaela Couch Bridgeport, CT, Communication, Marketing
Claudia Covello Philadelphia, PA, Marketing, Health Care
Administration, E-Commerce Institute
Michelle E. Cunnane Phoenixville, PA, Finance
Clare Cunningham Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, Student Nurse
Organization
Ana Margarida Marquis Da Costa Philadelphia, PA, Secondary
Education/Spanish, French, French Club
Michael Lawrence Dabrowski Cherry Hill, NJ, Management
Information Systems
John Darby Philadelphia, PA, Management Information Systems/
Management, Beta Gamma Sigma, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars,
C. Joseph Darrah Philadelphia, PA, Communication, Sigma Phi
Epsilon Fraternity
Colleen Davin Juneau, AK, Psychology/English, Branch Out Day,
Grimoire La Salle Singers. National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, Project Appalachia, Psi Chi (Psychology!, Women's
Rugby Football Team
Emir Dedic Chester, PA, Computer Science/Information Technology,
Association for Computing Machinery, Branch Out Day,
Foster Care Tutoring, Karate Club, La Salle Singers, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars, Neighborhood Tutoring,
Resident Student Association, Sigma Phi Lambda Fraternity,
WEXP Radio
Timothy Defant Glen Mills, PA, Management Information Systems,
Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity IFIJII
Martin Delaney Southampton, PA, Biology, English, Branch Out
Day. Project Appalachia
Christin J. DePasquale Holland, PA, Biology. Alliance CARE
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority, Health Occupations Students of
America, Phi Alpha Beta BiologyI
Karl Joseph Diaz Old Bridge, NJ, Business/Management/ Digital
Art & Multimedia Design, Branch Out Day, Operation Smile
Nic Dicarlo Delanco NJ Environmental Science/Geology, English,
Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Environmental Science & Geology
Club. Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity (FIJI!
Melissa DiFeo Lafayette Hill, PA, Elementary/Special Education,
Masque of LaSalle/TTA, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars
Elena DiGiovanna Roxbury, NY, Social Work/Spanish, Crew,
Elder Care, International Relations Club, La Salle Gospel
Choir, Organization of Latin American Students, Social
Work Association
Gina Marie DiGuilio Philadelphia, PA, Marketing/Management
Nicole DiGulio Philadelphia, PA, Management
Janelle DiMatteo Philadelphia, PA, Digital Art & Multimedia
Design, Psychology, Students' Government Association
Kyle P. Dimmerling Pottsville, PA, Accounting, Accounting
Association, Beta Alpha Accounting Honors Society, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
Neighborhood Tutoring, Resident Student Association
RoseAnn DiSpigno Philadelphia, PA, Digital Art & Multimedia
Design, Italian, Italian Club-ll Circolo Italiano, New Media
Club
Shawn Douglas DiVece Marlton, NJ, Math, Delta Sigma Phi
Fraternity, Football Team
Meghan F. Doll Hatboro, PA, Secondary Education
Andrew Dombrowski Boyertown, PA, Information Technology
Erin J. Doran Lisbon, CT, English, Branch Out Day, Writing Fellows
Linda Dorsch Baltimore, MD, Biology, History/ English, Explorers
for Life, National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Phi Alpha
Beta (Biology), Honors Program
Aimee Hoeun Douch Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, American/Asian
Students' Intercultural Association, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars, Student Nurse Organization, Minority
Nurse Association
Trade Dow Washington, DC, Organizational Management,
African American Student League, Big Brothers/Big Sisters,
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Students'
Government Association
Michelle D. Doyka Spring City, PA, Communication, Branch Out
Day, Gamma Phi Beta Sorority, Panhellenic Council, Public
Relations Club, Up 'til Dawn
Thomas Driscoll Bethel, CT, Communication, History, Branch Out
Day, La Salle Channel 56
Marybeth Du Till Cherry Hill, NJ, Finance, Health Care
Administration
Kathleen R. Duffy Havertown, PA, Business, Gamma Sigma Sigma
Service Sorority
Tiffany Duffy Richboro, PA, Psychology, Commuter & Off-
Campus Student Association (CAOSI
Kristin Durrant Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
Allison Marie Ebbecke Philadelphia, PA, Information Technology
Raymond William Edgar Darnestown, MD, Marketing, GAELS -
Irish Culture Society, Habitat for Humanity, National Society
of Collegiate Scholars
Lauren Edwards Bridgeport, PA, Communication, Big Brothers/
Big Sisters, Branch Out Day, Delta Phi Epsilon Sorority, Public
Relations Club
Zachary Elinich Philadelphia, PA, Marketing, Branch Out Day,
Crew, National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Neighborhood
Tutoring, Resident Student Association, Student Admissions
Representative, Resident Assistant, Business Honors Society
Brian Ercolani Warrington, PA, Public Relations/Law/Political Science,
English/Business, Big Brothers, Branch Out Day, Ice Hockey
Club, College Republicans, Resident Student Association, St.
Thomas Moore PreLaw Society, Lacrosse Club, Italian Club,
Resident Student Association
Jeffrey Ertz Summit, NJ, English, Bog Brothers/Big Sisters, Branch
Out Day
Gina Esposito West Paterson, NJ, Elementary/Special Education,
Branch Out Day, Foster Care Tutoring, WEXP Radio
Maria Esposito Ocean City, NJ, Marketing/Finance, Branch Out
Day, Collegian Newspaper, Gamma Sigma Sigma Service
Sorority, Italian Club-ll Circolo Italiano, Resident Student
Association
Mark Esposito Bristol, PA, Communication, Digital Art & Multimedia
Design, Branch Out Day, La Salle Channel 56, Phi Kappa
Theta Fraternity
Kimberly Evans Greenfield Township, PA, Biochemistry/Criminal
Justice, Cheerleader, Chymian Society, Criminal Justice
Association, National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Women's
Rugby Football Team
Amy Falcone Bridgeport, PA, Biology, Psychology, National Society
of Collegiate Scholars, Operation Smile, Phi Alpha Beta
{Biology)
Joshua Fantini Valencia, PA, Chemistry / Biochemistry, Alpha
Epsilon Delta (Pre-Med). Branch Out Day, Chymian Society,
La Salle's Organization Caring for Kids, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
Mia Farhat Wallingford, PA, Business Management, Elder Care,
Foster Care Tutoring, Operation Smile
Colleen Farrant Philadelphia, PA, Elementary & Secondary
Education, Branch Out Day
Denise Fath Philadelphia, PA, Biology, CARE, Operation Smile,
Ukrainian Club
Wallace P. Faulkner III Blue Bell, PA, Communication, Baseball
Team, Branch Out Day
Brian Fay Philadelphia, PA, Marketing, Branch Out Day, Ice
Hockey Club
Judith A. Feist Philadelphia, PA, Communication
Christopher H. Feldman Mount Kisco, NY, Communication, Political
Science, La Salle Channel 56, Resident Student Association
Amy Felton Royersford, PA, Communication, Psychology, Branch
Out Day, Foster Care tutoring, La Salle Channel 56, Women
in Communication
Ryan T. Fernald Londonderry, NH, Digital Art & Multimedia
Design, Branch Out Day, Crew, Tennis Team
Lisa Ferraina Glendora, NJ, Psychology, Business Administration,
Branch Out Day, Psi Chi, Psychology Club, Softball Team
Diana Figliuolo St. Augustine, FL, Communication, Branch Out Day,
Dance Team, Delta Phi Epsilon Sorority, La Salle Channel 56,
Lambda Pi Eta, National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Julia Fisichella Philadelphia, PA, Italian, Business Administration/
Spanish/ Art, Italian Club - II Circolo Italiano, Women's
Rugby Football Team
Shannah Ryan Fitzgerald Darby, PA, Communication, French/
Philosophy, Association for Women in Communication, Branch
Out Day, French Club, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, Public Relations Club, St. Thomas Moore PreLaw
Society, Communication Honors Society
Lisa Flite Philadelphia, PA, Communication, Religion, Alpha Theta
Alpha Sorority, Association for Women in Communication,
Branch Out Day, Public Relations Club, Cheerleader
Kristen Foley Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special Education,
History
Raequel Forbes Lansdowne, PA, Psychology, Criminal Justice,
Branch Out Day, Elder Care, Explorer Yearbook, CALS-lrish
Culture Club, Gamma Sigma Sigma Service Sorority, Psi Chi
(Psychology!, Psychology Club
Victoria A. Franz Hazlet, NJ, Psychology/Art English, Collegian
Newspaper. Grimoire, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, Psi Chi (Psychology!, Psychology Club, Honors
Program, Community Development Staff
Angela Frates Somerdale, NJ, Biology, Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-
Med! Branch Out Day, CARE, La Salle's Organization
Caring for Kids, Social Justice Committee
Todd Fungard Bethlehem, PA, Finance, Risk Management/Economics,
Crew, Gamma lota Sigma, Investment Club
Joseph Gaeckle Ventnor, NJ, Criminal Justice/Sociology, Branch
Out Day, Crew, Neighborhood Tutoring, Rugby Football
Club
Pamela Catherine Gain Philadelphia, PA, English/Philosophy/History,
Psychology/ Music, College Republicans, Commuter & Off-
Campus Student Association (CAOSI, Criminal Justice
Association, GAELS-lrish Culture Society. Philosophy Club,
Psychology Club, St, Thomas Moore Prelaw Society
Lauren Gallagher Quakertown, PA, Psychology/History, Women's
Studies, Psi Chi (Psychology! SA VE - Sexual Assault &
Violence Ends
Christa Gardner Binghamton, NY, Communication, Gamma
Sigma Sigma Service Sorority, La Salle Ambassadors, La
Salle Channel 56, Masque of La Salle/TTA, National Society
of Collegiate Scholars, Swimming & Diving Team
Joseph Gardner Philadelphia, PA, Communication, German,
BackPac Branch Out Day. Collegian Newspaper, Explorer
Yearbook, Film Society, German Club, Jazz & Pep Band, La
Salle Channel 56, National Society of Collegiate Scholars.
Spring Concert Planning Committee
Kelli C. Garrahan Richboro, PA, Communication/English, Branch
Out Day. Film Society
Dana Lynn Garuffe Philadelphia, PA, Communication. Criminal
Justice, Branch Out Day, Collegian. CAELS-lrish Culture
Society. La Salle Channel 56. National Society of Collegiate
Scholars. Public Relations Club. Resident Student Association,
Student Admission Representative, Lambda Chi Eta
Jennifer Gavin Willow Grove, PA, Management Information
Systems, History
Aneesah M. Gibson Yeadon, PA, ISBT, Social Work, African
American Student League. Alpha Epsilon Delta IPre-Medl,
ISBT Robotics Club
Karma Zaynah Gocking Philadelphia, PA, Management Information
Systems, Accounting, Delta Phi Epsilon Sorority
Anita Godshall Conshohocken, PA, Social Work, Branch Out Day,
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority, Phi Alpha Honor Society (Social
Work)
Karen Marie Golden Philadelphia, PA, Management, GAELS-lrish
Culture Society. Branch Out Day
Svitlana Gorbova Philadelphia, PA, Political Science/German,
International Studies, Cross Cultural Association, German
Club, International Relations Club, LaSpam, National Society
of Collegiate Scholars. Student Political Association, Ukrainian
Club
Jamie Lee Gorland Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special Education,
Alpha Theta Alpha Sorority, Branch Out Day
Nicole M. Graham Philadelphia, PA, Biology, Sociology, Alpha
Epsilon Delta IPre-Medl, Branch Out Day, CARE, Cheerleader.
FOCUS, Health Occupations Students of America, Jazz &
Pep Band, La Salle Gospel Choir, La Salle's Organization
Caring for Kids. Phi Alpha Beta (Biology), Project Appalachia,
Los Ninos
Sheba-Marie Grant Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, African American
Student League, Branch Out Day, Minority Student Nurses
Association, Neighborhood Tutoring, Pastorius Mentoring
Program, Resident Student Association, Academic Discovery
Program
Jaclyn Grenfell Havertown, PA, Mathematics, Business, Branch
Out Day
Brooke Gross Philadelphia, PA, Communication, History
Joseph Grugan Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special Education,
Branch Out Day, LaSalle Education Association, Masque of
LaSalle/TTA
Colleen Marie Guerin Philadelphia, PA, Biology, Branch Out
Day, National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Peer Educators.
Phoenix Society, Retreat Planning Committee, Honors Program
Patrick Hacketr East Haven, CT, Communication: Mass Media,
Cheerleader. Film Society, Resident Student Association.
WEXP Radio. Community Development Staff
Alycia Rasheen-Devon Ham Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, Minority
Nursing Association. Student Nurse Organization
Jillian J. Harrigan Columbia, MD, Psychology/Criminal Justice,
Branch Out Day, National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
Peer Educators, Psi Chi (Psychology), Psychology Club, Retreat
Planning Committee, Phoenix Society
Mary Kate Hart Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special Education
Amy Kristine Hartke Havertown, PA, Biology, English/Religion,
Alpha Epsilon Delta IPre-Medl Big Brothers/Big sisters,
Crew, Peer Educators, Phoenix Society, Resident Student
Association
April Harvey Philadelphia, PA, Communication, Marketing,
Collegian Newspaper, Explorer Yearbook
Richard Hass Monroe, CT, Psychology, Collegian Newspaper,
Jazz & Pep Band. Psi Chi (Psychology) WEXP Radio
Nadine Hassan Ft. Washington, PA, Nursing, Neighborhood
Tutoring
Maribeth Hegadora Brick, NJ, Elementary/Special Education,
Branch Out Day, Habitat for Humanity, Jazz & Pep Band. La
Salle Gospel Choir, La Salle Singers, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars, Project Appalachia
Frances Heil Philadelphia, PA, Management/Marketing, Beta
Gamma Sigma. National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Katie Elizabeth Heisler Cinnaminson, NJ, English/Literature,
Adventure Club, FOCUS-Fellowship of Community &
University Services, Italian Club
James Hendricks Collingswood, NJ, Digital Art & Multimedia
Design
April Marie Hendrie Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, Branch Out Day,
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority, Neighborhood Tutoring, Student
Nurse Organization
Stacey Marie Herubin Haddon Heights, NJ, Psychology, History,
Psi Chi (Psychology!, Psychology Club, Resident Student
Association, Honors Program
Kristen Marie Hess Ellicott City, MD, Biology, History, Branch Out
Day, La Salle's Organization Caring for Kids, Operation
Smile, Phi Alpha Beta IBiologyl Tennis Team
Matthew Heyse Turnersville, NJ, Management/Management
Information Systems, Accounting Association, Tennis Team
Daniel M. Hillman Gibbsboro, NJ, Business Management, Branch
Out Day, Football Team, Neighborhood Tutoring
Anthony Hipsley Brick Township, NJ, English, Phi Gamma Delta
Fraternity IFIJII
Ryan Hoffmaster Bensalem, PA, Accounting, Accounting Association,
Beta Gamma Sigma, Branch Out Day, Karate Club
Allison Marie Hope Philadelphia, PA, Communication, GAELS-
Irish Culture Society, La Salle Channel 56, National Society
of Collegiate Scholars, Resident Student Association, St.
Thomas Moore Prelaw Society, Student Admissions
Representative, Lambda Pi Eta
Jennifer Hricko Philadelphia, PA, Secondary Education/English
Thomas Ralph Hubbard Jr. Easton, CT, Communication/English, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, Campus Crusade for Christ, Collegian
Newspaper, Film Society, GAELS - Irish Culture Society,
Golf Team, La Salle Channel 56, Lambda lota Tau, Resident
Student Association, Soccer Team, WEXP Radio
Chris Hughes Wallingford, PA, Economics/Economics
Nancy Hughes Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special Education
Alpha Theta Alpha Sorority, Interfraternity-Sorority Council,
La Salle Education Association, Panhellenic Council, Student
Admissions Representative
Michael Imdorf Taylor, PA, Management Accounting/Economics
Branch Out Day, Resident Student Association
Theresa Maria Jackson Philadelphia, PA, Sociology
Kyle Jakob Medford, NJ, Marketing La Salle Ambassadors
Carmelo P. Jalosjos Philadelphia, PA, Finance, Accounting
Association, African American Student League, American/
Asian Students' Intercultural Association, Beta Alpha
Accounting Honors Society, Branch Out Day, Gamma lota
Sigma, Investment Club, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, Organization of Latin American Students, San
Miguel Tutoring Program
Shenykia Jefferson Philadelphia, PA, Psychology, Business
Administration, African American Student League, Foster
Care Tutoring, Neighborhood Tutoring, Psychology Club
Lynne Johnson Erial, NJ, Elementary/Special Education, Gamma
Sigma Sigma Service Sorority
Edward E. L. Julien Lancaster, PA, ISBT
Al Jurowicz Bensalem, PA, Nursing, Branch Out Day, Commuter
& Off-Campus Student Association (CAOSl Neighborhood
Tutoring, Oldies & Doo-Wop Club, Professional Nursing
Organization, Rugby Football Club. Student Nurse
Organization
Matthew A. Kalinowsky Pennsauken, NJ, Digital Art & Multimedia
Design, Computer Science/Psychology, Alliance, Association
for Computing Machinery, Commuter & Off-Campus Student
Association, Peer Educators, Phoenix Society, Retreat Planning
Committee
Margaret Anne Kane Ambler, PA, Communication, Political Science,
Branch Out Day, Honors Board. La Salle Ambassadors,
Lambda Pi Eta, National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
Resident Student Association, La Salle Judicial Board
Christopher M. Kebler Philadelphia, PA, Management Information
Systems
Caitlin Keefe West Chester, PA, Marketing Accounting, Branch
Out Day, Women's Volleyball Team, Athletic Relations Council
Bernadette Keenan Ivyland, PA, Elementary/Special Education,
Branch Out Day, GAELS-lrish Culture Society, Operation
Smile
Christin Alyssa Keller Haddonfield, NJ, Nursing, Alpha Theta
Alpha Sorority, Branch Out Day, Field Hockey Team, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars, Neighborhood Tutoring,
Professional Nursing Organization, Student Nurse
Organization, Nursing Honors Society
Jim Keller Philadelphia, PA, Information Technology, Communication
Elizabeth Kelly Huntingdon Valley, PA, Elementary/Special
Education, Branch Out Day, Gamma Sigma Sigma Service
Sorority, Resident Student Association. Homeless Outreach
(Psychology!
Anna Kernytsky Rockledge, PA, Biology, Philosophy, Alpha Epsilon
Delta (Pre-AAedl. Branch Out Day, CARE, Chymian Society,
Explorers for Life, FOCUS-Fellowship of Community &
University Services, Jazz & Pep Band, La Salle Ambassadors,
Operation Smile, Project Appalachia, Resident Student
Association, Ukrainian Club
Nolan Kirby Williamsport, PA, Accounting, Accounting Association,
Beta Alpha Accounting Honors Society, Beta Gamma Sigma,
Branch Out Day, Resident Student Association, Judicial
Board
Victoria Kirker Rockville, MD, Communication, Political Science,
Association for Women in Communication, Branch Out Day,
Lambda Pi Eta, Neighborhood Tutoring, Resident Student
Association
John Patrick Kitty Philadelphia, PA, Political Science/Public
Administration, Business Administration, College Republicans,
LaSpam, St. Thomas Moore PreLaw Society, Political Science
Honor Society
Keelyn Kluck Drifton, PA, Elementary/Special Education, Branch
Out Day, Italian Club-ll Circolo Italiano, LaSalle Education
Association
Lawrence Knapp Somerville, NJ, Communication, Business
Administration, Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity, Branch Out Day,
Interfraternity-Sorority Council, Italian Club-ll Circolo Italiano,
Masque of LaSalle/TTA, WEXP Radio
Monica Konicki Philadelphia, PA, Mathematics, Computer Science,
Branch Out Day, La Salle's Organization Caring for Kids,
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Peer Educators,
Resident Student Association
Virginia D. Krause Croyden, PA, Nursing, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
Christopher Krywyj Philadelphia, PA, Communication, Branch Out
Day, Ice Hockey Club, Lambda Pi Eta, Sigma Phi Epsilon
Fraternity, WEXP Radio
Jillian Kurek Plainfield CT, Secondary Education/Biology, Branch
Out Day. Phi Alpha Beta Biology! Resident Student
Association, Softball Team, Honors Program
Othello Kwaidah Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, Minority Student
Nurses Association, Professional Nursing Organization,
Student Nurse Organization
Crystal Ladd Bensalem, PA, Elementary/Special Education, Gamma
Phi Beta Sorority, Panhellenic Council
Christa Lalli Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special Education,
Neighborhood Tutoring
Royal B. Lambert Wilmington, DE, Psychology, African American
Student League, Alpha Theta Alpha Sorority, LaSalle Gospel
Choir
Terrence K. Lambert Jr. Rocky River, OH, Finance, International
Business
Lisa A. Laverty Philadelphia, PA, General Studies/Philosophy/
Psychology/ History, Peer Educators
Vy T. Le Philadelphia, PA, Chemistry, American/Asian Students'
Intercultural Association, Branch Out Day, Chymian Society
Meredith Emilie LeFebvre Harleysville, PA, Marketing, Delta Phi
Epsilon Sorority
Sarah Leonard Philadelphia, PA, Elementary/Special Education
Dana Leone Philadelphia, PA, Psychology, Branch Out Day,
Gamma Sigma Sigma Service Sorority
Shawn Leyden Wiscasset, ME, Psychology / Criminal Justice,
Alpha Theta Alpha Sorority, Branch Out Day, Psi Chi
(Psychology!
John Linden Glen Mills, PA, Communication, Business Administration,
La Salle Channel 56
Craig Lipski Philadelphia, PA, Digital Art & Multimedia Design/
Communication, La Salle channel 56, New Media Club,
WEXP Radio
Kevin Lipski Philadelphia, PA, Digital Art & Multimedia Design,
Music
Tetyana Lisova Philadelphia, PA, Finance International Business,
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Ukrainian Club
Dawn Listman Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice
Sitong Liu Jenkintown, PA, Finance, Accounting, Accounting
Association, American/Asian Students' Intercultural
Association, Beta Alpha Accounting Honors Society, Beta
Gamma Sigma, Honors Board, Investment Club
Meghan Livingstone Philadelphia, PA, Biochemistry, Psychology,
Branch Out Day, Chymian Society, Dance Team. Delta Phi
Epsilon Sorority, Elder Care. Interfraternity-Sorority Council,
Women's Rugby Football Team
Solomiya Login Philadelphia, PA, Secondary Education/Math, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, Branch Out Day, Cross Country Team,
Ukrainian club, Track & Field
Ivana Losacco Broomall, PA, Psychology
Michael G. LoSapio Morristown, NJ, Education/Religion, History,
Cross Country Team Track Team. National Honor Society of
Religious Studies
Stephanie Lovinsky New Rochelle, NJ, Biology, Alpha Epsilon
IPre-Medl, Cheerleader. Operation Smile. Resident Student
Association, Student Admissions Representative
Maria C. Lozada Philadelphia, PA, Social Work, Psychology
John Luczkowski Philadelphia, PA, Political Science, History, LaSpam,
National Society of Collegiate Scholars
David R. Lynch Warminster, PA, Marketing/Management, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity Soccer
Team
Anastasia Mackiewicz Marlton, NJ, Communication, Marketing,
Association for Women in communication, Branch Out Day,
Crew. Gamma Phi Beta Sorority, LaSalle Channel 56, Public
Relations Club
Elise Gensine Mading Moorestown, NJ, Accounting, Accounting
Association, Beta Alpha Accounting Honors Society, Beta-
Gamma Sigma. National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Katie Lynn Maher Ivoryton, CT, Elementary/Special Education
Marta Majcher Philadelphia, PA, Finance
Michael Mallick Harrisburg, PA, Communication, English, Crew,
la Salle Channel 56
Matthew F. Market Feasterville, PA, General Studies/Philosophy/
Psychology/ History
Michael Man-en Philadelphia, PA, Accounting, Sigma Phi Lambda
Fraternity
Nicole Marie Marshall Baltimore, MD, Biology, American/Asian
Students' Intercultural Association, Commuter & Off-Campus
Student Association, Habitat for Humanity, Health Occupations
Students of America. Operation Smile. Phi Alpha Beta
(Biology!
Derrick Martin Portland, OR, English, Sociology, Collegian
Newspaper, Grimoire. National Society of Collegiate
Scholars. SA VE-Sexual Assault & Violence Ends
Stephanie Anne Maruca Media, PA, Psychology Business /
English, Alpha Epsilon Delta IPre-Medl. Branch Out Day,
Crew, Gamma Phi Beta Sorority. La Salle's Organization
Caring for Kids, National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
Operation Smile, Psi Chi (Psychology!
Mary Regina Mason Philadelphia, PA, Accounting, Gamma
Sigma Sigma Service Sorority. Masque of La Salle/TTA
Michele Jennifer Mattes Lansdale, PA, Psychology, Business,
Branch Out Day, La Salle's Organization Caring for Kids,
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Honors Program
Jonathan Matthews Philadelphia, PA, Criminal Justice, Business
Administration, Criminal Justice Association, St. Thomas Moore
Pre-Law Society
Kristina Mattox Aston, PA, Nursing, Nutrition Dance Team,
Gamma Sigma Sigma Service Sorority, Student Nurse
Organization
Mary Catherine Maupin Blackwood, NJ, Elementary/Special
Education
Melissa Mazur Norristown, PA, English/Marketing, Beta Gamma
Sigma, Branch Out Day, Crew, Explorers for Life, Honors
Board, National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Resident
Student Association, Los Nihbs
Jennifer Mazzuca Suwance, GA, Marketing, Branch Out Day,
Gamma Sigma Sigma Service Sorority
Patrick McAfee Bethlehem, PA, Political Science, Branch Out Day,
College Republicans, Jazz & Pep Band.
Sara Grey McClafferty Dresher, PA, Elementary/Special Education,
Branch Out Day, CARE, La Salle Ambassadors, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars
Joanna McClinton Philadelphia, PA, Political Science, African
American Student League, AIDS Outreach, American/Asian
Students' Intercultural Association, Historical Society, Histories,
La Salle Gospel Choir, LaSpam, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars. St. Thomas Moore PreLaw Society, Student Political
Association, Young Democrats, Pi Sigma Alpha (Political
Sc si
Latricia Candie AAcCray Abington, PA. Communication
Ryan AAcDonough Philadelphia, PA, Management
Daniel J. McDowell Philadelphia, PA, Psychology Marketing
Maureen A. McGee Philadelphia, PA, Sociology/Criminal Justice
Psychology Branch Out Day, Criminal Justice Association,
LaSalle Channel 56, Sociology Honor Society
Jessica McGowan Glenside, PA, Accounting Alpha Theta Alpha
Sorority. Branch Out Day. Interfraternity-Sorority Council
Shawn Brian McGuigan Philadelphia, PA, Management Information
Systems/Marketing Branch Out Day, Interfraternity-Sorority
Council. Resident Student Association, Sigma Phi Epsilon
Fraternity. Students' Government Association, WEXP Radio
Kathleen B. McHugh Elkins Park, PA, Psychology/English Branch
Out Day. Delta Phi Epsilon Sorority
Michele McHugh Drexel Hill, PA, Management Information Systems,
Risk Management & Insurance, Branch Out Day, Gamma Phi
Beta Sorority.
Alexander McKinney Philadelphia, PA, Finance, Jazz & Pep
Band
Rachel J. McLaren Laurel, MD, Communication, Business, Association
for Women in Communication, Branch Out Day, Lambda Pi
Eta, Masque of La Salle/TTA, Resident Student Association.
Improv 101. Communication Student Board
Alan M. McMenamin Downingtown, PA, Finance, International
Studies, Beta Gamma Sigma, Branch Out Day, Habitat for
Humanity, Honors Board, Lacrosse Club, Resident Student
Association
Brian J. McNichol Philadelphia, PA, Marketing/Management,
Branch Out Day
Chris McNulty Churchville, PA, Organizational Dynamics
Kathleen McShane Philadelphia, PA, Nursing, Student Nurse
Organization
Alexander J. Meloscia Philadelphia, PA, Finance/ Management
Information Systems, Beta Gamma Sigma, National Society
of Collegiate Scholars
Kenneth Milcetici Rockville, MD, Digital Art & Multimedia Design
Craig A. Millard Sewell, NJ, Accounting, Beta Alpha Accounting
Honors Society, National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Colleen L. Miller Philadelphia, PA, Math, Women's Rugby Football
Team
Kelly Mitura Pine Plains, NY, Social Work, Spanish, 5oc/a/ Work
Association
Colleen Moffatt West Chester, PA, Communication, English,
Branch Out Day, La Salle Channel 56
Meredith Mollitt Jacksonville, FL, History / English, Spanish /
Religion, Branch Out Day, La Salle Ambassadors, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars, Resident Student Association,
Social Justice Committee, Judicial Board, Writing Fellows
Janelle Mongan Philadelphia, PA, Psychology, Alpha Sigma Tau
Sorority. Cheerleader
Michael A. Montanez Philadelphia, PA, Marketing
Yuli Andrea Morales Philadelphia, PA, Psychology, Alpha Epsilon
Delta IPre-Medl, Branch Out Day, Health Occupation
Students of America, Operation Smile, Organization of Latin
American Students. Psychology Club, Soup Kitchen - St.
Francis Inn
Michael Moretti Bensalem, PA, Criminal Justice/ Sociology,
Economics / History
Holly Morganelli Bethlehem, PA, English
Paul Joseph Morina Ocean City, NJ, English/History, St. Thomas
Moore PreLaw Society
Christopher Morris Philadelphia, PA, Communication
Megan Morris Jamison, PA, Finance, Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority,
Branch Out Day, Elder Care, St. Thomas Moore PreLaw
Society
Chad E. Morrow Forty Fort, PA, Psychology, Delta Sigma Phi
Fraternity, Football Team
Lauren E. Moss Lincolndale, NJ, Political Science/English, Gamma
Phi Beta Sorority, Women's Rugby Football Team
Erin R. Mscisz Conshohocken, PA. Biology. History. Big Brothers/
Big Sisters. Branch Out Day, CARE, Operation Smile, Ukrainian
Club
Jennifer Muldoon Havertown, PA, Psychology, Spanish/ Women's
Studies, Alpha Theta Alpha Sorority. Psi Chi (Psychology!
Sarah Marie Mulholland Media. PA. Psychology. History/Spanish,
Branch Out Day, Psi Chi (Psychology!, Swimming & Diving
Team, Athletic Relations Council
James Murphy Philadelphia, PA, Management Information Systems
Sarah M. Murphy Norwalk, NJ, Digital Art & Multimedia Design,
Marketing, Branch Out Day, GAELS-lrish Culture Society,
Gamma Sigma Sigma Service Sorority, National society of
Collegiate Scholars
Lisa Murray Philadelphia, PA, Marketing / Management
Courtney Myer Philadelphia, PA, Psychology, Marketing
Daniel Myerowitz Philadelphia, PA, Finance/Management
Information Systems
Gail Napierkowski Warminster, PA, Digital Art & Multimedia
Design/Psychology, National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Psi Chi (Psychology!
Megan Neiner Exton, PA, Communication, Marketing, Branch Out
Day, Foster Care Tutoring, La Salle Channel 56
Robert E. Newmyer Pottsville, PA, Biology, English, Alpha Epsilon
Delta (Pre-Medl Branch Out Day National Society of
Collegiate Scholars, Neighborhood Tutoring, Resident Student
Association
Hanh Nguyen Philadelphia, PA, Finance, American/Asian Students'
Infercultural Association
Tina Nigro Huntingdon Valley, PA, Biology, Branch Out Day,
Italian Club-ll Circolo Italiano, Operation Smile
Bogdan Nira Anaheim, CA, Psychology, Business Administration
.Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Branch Out Day, Football Team, Psi
Chi (Psychology/, Rugby Football Club, Track & Field
Kleber Niza Guayaquil, Ecuador, Economics / International Studies,
Business Administration, American/Asian Students' Intercultural
Association. French Club. National Society of Collegiate
Scholars
Lisa M. Noe Philadelphia, PA, Nursing
Kristina Nolan Philadelphia, PA Criminal Justice/English Gamma
Phi Beta Sorority
Katey E., Nort Philadelphia, PA Biology/Pre-Med Alpha Epsilon
Delta (Pre-Medl, Operation Smile
Lindsay L. Nucera Langhorne, Pa English/Writing Women's Studies
Alliance Branch Out Day, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, Writing Fellows Program
Matthew Patrick Oakes West Chester, PA Marketing /
Management Information Systems Branch Out Day,
Operation Smile, Resident Student Association
Ndidi Obichere Silver Spring, MD Biology/Pre-Med Spanish
Cross Country Team. Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field
Jennifer Colleen O'Brien Philadelphia, PA Elementary/Special
Education Branch Out Day, GAELS-lrish Culture Society,
Jazz & Pep Band, National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Keri O'Connor Brick Township, NJ Communication Alpha Theta
Alpha Sorority, Association for Women in Communication,
Branch Out Day, Public Relations Club
Chris O'Donnell Philadelphia, PA Communication English La Salle
Channel 56, Masque of La Salle/TTA, Phi Kappa Theta
Fraternity, Students' Government Association
David Odorisio Phoenixville, PA Religious Studies/English Philosophy
CARE, Collegian Newspaper, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, Week Of Hope, Theta Alpha Kappa (Religion
Honor Society)
John Ogden Marlton, NJ Communication Branch Out Day,
Collegian Newspaper, La Salle Channel 56, Masque of La
Salle/TTA, Students' Government Association
Chukwunike Okosa Newark, DE Communication Basketball
Team, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Branch Out Day,
Jeremy Olesik Philadelphia, PA Biology Big Brothers/Big Sisters,
Branch Out Day
Heather J. Oliphant Ocean City, NJ History Political Science St.
Thomas Moore Prelaw Society
Jackson Oliver Haddon Heights NJ Accounting Philosophy
Accounting Association. Beta Alpha Accounting Honors
Society, Football Team
John George Pachioli III Bryn Mawr, PA Marketing/Management
Big Brother/Big Sister, Branch Out Day, Resident Student
Association
Ricky A. Palladino Brookhaven, PA Communication Philosophy/
Spanish Branch Out Day, Collegian Newspaper, Football
Team, Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity, Resident Student
Association. Students' Government Association
Maura V. Pannell Philadelphia, PA Biology/English Alpha Epsilon
Delta (Pre-Medl, Branch Out Day, Explorers for Life,
Neighborhood Tutoring
Nicole D. Papin Philadelphia, PA Accounting Accounting
Association, Beta Alpha Accounting Honors Society, Beta
Gamma Sigma, Grimoire, Investment Club
Erica Pappalardo Philadelphia, PA Secondary Education/Spanish
Italian Italian Club-ll Circolo Italiano
Melissa Pashley Harbor Township, NJ Communication Big Brothers/
Big Sisters, Public Relations Club
Sonia V. Peters Philadelphia, PA Business Administration
Michael Pidhirsky Philadelphia. PA Finance/Management
Information Systems Basketball Team, Branch Out Day.
Investment Club. Resident Student Association
Laura Pinto Cranford, NJ Elementary/Special Education
Joseph M. Pitass Philadelphia, PA Accounting
John M. Pizzo Philadelphia, PA Finance Risk Management
Mark A. Pomeroy Philadelphia, PA Accounting History Accounting
Association, Beta Gamma Sigma, Branch Out Day,
International Relations Club, Italian Club, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
Kristen Powell Springfield, PA Sociology/Religion Big Brothers/
Big Sisters, Branch Out Day, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars. Peer Educators, Project Appalachia, Resident Student
Association, SA VE-Sexual Assault & Violence Ends, Soup
Kitchen-St. Francis Inn, Los Nifhs
Lauren P. Powell West Chester, PA Digital Art & Multimedia
Design History/Art History Branch Out Day, Resident Student
Association
Natalie Privette Herndon, VA Chemistry Math/ German Branch
Out Day, Chymian Society, Collegian Newspaper. German
Club. Neighborhood Tutoring, Peer Educators
Jonathan Pron Media, PA Marketing Branch Out Day, CARE,
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
John Paul Quinn Philadelphia, PA Marketing
Stephen J. Raiker West Berlin, NJ Biology Psychology Alpha
Epsilon Delta (Pre-Medl, Health Occupations Students of
America, Phi Alpha Beta IBiologyl
Gabriel Randall Wilmington, DE Management/Management
Information Systems Branch Out Day, La Salle Ambassadors,
La Salle's Organization Caring for Kids, Resident Student
Association
Joseph John Realdine Springfield, PA Management Information
Systems Beta Gamma Sigma, Foster Care Tutoring
Leigh Ann Redmond Sewell, NJ Elementary/Special Education
Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority, Interfraternity-Sororify Council
Michael Reeves Denville, NJ Marketing/Management Branch
Out Day, Business Honor Society, E-Commerce Institute
Dorian D. Regester Spring Valley, NY Computer Science/Information
Technology/Math/Digital Art & Multimedia Design English
Information Technology Student Leadership Association
Kathleen A. Reichert Philadelphia, PA Accounting
Stacey Reimer Phoenixville, PA Nursing Nutrition Branch Out Day,
Neighborhood Tutoring. Residential Student Association,
Student Nurse Organization
Christine Renzi Philadelphia, PA Computer Science Literature
Branch Out Day, National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
Honors Program
Christopher Rhoades Freehold, NJ Communication Branch Out
Day, Crew, Public Relations Club
John E. Rife Jr. Hainesport, NJ Criminal Justice Big Brothers/Big
Sisters, Branch Out Day, Criminal Justice Association, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars
Emily Rizzo Bordentown, NJ Psychology/Sociology Field Hockey
Team, Sociological Honor Society, Women's Rugby Football
Team
Tonika Michele Roache Philadelphia, PA Criminal Justice Business
Administration Criminal Justice Association, St. Thomas Moore
Pre-Law Society, Youth Worker
Kelley Robinson Voorhees, NJ Elementary/Special Education Alpha
Thefa Alpha Sorority, La Salle Education Association
Nicole K. Roche Philadelphia, PA Communication Alpha Theta
Alpha Sorority, Association for Women in Communication.
Branch Out Day, La Salle Channel 56
Meghan M. Rogers Cheltenham, PA Accounting Beta Gamma
Sigma, Branch Out Day, Neighborhood Tutoring, Peer
Educators
Leigh Rohmer Scotia, NY Communication Association for Women
in Communication, Gamma Sigma Sigma Service Sorority,
Inferfraternity-Sorority Council, Resident Student Association
Arisely Rolan Philadelphia, PA Secondary Education/Social Studies
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
Dorothy Lee Rothman Ventnor, NJ Information Technology Branch
Out Day, Gamma Sigma Sigma Service Sorority. Resident
Student Association
Joseph J. Rotondo Langhorne, Pa Management Information
Systems Digital Art & Multimedia Design & Multimedia
Design Branch Out Day, Inferfraternity-Sorority Council, Phi
Kappa Theta Fraternity, E-Commerce Student Fellowship
Christina L. Royer Harveys Lake, PA Economic/International Studies
Business / Asian Studies Branch Out Day, Collegian
Newspaper, Student Economics Association
Robert Ruff in Philadelphia, PA General Studies
Michael A. Ruggiero Philadelphia, PA Management Information
Systems / Management Baseball Team, Branch Out Day,
Explorer Club
Samantha Russell Lakewood, NJ Mass Communication English Film
Society, Grimoire, La Salle Channel 56, Lambda Pi Eta,
WEXP Radio
Joseph Russo Philadelphia, PA Management Political Science
Kristie Russo Philadelphia, PA Psychology/English Spanish Psi Chi
(Psychology!
David Ryan Bensalem, PA Digital Art & Multimedia Design
Sean Sabol AAechanicsburg, PA Finance Big Brothers/Big Sisters,
Branch Out Day, Football Team, Investment Club, Resident
Student Association
Melissa A. Santana Philadelphia, PA Nursing Organization of
Latin American Students
Deanna Marie Santoro Saratoga Springs, NY Nursing
Jocelyn Sarenelli Hamden, CT Psychology Spanish Branch Out
Day. Psi Chi, Psychology Club
Andrew Sayers Philadelphia, PA Finance
Catherine Mary Scanlon Wayne, PA Marketing Alpha Sigma
Tau Sorority, Branch Out Day, College Republicans,
Neighborhood Tutoring, Best Buddies Club
Stephen R. Schayer Coventry, Rl Chemistry/Biochemistry Alpha
Epsilon Delta (Pre-Medl CARE, Chymian Society
Mary Katherine Scheuermann Mt. Rainier, MD English History
Branch Out Day, Crew, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars
Marianne Theresa Schill Philadelphia, PA Criminal Justice
Amy Schneider Bristol, PA Biology Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Medl,
Soccer team
Joshua Schneiderman Churchville, PA English Crew, Lambda lota
Tau, Investment Club
Thomas Schrank Philadelphia, PA Finance/Marketing
Dave Schroener Philadelphia, PA Management Information Systems
Rugby Football Club, La Salle E-Commerce Institute, Students
in Free Enterprise
Stacey Schultz Haddon Heights, NJ Integrated Science Business &
Technology Branch Out Day, Resident Student Association,
Track & Field, Student Admissions Representative
Karen Schuster Philadelphia, PA Communication/English Branch
Out Day, Collegian Newspaper, Lambda Pi Eta, Masque of
La Salle/TTA, La Salle Young Playwrights
Kevin Serfass Bensalem, PA Management Information Systems/
Accounting
Mike Sha Galloway, NJ Management Information Systems
Neighborhood Tutoring, Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity
Irene M. Shandruk Philadelphia, PA Biology Philosophy Operation
Smile, Ukrainian Club
Erica Sharkey Middle Village, NY Communication/Art History
Branch Out Day, Gamma Sigma Sigma Service Sorority, La
Salle Channel 56, Lambda Pi Eta, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
Carolyn Sheahan Philadelphia, PA Marketing History Branch Out
Day, Crew, La Salle Ambassadors, Operation Smile, Students'
Government Association
Kelly Shelinsky Philadelphia, PA Nursing National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
Emilia Sophia Siolek West Chester, PA Psychology Marketing
Branch Out Day, Psi Chi (Psychology! Resident Student
Association, Judicial Board
Victoria M. Siravo Philadelphia, PA Marketing/Management
Information Systems Branch Out Day, Gamma Sigma Sigma
Service Sorority
Paul Joseph Sizer Narberth, PA Finance Beta Gamma Sigma,
Branch Out Day, Explorer Yearbook, LaSpam
Michelle M. Sliko Lititz, PA Biology French Branch Out Day,
French Club, La Salle Gospel Choir, La Salle Singers,
National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Neighborhood
Tutoring
Matthew Smalarz Philadelphia, PA History Political Science
(Catholic Studies) College Republicans, Historical Society,
Histories, LaSpam, National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
Student Political Association, International Relations Club, Phi
Alpha Theta (History Honor Society!
David M. Smith Philadelphia, PA Nursing Branch Out Day, Crew
Team, Football Team, National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
Resident Student Association, Student Nurse Organization
Elizabeth Ann Smith Atco, NJ Elementary/Special Education
Women's Lacrosse Team, Best Buddies
Jeffrey R. Smith Hatfield, PA Accounting Accounting Association,
Beta Alpha Accounting Honors Society, Branch Out Day,
Collegian Newspaper, Resident Student Association
Leroy Smith Philadelphia, PA Accounting La Salle Gospel Choir,
Intramurals
Vanessa Smith-Doughty Philadelphia. PA Nursing Minority Student
Nurses Association, Professional Nursing Organization
Student Nurse Organization
Robert T. Sorochen Springfield, PA Finance Risk Management &
Insurance Branch Out Day, Intramurals
Yisenia Soto Philadelphia, PA Elementary/Special Education Branch
Out Day. National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
Organization of Latin American Students, Leadership Council
Zahira Enid Soto Philadelphia, PA Social Work
Andrew Spencer West Hartford, CT Math LaSalle Singers
Lome Daniel Starr Ambler, PA History Communication Swimming
& Diving Team, Athletic Relations Council
Elizabeth Sterpka Canaan, CT Digital Art & Multimedia Design
Marketing Alpha Theta Alpha Sorority, Panhellenic Council
Lawrence Stevenson Bel Air, MD Elementary/Special Education
Alliance, Branch Out Day, Elder Care, Foster Care Tutoring,
Habitat for Humanity, National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
SA VE - Sexual Assault & Violence Ends, Social Justice
Committee
Guy Stewart Plymouth Meeting, PA Communication Marketing
BackPac. Operation Smile, Public Relations Club
Margaret Colleen Stewart Westfield, NJ Communication Business
Administration/ Spanish AIDS Outreach, Branch Out Day,
Resident Student Association, WEXP Radio
Jilian Stombock Newburgh, NY Criminal Justice / Sociology
Psychology Criminal Justice Association, Softball Team
Jillian Szczepaniak-Grillece Baltimore, MD Psychology/English
History Branch Out Day, Peer Educators, Resident Student
Association, Women's Rugby Football Club
Rachel M. Thomas Bensalem, PA Elementary/Special Education
Branch Out Day
Eva Tierney Wilmington, DE Elementary/Special Education Alpha
Theta Alpha Sorority
William J. Tierney Montgomeryville, PA Communication Marketing
Basketball Team, College Republicans. Explorers for Life,
GAELS-lrish Culture Society, Public Relations Club
Anne Tobin Exton, PA Social Work Branch Out Day, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars, Peer Educators, Phi Alpha
Honor Society (Social Work), Social Work Association
Evan Todd Lancaster, PA Marketing National Society of Collegiate
Scholars
Yordanos R. Tola Philadelphia, PA Political Science Economics
Branch Out Day, Foster Care Tutoring, LaSalle Gospel
Choir, Student Political Association, African American Student
League, Spring Concert Committee
Colleen Tomaszewski Hyde Park, NY Elementary/Special Education
AIDS Outreach, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Branch Out Day,
Explorer Yearbook, FOCUS, GAELS - Irish Culture Society,
Gamma Sigma Sigma Service Sorority, Interfraternity-Sorority
Council, La Salle Education Association, La Salle Gospel
Choir, National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Neighborhood
Tutoring, Operation Smile, Peer Educators, Phoenix Society,
Project Appalachia, Resident Student Association, SA VE -
Sexual Assault & Violence Ends, Pi Lambda Theta
Kevin Tompkins Cheltenham, PA Management Information Systems/
Finance Branch Out Day, Neighborhood Tutoring, Resident
Student Association
Kimberly Torrence Allentown, PA Marketing
Steven Joseph Tremblay Hammonton, NJ Management Information
Systems Digital Art & Multimedia Design Golf Team,
Information Technology Student Leadership Association,
Karate Club
Stephanie Anne Tripician Pleasantville, NJ Elementary/Special
Education Branch Out Day, Cheerleader, Italian Club-ll
Circolo Italiano, La Salle Education Association, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars, Operation Smile
Tracey Lynn Tripician Pleasantville, NJ Elementary/Special Education
Branch Out Day, Cheerleader, Italian Club-ll Circolo Italiano,
La Salle Education Association, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, Operation Smile
Carrie A. Tustin Philadelphia, PA Nursing Resident Student
Association, Student Nurse Organization
Mary Evelyn Ubbens Arlington, VA Integrated Science Business &
Technology Branch Out Day, Information Technology Student
Leadership Association, The Masque/TTA, Campus Ministry
Rachel J. Upshaw Elkins Park, PA Elementary/Special Education
Spanish African American Student League, AIDS Outreach,
Branch Out Day, Commuter & Off-Campus Student
Association, Habitat for Humanity, La Salle Education
Association, National Society of Collegiate Scholars.
Neighborhood Tutoring
Sarah Van Wert Langhorne. PA Management/ Marketing Alpha
Theta Alpha Sorority, Branch Out Day, Field Hockey Team,
Interfraternity-Sorority Council, Students' Government Association
Frank Varanavage Philadelphia, PA Accounting Branch Out Day,
Football Team, Neighborhood Tutoring
Brian P. Veitz Philadelphia, PA Communication Digital Art & Multimedia
Design Collegian Newspaper, Film Society, La Salle Channel 56,
New Media Club, WEXP Radio
Jenny E. Velasquez Philadelphia, PA Accounting
Amber Aline Vendetti Waterbury, CT Elementary/Special Education
Resident Student Association, Soccer Team, Student's Government
Association, Best Buddies
Luke Ventura Pottsville, PA Elementary/Special Education Branch Out
Day, CARE, Crew, French Club, La Salle Education Association,
Resident Student Association, WEXP Radio
Christine K. Verderber Huntington, NY Communication German/English
Association for Women in Communication, Branch Out Day,
German Club, National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Public
Relations Club, Resident Student Association, Student Admissions
Representative, Communication Honors Society
Jill Villari Holland, PA Management Information Systems/Accounting
Branch Out Day, Women's Lacrosse Team
Kristin Voiro Philadelphia, PA Psychology Italian / Business Administration.
Italian Club-ll Circolo Italiano, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, Psi Chi (Psychology!
Michael Wagner Philadelphia, PA Information Technology
Michael J. Walk III. Philadelphia, PA Criminal Justice/Sociology Alpha lota.
Criminal Justice Association, National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Christine Walker Lewisberry, PA Marketing/Finance Basketball Team,
Branch Out Day, Resident Student Association
Megan Walus Wilmington, DE Nursing Branch Out Day, Gamma Phi Beta
Sorority, Student Nurse Organization
Laura Marie Warner Warrington, PA Elementary/Special Education
Alpha Theta Alpha Sorority Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Branch Out
Day, La Salle Education Association, National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, Panhellenic Council
Jeffrey J. Wawrzynek Philadelphia, PA Accounting/Management
Information Systems Accounting Association, Beta Alpha Accounting
Honors Society, Branch Out Day, Information Technology Student
Leadership Association, St. Thomas Moore PreLaw Society
Kathryn M. Whalen Philadelphia, PA Communication Alpha Theta Alpha
Sorority, Branch Out Day, Public Relations Club, Association for
Women in Communication
Tona Tracy Whitaker Philadelphia, PA Management
Sandra L. Williams Brigantine, NJ Marketing Spanish
Michael J. Wincek Jr. Philadelphia, PA Computer Science/Mathematics
Association for Computing Machinery, New Media Club
Lauren Winkler Philadelphia, PA Elementary/Special Education Spanish
Branch Out Day, LaSalle Education Association, Masque ofLaSalle/
FTA, LaSalle's Organization Caring for Kids, National Society of
Collegiate Scholars, Neighborhood Tutoring, Resident Student
Association
Alisa M. Winsett Westhampton, NJ Criminal Justice Psychology/Sociology
Branch Out Day, Criminal Justice Association, Delta Phi Epsilon
Sorority, Women's Lacrosse Team, Women's Rugby Football Team,
Best Buddies
Lekia Wise Yeadon, PA Criminal Justice/Sociology
Vincent Wisniewski Philadelphia, PA Secondary Education History GAELS-
Irish Culture Society, Neighborhood Tutoring, Operation Smile
Lauren C. Witman Plymouth Meeting, PA Marketing Alpha Sigma Tau
Sorority Branch Out Day, Elder Care
Kathleen L. Wverth Jenkintown, PA Finance/ Management Information
Systems Spanish / Integrated Studies Beta Gamma Sigma, National
Society of Collegiate Scholars
Alysia C Yast Philadelphia, PA Psychology Branch Out Day, Psychology
Club
Kylene Yee Absecon, NJ Communication Gamma Sigma Sigma Service
Sorority
Terence Youmans Tinton Falls, NJ Biology/Pre-Med Psychology/Religion
AIDS Outreach, Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-Medl Branch Out Day,
CARE, Explorers for Life, GAELS-lrish Culture Society Habitat For
Humanity, Heath Occupations Students of America, Interfraternity-
Sorority Council, Masque of LaSalle/TTA, Operation Smile, Phi
Alpha Beta (Biologyl Project Appalachia, Psi Chi (PsychologyI,
Resident Student Association, Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity, Up Til
Dawn Dance Marathon Planning Committee
Jonathan Young Philadelphia, PA Accounting Accounting Association.
Beta Alpha Accounting Honors Society, Beta Gamma Sigma,
Football Team, National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Angela Zippi Media, PA Digital Art & Multimedia Design Marketing Peer
Educators, Resident Student Association
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his year in particular has been one teeming with change for La Salle's various academic departments.
From shifts in departmental chairs to entire curriculum restructuring, faculty and students alike have
had to make adjustments. While some people may have had to struggle with these adjustments,
the changes have been an overall improvement to the education that is provided at La Salle.
Highlighting the changes that have taken place and the administrators and faculty that have been
essential in bringing about these changes, the Explorer takes a look back over the year.
/runt
RICHARD NIGRO, Ph. D
Provost
BROTHER MICHAEL MCGINNISS, F.S.C, Ph. D
President
Executive Assistant to the President
Alice L. Hoersch. Ph.D.
Director, Recreation & Intercollegiate Athletics
Thomas Brennan, Ph.D.
Academic Affairs
Assistant Provost
JOHN MCGOLDRICK, F.S.C. Ph.D.
Director of Continuing Studies
ELIZABETH HEENAN, M.Ed.
Director, Academic Discovery
Program
ROBER B. MIEDEL, M.Ed.
Director, Art Museum
DANIEL W. BURKE, F.S.C, Ph.D.
Director, Honors Program
JOHN S. GRADY, M.A.
Director, Information Technology
EDWARD NICKERSON, M.B.A.
Director, Library Services
JOHN S. BAKY, M.S.
Director, Sheeky Writing Center
MARY ROBERTSON, PhD
MARGARET MCMANUS, Ph. D
Interim Dean,
College of Arts & Science
Assistant Deans
LINDA CARLIN, M.B.A.
JULIE R. VALENTI, M.A.
GREG BRUCE, M.B.A.
Dean, School of Business
Administration
Associate Dean
JOSEPH Y. UGRAS, Ph.D., C.M.A.
Assistant Dean
SUSAN E. MUDRICK, M.B.A.
ZANE ROBINSON WOLF. Ph. D,
R.N., F.A.A.N.
Dean, School of Nursing
Assistant Dean
MARY T. DORRS, M.S.N.
DAVID FLEMMING. MBA
Vice President for Business Affair
R. BRIAN ELDERTON, M.Ed.
Vice President for University
Advancement
RAY RICCI. Ed.M
Vice Prisident for Enrollment
Servoices
JOSEPH J. CICALA, Ph. D
Dean of Students
Assistant Vice President for Business
Affairs & Affirmative Action Officer
ROSE LEE PAULINE. M.A.
Comptroller
ROBINETTE RAMSEY-BARNES. MBA.
Director of Accounting & Budget Systems
RICHARD DULISSE. B.S.
Bursar
PATRICIA BENSON
Director. Physical Facilities
MICHAEL A. LOPACKI. B.S.
Director. Human Resources
MARGARITE WALSH, B.S.
Director, Purchasing
NANCYLEE MOORE, B.S.
Director, Security & Safety
ROBERT J. LEVINS
Director, Food Services
STEPHEN C GREB. M.Ed.
Director. Duplicating & Mail Services
SAMUEL PINO
Assistant Vice President, Development
THERESA K. TRAVIS
Assistant Viae President, Advancement Services
ROSEMARY DAVIS, M.S.
Assistant Vice President, Alumni Relations
JAMES K. GULICK
Assistant Vice President of
Government & Community Relations
EDWARD A. TURZANSKI, M.A.
Director, Annual Fund
Elizabeth R. Lochner
D'rector. Corporate & Foundatbn Relations
Partick J. Feeley
Director, Grants, Research & Support
FRED J. FOLEY. Jr.. Ph.D.
Directors of Major Gifts
CHARLES E. GRESH, RS.CM.Litt
JOSEPH M. CALABRO
FELICIA GORDEN-RIEHMAN
Director, Prospect Development
GWEN GOLISH, B.S.
Director, University Events
SARAH HOPKINS
Director, University Publications
MAUREEN A. PICHE, M.S.T.
Dean of Admission and Financial Aid
ROBERT B. VOSS
Director, Student Finanancial Services
MICHAEL WISNIEWSKI, M.A.
Registrar
DOMINIC J. GALANTE, B.S.
Director, Institutional Research
MICHAEL RASZKOWSKI, Ph.D.
Director, Marketing, Graduate & Adult
Programs
PAUL J. REILLY. M.B.A.
Associate Dean
ALAN B. WENDELL, M.Ed.
Assistant Dean
ANNA M. ALLEN. M.A.
Director, Administrative Services
JACK HUMMA
Director, Career Services
LOUIS A. LAMORTE, Jr.. M.S.Ed.
Director, Health Programs
LANE B. NEUBAUER. Ph.D.
Director, University Ministry and
Service
HARLES F. ECHELMEIER. F.S.C., M.A.
Choir
Norbert F. Belzer, PhD
Professors
Thomas McPhillips, F.S.C., Ph
Associate Professors
Gerald P. Ballough, Ph.D
Ann M. Mickle, Ph.D
Annette O'Connor, PhD
Geri Seitchik, PhD
Stefan Samuelwicz,
_
or many students, the first year
at La Salle can be somewhat
intimidating. Students are
introduced to many new experiences and
forced to make many new decisions on
their own. Freshmen Biology majors are
faced with even more challenges. Biology,
as well as any other major field of science,
is extremely demanding. Subsequently,
coming into biology can be a little
overwhelming. For each science class, the
student has three hours of lectures and at
least two hours of labs each week.
Between classes and labs, one has to
manage other classes, as well as at least
four hours of homework each night. Along
with all of the work, these students are
thrown into a situation where they have to
socialize with people they have never
met.
But in the midst of all the confusion,
there is some comfort. Every science
student has to deal with the same heavy
workload and uncertainty. They realize
that if they work their hardest and refuse
to let up, they will be able to get accepted
into a prestigious medical school or even
hired for an incredible research job after
graduating from LaSalle. Even thouc
biology students sometimes struggle t
keep up with their homework, their readings
and their labs, there is always the!
satisfaction of knowing that they are
doing what they love. They are preparing
for a career in science and are reassurec
in knowing that at LaSalle they will acquire
the skills enabling them to follow their
j
dreams of becoming a physical therapist,
a research technician, a teacher or a
doctor.
Megan Moran '06
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Norbert F. Belzer, Ph. P Gerald P. Ballough, Ph. P Thomas McPnillips, F.S.C., Ph. [
Ann M. Mickle, Ph. D Annette O'Connor, Ph. P Geri Seitchik, Ph. P Stefan Samuelwicz, Ph. P
. m hen Dr. George
% \ m Shalhoub first set foot
% ^LW into a lecture hall at La
Salle in 1978. he may have never imagined
the incredible role that he would play in
the revolution of chemical education. Since
that time. Dr. Shalhoub has courageously
introduced educational strategies that have
raised student creativity and understanding
to new heights.
In his general and physical chemistry
courses Dr. Shalhoub employs a guided
inquiry system in which groups of students
work collaboratively to feed off of each
other's background knowledge and
discover new concepts. These new
concepts are then applied to other
scenarios, which gradually guide each
group into an understanding of additional
new concepts.
In the laboratory Dr. Shalhoub utilizes
specialized modules that allow students to
make discoveries and communicate their
findings. One such on-line module,
Shalhoub's Shady Laser Corporation,
paired student groups from La Salle with
those from several other universities. Each
group was to determine the properties of
dyes, and by sharing results with partner
groups, enhance its understanding of those
properties.
Without a doubt, Dr. Shalhoub's
innovative educational strategies have
made chemistry students at La Salle active
learners highly involved in their own
education. Such a feat likely contributed
to Dr. Shalhoub being awarded the
Lindback Distinguished Teaching Award
by La Salle in 1995.
More than just a teacher though, Dr.
Shalhoub is an avid advisor to his students.
He is always available to offer feedback,
support, or stories about his sailing
adventures. It is unusual to see him not
smiling, laughing, or engaging his students
and colleagues in conversation.
During this past Fall semester, Dr.
Shalhoub suffered a heart attack. Despite
his absence from La Salle, he continued to
communicate with and advise his students
while on bed rest at home. His dedication,
spirit, and incredible teaching ability are
an inspiration to all of us in the Department
of Chemistry & Biochemistry.
To Dr. Shalhoub: Cheers for 25 more
years at La Salle!
Steve Schayer '03
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air
David Cichowicz, Ph. D
Professors
George Shalhoub, Ph. D
Thomas Straub, Ph. D
Associate Professors
Nancy L. Jones, Ph. D
William A. Price, Ph. D
Michael Prushan, Ph. D
an, Ph. P Gee/cop, M. Shalioub, Ph. P (5
^^^B omrnunicafion is the largest
g major on campus with 480
^k^^^^ undergraduate majors and
nearly 100 graduate students. But more
than just proving success through quantity,
the Communication Department is
committed to succeeding though quality as
The Communication Department uses a
"three-prong approach" in educating
students. This system is based on these
three things: first, a great teaching staff
offering a dynamic learning experience:
second, co-curricular activities that help
promote the future of students, such as
Channel 56, the Film Club, Association for
Women in Communication, WEXP and the
Public Relations club: and third, internships
and co-operative education experiences
that build on students' coursework. These
three things combined help students become
prepared for the "world beyond the
classroom" according to Dr. Lynne Texter.
Communication is headed by some of the
most involved and concerned members of
the faculty on campus. Among the faculty
are three Lindback Award winners for
outstanding teaching, four authors, one
playwright and faculty with expertise in
everything from the stage to the Labyrinth,
from romantic relationships to PR campaigns
to media criticism. They are constantly
researching and learning new techniques
and bringing their substantial knowledge
into the classroom.
Regarding co-curricular activities, internships
and co-ops, the department has been
fortunate to develop a strong alumni
network that helps with all of these
endeavors. Alumni visit classrooms to
discuss their occupations and how students
will be able to get into particular fields.
Alumni also provide internships and co-ops
to current students. This year more than
fifty students completed internships with
television and radio stations, sports teams,
film crews, public relations companies and
human resources departments, as well as
many other organizations. In order to
maintain positive relations between students
and alumni, the department sponsors an
annual event called Cocktails and
Conversations, where networking and
socializing with prominent members of the
communication world is encouraged.
One of the things that ties together all
three of the Department's approaches is
service learning. Service learning allows
students the opportunity to complete class
requirements while working in the community.
Seniors work with non-profit organizations
and community groups both to gain work
experience and to acquire knowledge.
"Service learning is a way to balance
theoretical knowledge, a professional focus
and the Lasallian value of becoming a
better citizen in our communities," says Dr.
Marianne Dainton.
With such a clear focus, it's no surprise
that there are almost 500 majors. As
Dr. Dainton says, "we rock*
Nik Kozel -06
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Chair
Gerard Molyneaux, F.S.C., Ph. C
Professors
wona Kusztal
Associate Professor:
Richard J. Goedkoop, Ph. D
Lynne A. Texter, Ph. D
William E. Wine
Assistant Professors
Brooks Aylor, Ph. D
Marianne Dainton, Ph. D
illiam E. Hall, Ph. D
Sidney J. MacLeod, Jr.
Patrice A. Oppliger, Ph. D
Michael Smith, Ph. D
Anthony Waltrich
Elaine D. Zelley, Ph. D
3ers
E. Hall, Ph. P F.S.C, Ph. D
Dolores Lehr, Ph. P Elizabeth Leister Margaret McCoey
This year, the economics
deportment gained a new
chair. Dr. David George. Dr.
George has beena member of LaSalb's faculty
since 1979. He focuses his studies on
microeconomics, teaching introductory
miaoeconomics comparativeeconomc systems
and American economc history.
Living h Los Angeles some thirty years ago.
Dr. George developed a theory based on his
preference for McDonalds food S'mpfy
stated, he ate McDonalds food because he
Iked it, but wished he had the ability to shape
his tastes h a momer that wodd be healthier
for him He eventually published an articleabout
his "preferences" in a small journal, "The Forum
for Soaal Economics" La Salle legend. Joseph
FlubaaSer happened to read this article and
learned of D". George's desire to return to La
Safe Upon completing his dissertation at
Tempb University, Dr. George joined the staff
here at La Salb for a two-year appointment;
he's been here ever since.
Recently he published a new book on the
topic of preferences, Preference Pollution The
book questions thesocioeconomic market, trying
to understand why people ccmot adjust their
preferences whilecohering to traditionalchoices
Dr.Georgeused hispsychology undergraduate
studes to focus his writing and make it more
rebtabb not only to economists, but also
psychologists, sociologists, political scientists and
the general reader, Hs hope was to "better
articubte the sense that the spread of markets
ishavingsomeunrecognized damaging effects"
Dr. George's book albws peopb to see how
their choices for certain things can affect their
lives
Nik Kozel V6
Chair
David L. George, Ph. D
Professors
H. David Robison, Ph. D
associate Professors
John Grady
Richard E. Mshomba, Ph. D
Elizabeth A. Paulin, Ph. D
ssistant Professors
Joseph P. Cairo
Mark J. Ratkus, Ph. D
Richard E. Mshomba, Ph. D Elizabeth A. Paulin, Ph. P Mark J. Ratkus, Ph. C
Arthr J. Ba-135, FS.C, Fh D Maryanne R Bednar, Pn. D Gary K. Clabaugh, Ph. P
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Preston P. Feden, Ph. P David V7. Greenland, Ph. P Joyce Hunley Ling Liang, Ph. P
I r Deborah Yost, chair of
_^T La Salle's Education
Department, was proud to announce the
release of two textbooks from numerous
members of her staff. The first, by Dr.
Robert Vogel and Dr. Preston Feden, is
entitled Method of Teaching: Applying
Cognitive Science to Promote Student
Learning. The second, authored by Dr.
Maryanne Bednar. Dr. Francis Ryan and
Dr. John Sweeder, is named Drowning in
a Clear Pool. Both of these books deal
ith the aspects of becoming teachers
and how to apply techniques learned in
school to everyday teaching experience.
The Education Department has
developed a "reciprocal relationship" with
three primary and secondary schools in the
greater Philadelphia region-Philadelphia
Academy Charter School. Widener
Memorial School and the Pennell School.
This program allows La Salle's students to
travel to those schools to become engulfed
in the teaching environment and gives the
students of those schools the opportunity
to interact with future teachers.
The Elementary Special Education major
now is offering a new track for students to
take. The original American Studies
program still exists, but now includes the
addition of an Integrated Math and
Science track. The latter program may
now require students to commit to a five
year program in order to fulfill all of the
requirements for E.S.E.
Also being added to the options for
receiving a degree in education is a Paira-
Professional Studies Program. This two
year program allows student to earn an
associate degree and gives them the
opportunity to become teachers' aids. While
there wos the additions to the offerings of
the Education Department this year, the
evening Education Program is being phased
out due to low enrollment.
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Any
student or faculty member who ventured into the library during the
summer months may have noticed the display of La Salle University faculty
publications. Compiled by Dr. Jim Butler, professor of English and former
English department chair, the exhibit inspired the lecture series offered by the English
department throughout the school year.
Of the many works displayed in the library, one third belonged to professors
and professors emeritus of the English department. The lecture series, organized by
department chair Dr. Kevin Harty and Dr. Patricia Haberstroh, sought to give the English
department a more public presence on campus. "I'd like to keep our (English department
faculty] high publication rate less of a well kept secret," said Dr. Harty of the new lecture
series.
The first lecture given by Emeritus Professor Dr. Robert Thomas Fallon
provided students and faculty with suggestions on how to overcome some of the
difficulties faced while reading, watching, and teaching Shakespeare. Titled "Shakespeare
Can Be Tough," the lecture was held in the University's Art Museum, These lectures, while
designed to promote the English department, will also help students and faculty members
in their approaches to certain subjects.
Lectures included "Artistic Representations of the Magdelen Scandals," given
by Dr. Patricia Haberstroh. The department also hosted a workshop for high school
students on Desktop Publishing and Web Authoring. These efforts to give the English
department a more visible presence on La Salle's campus will hopefully see English
become one of the more popular majors offered at La Salle.
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his year the Fine Arts department was
a state of transition; the former
director of the Art History department.
Sabrina DeTurk is now the Assistant Provost
for Learning Support and Faculty
Development. Also, the director of the
music division, Charles White, retired this
year. Acting as the interim chair of the
department, Geoffrey Kelly, head of the
religion department, has attempted to keep
the program going.
Two new full time professors have
joined the Fine Arts department; Siobhan
Conaty and Rob Haffley. Professor Conaty
is an assistant professor teaching courses in
the fine arts and history division. Professor
Haffley is taking Professor White's place as
an assistant professor, teaching courses in students without an art background to get
the music division. While Dr. DeTurk is no involved in an art related field
longer the director of the art division, she While there were no new classes
remains one of the art history professors, added to this year's program, Fine Arts is
teaching several classes. Assistant Dean helping students to explore something more
of Arts and Sciences Julie Volenti is also in an artistic career,
teaching a night class on 19'" century art.
The art studio program is the third
division of the fine arts department. Now
only offering courses in Beginning Drawing
and Beginning and Advanced Painting,
there are plans for an addition of courses
in the coming years. Studio art professor
Jim Williams is overseeing a new
photography club. This club is open to all
students who have an interest in
photography. This is a great way for
In
years past, the Department of Foreign
Languages has always been just another
one of the programs in the School of
Liberal Arts and Sciences. In such a school,
which includes more majors than either the
school of Business or Nursing, it sometimes
becomes very easy to lose track of one
major or another. And with the strong
emphasis on a practical education in today's
world classes dealing with such things as
ancient languages are the first to be
forgotten about.
However, this year showed a surprising
increase in the number of students
registering for foreign language courses.
In Rev. Cornelius Francis Kilty's introductory
ancient Greek course, a total of 22
students registered. According to Dr.
Bernhardt Blumenthal, the chairman of the
Department of Foreign Languages and
Literatures at La Salle University, this
incredible amount of students is possibly
more than all of the introductory Greek
courses at neighboring institutions combined.
Including such academic heavy hitters as
Swarthmore and Penn, this number is
momentous for the department.
Father Kilty, who is also a teacher of
French ond Latin at North Catholic High
School is an adjunct professor that is fully
adept to handling such classes and educating
what Blumenthal described as a "generation
of scholars"
He commented, "We are now training
an appreciable number of students to read
ancient texts such as Homer and Plato.
Ultimately, it demonstrates that La Salle is
a first class liberal arts institution."
Amanda DiCiandomenico '04
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L
here are many faculty members who
have spent their entire academic
careers at La Salle University. These
faculty members have made an impression
at La Salle and on the students who have
passed through. One such faculty member
is Bertram Strieb. Born on July 26, 1938,
Bertram Strieb has been a life long resident
of the Philadelphia area. He is a graduate
of Central High School; he attended the
University of Pennsylvania for
undergraduate and graduate degrees. In
1963 he was actively looking for a job
and working on his dissertation when there
was an opening at La Salle. He has been
here ever since.
Focusing mostly on the science of physics,
Bert has taught a variety of courses in his
tenure. From introductory physics to
Freshman Year Odyssey and the Honors
Program, Bert has worked with thousands
of students during his almost forty years at
La Salle. Bert has taught courses across
the curriculum in the Speech Language
Hearing Deportment, he taught an acoustics
class. In the Sociology department, he
taught a class about energy. In the Honors
Program he has taught a women's studies
class. He is the professor for a program
required of all Elementary Special Education
Majors, called IMS. This class teaches
students hands on approaches to working
with children and how learning a process
can help enhance a teacher's ability to
work with his or her students.
Aside from being a professor here at
La Salle, Bert has many interests. He loves
to run and walk. He has a flare for film ond
avant-garde theatre. Also of note, Bert is
a music enthusiast, collecting over seven
thousand L.P.'s and CDs over the years. He
enjoys classical music and jazz but notes
that there is one rock star which is his
favorite-Polly Jean Harvey. She is a British
singer/songwriter who has released
numerous albums over the years. Bert
also cited the fact that he is a political
activist. He is proud to say that he wasi
one of the first to protest against the
Vietnam War here on campus and
elsewhere. He has protested against
nuclear warfare and terrorism and is a
prominent supporter of civil rights.
Bert is happily married with three sons.
His wife Lynne is a retired elementary
school teacher who influenced his desire
to teach IMS. He has four grandchildren
of whom he is very proud. His family is
very important to him and when he retires
he hopes to continue doing the things he
loves.
Nik Kozel
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his year the History department has
been involved with expanding their
program. Two new faculty members
Michele Hanson and Jeff LaMonica have
recently been added. Both have brought
their own expertise to the table to create
two new courses-The History of the
Reformation and the History of World War
I. These courses offer students the ability
to focus on specific aspects of global
history and learn about topics usually only
lightly covered in standard history courses.
Also this year. Dr. Desnoyers and other
members of the faculty have started
working on the development of a graduate
program in history. The envisioned program
would be designed for students looking for
an intensive look at what was covered in
their undergraduate program.
Dr. Desnoyers recently published a
book through the University of Michigan
printing press titled. A Journey to the East.
Taking a look into the history of China, this
book covers various facets of the Far East's
past and how it has changed progressively
over the years. In addition Dr. Stow, along
with Dr. Desnoyers. has started the
preliminary work on a textbook for world
history. Pattern of World History will be a
comprehensive text covering the beginnings
of Paleolithic era to the present Neolithic
era. This text should be completed in the
near future.
For any student interested in looking
deeper into history, the History Club is
currently working on its biannual volume of
The Histories. Published each semester, the
manuscript analyzes what wos discussed
during the meeting of the club. This
program is great for any student who has
a desire to discuss historical occurrences in
depth with peers.
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he Integrated Science, Business and
Technology program leads to a
Bachelor of Science degree and
provides a curriculum in which the study of
science, technology, mathematics, business
and the liberal arts are integrated to
develop a graduate who is uniquely
qualified to take an active leadership role
in arriving at scientifically and economically
informed solutions to real-world problems.
Because effective solutions to complex
real-world problems require multi-
disciplinary teams, the program aims to
provide the students with a familiarity of
the tools and processes of team-building
and project management. This program
builds on La Salle's strengths by making the
connections among the ethical and moral
dimensions as well as the scientific and
business aspects of these real-world
problems. An important attribute of the
ISBT graduates will be their ability to
acquire quickly the necessary information
and knowledge relevant to a specific
problem context.
Three areas of connections for an in-
depth exploration have been chosen in
consultation with the ISBT Advisory Board.
They are Biotechnology, Information and
Knowledge Management (IKMl and Energy
and Natural Resources (ENRI.
The Biotechnology concentration will
prepare students for employment in
diagnostic, pharmaceutical, medical, food,
agriculture and other types of
biotechnology-based companies. Courses
in this concentration will provide students
with experience in protein chemistry, tissue
culture, microbiology and molecular biology.
The students will also gain a fundamental
understanding of the regulations and
procedures used by agencies that regulate
the biotechnology industry. Specific
regulations to be covered will include
GAAP, environmental issues, patent
considerations and bio-safety.
Graduates of the ISBT IKAA
concentration are "Knowledge Liaisons"
who facilitate the flow of information
throughout the entire corporate
organization. Building on a technical
foundation that includes an understanding
of data-mining applications, the Knowledge
Liaisons shepherd information among
corporate divisions, departments, individuals,
and the corporate knowledge repository.
The ISBT ENR concentration provides
students with a broad understanding of
energy and natural resource supply and
use. Topics that are emphasized include
sustainable energy development, efficiency,
natural resource management,
environmental concerns, related government
policy, risk assessment and the effect of
deregulation on the energy industry. This
area of study will address supply chain
management in terms of the use and disposal
of natural resources. Energy production will
be analyzed to include the consideration of
the raw materials necessary for production
as well as consideration of the waste and
by-products resulting from energy
production. The technical economic aspects
and the human benefits resulting from this
area will be studied.
Nik Kozel
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olkien Politics and Middle Earth
is a Honors Course being offered
here for the second time. Taught
by Dr. Joseph Brogan, this course covers
the texts of Tolkien's Lord of the Rings
Trilogy, as well as essays and other texts
written by Tolkien. Dr. Brogan, an expert
on political philosophy, looks at Tolkien's
"critique of modern politics, his understanding
of nature and history and their significance
for politics, and the articulation of classical been employed here since 1978 and
and medieval principles of political order teaching political science since 1985, Dr.
in the world of Middle Earth" Brogan is happy that he can offer classes
This course is comprised of discussions to students that reach beyond the norm
between the professor and students and ancj a ||ow students to open their personal
listening activities. This class is writing perspectives,
intensive with three papers and seminar
presentations due throughout the year.
Dr. Brogan plans to offer this class
again as a non-honors course. Having
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th one of the largest faculties here
at La Salle, the Mathematics and
Computer Science department is
able to offer a large variety of courses in
numerous backgrounds and fields.
Programs include dual majors and a five
year program in which students can earn
their undergraduate and graduate
degrees in an accelerated manner. These
programs were designed to prepare La
Salle students for the future.
Dual majors include computer science
and math B.A. for twenty-five courses,
computer science and math B.S. for twenty-
seven courses, and a computer science
and information technology B.A. and B.S.,
for twenty-three and twenty-six courses,
respectively. These dual-majors give
students a chance to learn about changes
in technology, while at the same time,
teaching them the foundations of all
mathematical principles.
The five year bachelors/masters degree
program is designed for students who
wish to receive a B.A/B.S in computer
science and a M.S. in computer information
science. In order to complete this program,
a student must maintain a 3.0 grade point
average and must have completed one
hundred twenty undergraduate courses
before continuing on to take the masters
program. In order to complete the masters
program, a student is required to earn
thirty-three graduate credits. Upon
successful completion of this program, a
student has the knowledge and education
required to work in numerous technological
fields and hold jobs with some of the best
irms in the world.
These programs elevate students' level of
technological knowledge By becoming
involved in any of the mathematic or
computer science courses, a student
becomes better prepared for a future in
the real world.
Stephen F. Andrilli, Ph. P Sandra Camomile
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Associate Professors
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Philosophy is one of the few
courses that students will
either love or hate. The purpose of
philosophy is to pursue what is truly good
and to learn how to be good. The courses
endeavor to change a person for the
better by teaching them how to think.
Living a meaningful and well-fulfilled life is
also a goal of the courses taught here at
La Salle. Philosophy examines the reality
that exists in all things.
Dr. Robert Dobie, new to La Salle's
philosophy staff this year, said that Rosemont College. His coming to La Salle
philosophy and its perspectives are the wasa natural progression when the positior
most important thing in understanding the was offered to him. Dr. Dobie is happy tc
"why is" in humanity. Teaching courses like be here and is happy to be teaching
Human Person and Moral Choice, Dr. courses that have a profound effect on
Dobie is one of the first to cite that him.
philosophy can answer all questions about
society and life, if a person looks at the kj.i u- , y-y
author's views and beliefs.
A Philadelphia native, Dr. Dobie has
lived in various states and attended
numerous colleges. He formerly taught at
Mehael J. Kerlin, Fh V Fredrrt Van Fleteren Fh P
The Speech Language
Hearing Department is one
of the newest departments
on campus. This program gives students
the opportunity to complete a master's
degree in five years. It has an intense
workload and a 3.0 is required to stay in
the program. The curriculum entails not
only the core, but includes focus courses in
neurobiology and anatomy, audiology.
communication disorders, language
development and phonetics. These courses
lead up to a degree in speech pathology.
A degree of this kind allows graduates
to work in a large number of different
environments. Working with children in
hospitals and schools, with stroke and
accident victims, people who have lost
their voice due to an accident or disease,
and those who have accents or a pitch
that is not becoming to them are all
positions that can be filled with a speech
pathologist's degree. Research is also an
option for those who wish to look at the
causes and how people with speech
difficulties can be helped.
Mary-Therese Motley, a student in the
program, is happy to say that she thoroughly
enjoys the program, "As much as I complain
about having to study, I love the challenge
and the opportunity that being an SLH
major presents," says Motley, She
happened upon the major by accident, but
has loved it ever since she started taking
the courses.
Chair of the department, Dr. Barbara
Amster has been busy keeping the program
organized. She helped to facilitate the
building of the speech lab on the second
floor of Wister Hall and will continue to
make the courses offered the best in
ensuring that her students have a secure
future as speech pathologists.
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La
Salle's Psychology Department is
comprised of fourteen professors,
each with interests in different
areas of the psychological field. Those
varied areas of expertise allow students
the opportunity to develop skills with the
help of focused encouragement from
individual professors.
The organization of the professors'
various specialties into a coherent and
successful curriculum falls under the
responsibility of the interim chair of the
department, Brother Joseph Burke.
Formerly the president and provost of La
Salle. Brother Burke wants to emphasize
the diversity he has found to exist in La
Salle's faculty over the years. He himself
is an avid historian of psychology and
promoter of the benefits of hypnosis and
hypnotherapy. He also focuses his attention
on the relationship between religion and
psychology. On the other hand, Dr. Frank
Gardner, his colleague and the director of
the department's doctoral degree program,
focuses his attention toward sports
psychology and psychotherapy outcome
research. Moreover, Dr. Margaret
Watson, the former chairperson and new
Interim Dean of Arts and Sciences, focuses
on job involvement and how control plays
out with mental health. These variations all
contribute to a diversified learning
experience and provide students with a
significant amount of knowledge that they
will need in the future.
The faculty of the Psychology
Department explores many other facets.
In Dr. Lynn Collins' case, it is often gender
issues, anxiety disorders and feminist
research. In Dr. John Rooney's case, work
habits and attitudes and effective
communication in therapy is studied. No
matter what a person is looking for, they
will find their niche in La Salle's Psychology
Department.
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The
religion department is one of
the largest departments on
campus. Numerous professors
are busy writing articles and books
regarding each of their individual areas of
expertise. Current chair of the department,
Geffrey Kelly, is looking forward to the
publication of his book. The Cost ofMoral
Leadership: The Spirituality of Dietrich
Bonhoeffer. He has also been invited to
attend a conference at the University of
Louvain Belgium. It is to deal with
Hermeneutics and Religious Education. On
top of that. Dr. Kelly has been publishing
articles in "The Living Pulpit and Weavings:
Journal of the Christian Spiritual Life."
Brother Joseph Dougherty is working
on a pilgrimage to Spain and Portugal
which would take place during spring
break. He also has been diligently
organizing trips for his Religion in
Philadelphia course. The class learns about
different aspects of Philadelphia's religious
history. It includes visits to a synagogue, a
Methodist church and a Quaker meeting
house. This course also helps to fulfill the
home portion of the Understanding of
Home and Abroad requirement. Br. Joseph
also writes on the topic of contemporary
communion practice, looking at the current
ways communion is taken as opposed to
the past.
Recently, Dr. Gail Ramshaw released
an extensive book that analyzed the
symbols expressed in the lectionary. She
focuses heavily on water, sights and families.
Entitled Treasures Old and New: Images
in the Lectionary, this book helps explore
the lectionary through essays about each
of the readings.
Sister Roseanne McDougall, while being
a member of the La Salle faculty for only
three years, has made many contributions
to our student life. She teaches the
doubles program and also focuses her
attention on the graduate courses: Religious
Imagination, Models of Education and
Women in the Gospels, She has taught
and lectured all over the country and
around the world. She is currently involved
in multicultural dissertations on religious
education at Fordham University as a
guest reader.
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Eocial Work Program has
nd for many years, but this
year they celebrated 20
years of accreditation by the Council on
Social Work and Education. This
accreditation allows La Salle to offer a
Bachelors of Social Work (B.S.WJ, something
that not all universities are qualified to
award. Dr. Bonni Zetick. director of the
social work program here at La Salle, is
very proud of this, but mentions that
unfortunately La Salle does not offer a
Masters Social Work (M.S.WJ degree.
Dr. Zetick also mentions that students
learn theory in the classroom through case
studies then take that factual learning and
apply it in the field. Three semesters of
field work is required for all majors. Donna
Fiedler organizes the field work assignments
based on a major's focus. She, along with
Dr. Zetick and Professor Janine Mariscotti
make the full time faculty of the Social
Work Program. Dr. Fiedler focuses her
expertise on trauma, family violence and
human behavior in a social environment.
Dr. Zetick directs her attention towards
research and policy, history, child and
social welfare and working with the elderly.
Professor Mariscotti is the advisor for the
social work honor society, Phi Alpha, and
teaches about micro social work and how
to deal with loss and grief.
These professors help to motivate
students to search for jobs in prisons, courts,
adult centers, legislative offices and other
places, while also trying to show them the
benefits of working with elderly who have
disabilities and in school situations where
children live in broken or foster homes.
They also teach students to provide services
across all these things by acquiring a
B.S.W.
The social work program here at La
Salle allows the students the opportunity
to explore whatever they wish in their
field work program. They are guided by
professional social workers who teach
them the basics for success in their future
careers.
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jther Gerald Fitzgerald has
been a member of the
La Salle University faculty
since 1978. A graduate in the Class of
1970. Br. Gerry has always known that
he wanted to be a teacher. Growing up
in Mt. Airy, BrGerry was the youngest of
eight children. He attended Cardinal
Dougherty for grade school, graduating in
1966. He became a member of the
Christian Brotherhood in 1965. He received
his masters in 1976 form Villanova University.
When he returned to La Salle as
a faculty member, there was no room in
the brother's housing. Instead, Br. Gerry
moved into St. Albert's dormitory, where
he has lived ever since. He says he is
happy to be there and supports an open
door policy. If any student ever wants to
ask him a question, he is more than happy
to be there to listen.
Br. Gerry has started to learn
Spanish in Miami. He also enjoys sailing.
He teaches accounting and works as an
academic advisor. The classes he teaches
include undergraduate and graduate levels
of study. He is also proud to mention that
he has been the moderator for the local
sorority Alpha Theta Alpha, since 1979
and for the men's lacrosse team.
At the convocation this year, Br.
Gerry was awarded the 2002 Linback
Award for Teaching Excellence. Selected
by a group of students, faculty members
and administrators, the Linback is one of
the most distinguished teaching awards
given here at La Salle. Many students are
proud to mention that he is one of their
professors. Colleagues also recognize Br.
Gerry's outstanding contributions to the
students here at La Salle. This university
has benefited from his teaching expertise
and will continue doing so into the future.
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Finance
plays a central and critical
role in the functioning of the
economy. All enterprises.
including for profit, non-profit and
government agencies, need to finance
their strategic undertakings as well as their
ongoing operations. Individuals, likewise,
need to plan for important future events,
such as financing their children's education,
weddings and their own retirement. The
study of finances provides students with
the knowledge and tools necessary to
work and thrive in today's dynamic, global
financial environment.
Students of finance typically follow
career paths in financial management,
investments or financial services. Jobs
could include working in the finance
department of a corporation or
government unit, at a brokerage, a
consulting firm, a bank or an insurance
agency.
The curriculum of the Finance
Department is uniquely designed to meet
the needs of students wishing to pursue
any of these career paths.
Understanding the importance of linking
theory and practice, the Finance
Department recommends that students
consider joining Gamma lota Sigma, which
is the Risk Management and Insurance
Club, and the Investment Club, as members
of these organizations, students manage
an actual investment fund. In addition, the
department advises that students strongly
consider undertaking an internship or co-
op.
Courtesy La Salle Curriculum Book
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Many
people believe that
marketing consists only of
advertising and personal
selling. Although marketing includes these
activities, the purpose of marketing in an
organization is much broader; the purpose
of marketing is to create and retain
satisfied customers. Marketing begins by
understanding consumer behavior,
discovering customers' needs and then
developing programs to satisfy those needs.
The decisions made in creating
marketing programs are essential to the
success of any organization. Which
customer groups will be served? What
kind of products and services will be
offered? How should they be promoted
and distributed to the customer? The
fundamental marketing concept is that
organizations can achieve their goals by
satisfying consumer needs.
The Marketing curriculum at La Salle
University will give students the knowledge
and skills they need to succeed in a variety
of marketing related fields. Marketing
classes and projects develop such skills as
making effective presentations, creating
advertising campaigns, analyzing consumer
behavior and conducting marketing
research studies. In all Marketing classes,
an emphasis is placed on involving students
with real-world problems that will advance
their ability to make sound business decisions.
Marketing majors are encouraged to
participate in the Marketing Department's
Internship Program. Here, participants
work part-time in a marketing position
under faculty supervision. The Department
of Marketing has a tradition of interacting
with students os they make both academic
and career decisions. Marketing graduates
may work in business, government or non-
profit organizations. Those students who
major in marketing are prepared to enter
a variety of career fields; these studies
include personal selling, retailing, advertising,
direct marketing, marketing research and
marketing management.
Courtesy La Salle Curriculum Book
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There are two majors in the
Management Department:
Management Information
Systems (MIS) and Organizational
Management (MGTI. The choice of major
should depend on career objectives and
personal interests
The primary goal of the Management
Department is to graduate competent
students in the fields of Management
Information Systems and Organizational
Management. MIS and MGT curricula
produce graduates that can communicate
effectively, continue to learn and update
their skills, and are confident in their abilities
as professionals. Students are trained to
be sensitive to the expanding role they
play in society and understand the evolving
implications of their professional, ethical,
legal and social responsibilities.
Individuals completing the
recommended courses in MIS and MGT
will be able to:
-Function competently at an entry-level
position;
-Enter an advanced course of study:
-Communicate in a variety of settings using
oral, written and multimedia techniques;
-Think creatively in solving problems;
-Use planning, implementation and
management tools in a changing
environment;
-Possess an awareness of management
techniques, professional and ethical
concepts legal issues, and strategic planning;
and
-Understand that managers function within
a global context and, therefore, must be
cognizant of cultural, economic, political
and technological differences.
La Salle course book
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I a Salle's Bachelor of Science in Nursing
I Program prepares its graduates to
MHHI^M qualify for the National
Council Licensure Examination, which is a
state board nursing examination that
registers nurses to practice professionally.
The four-year, full-time, 122-credit program
leading to the B.S.N. provides the student
with a strong foundation in the liberal arts
and the biological sciences in preparation
for the 12 nursing major courses, eight of
which include clinical practice components
in a variety of health care settings. The
goal of the B.S.N, program is to enable the
graduate to provide professional nursing
care which includes health promotion and nursing as a career, transfer students, adult
maintenance, illness care, restoration, students who are seeking a second
rehabilitation and health counseling and undergraduate degree or career change,
education based on knowledge derived and students who have completed liberal
from nursing theory and research. arts/science pre-nursing requirements.
La Salle's B.S.N, program provides
students the opportunity to refine critical
thinking skills, to strengthen their self-
concepts as people, to develop as members
of the nursing profession, to set a course
for self-directed learning and independent
action and to prepare for graduate study
in nursing.
The program is designed for students
entering from high school who have selected
Courtesy La Salle Curriculum Book
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his year at La Salle University there was a plethora of activities to help occupy the students's time. The year started
out with the Activities Fair, which was held on the Union Patio and showcased the abundant amount of extracurricular
activities, community service, and recreational sport teams that La Salle offers to the student population. Within the
first few weeks of classes flyers littered stairwells, walls, and bulletin boards in Olney, Wister and the Residence Halls.
Maybe it was for a bus trip to First Friday or a Phillies game, going to the Fringe Festival, watching a movie in the
theater, taking a position on the Collegian staff, or helping out at Branch Out Day. AXPs annual Crowbowl and
Car Smash, Delta Sig and Alpha Sigma Tau cosponsoring Up All Night and Sig Ep joining up with D Phi E for Spaghetti
Wrestling were just some of the Greek sponsored activities offered. Between classes, meetings, campus jobs, and
social gatherings, the students at La Salle have little time to be bored.
Ray Bonnette, president of
the Jazz Band, made a bang
at the Activities Fair by
playing the drum to attract
students to the Jazz & Pep
Bands' table.
OLAS members work hard to
get students' interested in
joining.
Even though the primary target
group for the Activities Fair is
First Year Students, Pat
Geary isn't afraid to get
involved in something new.
One week into the new
school year and the circus
came to town; performing
elephants and all. This was
not just any circus, it was the
LSU Activities Day Fair
Extravaganza! Ride the Los
Ninos project a few times
before spinning on the
Masque. Oh, but the La
Salle Singers look fun too!
Shouts of "Step right up!
Cmon ladies and gentlemen,
try your luck in the French
Club!" echoed down the
streets.
The Activities Fair had
something for everyone.
Among the throngs of
students there were tables
and tables of information,
displays and smiling faces.
Students had the
opportunity to not only
meet and talk to the
organizers of the different
clubs, but to ask questions
as well. It was quite easy
to get caught up in all the
hoopla. However if
students got lost, they could
always find their way back
to the La Salle Band- seeing
as they were standing on
tables and beating drums.
We all have our ways of
getting attention. The dead
turtle display on the
Alliance's table caught the
eye of many students. Other
groups like OLAS and A-
Asia found colorful and
creative ways to celebrate
their diversity and earn new
members in the process. The
New Media Club's display
was a D'Art major's dream
and a computer enthusiast's
eye candy.
Finally, the community service
activities and clubs played
a major part in showing
why La Salle is respected
university.
Though it's very important
for students to focus on their
studies and get their work
done in college, it's also just
as important to give back
to the community that
nurtures them and have
some fun.
After all, who doesn't enjoy
the three-ring excitement of
the circus?
J'V ,iV"H ) ;>'"\ '> v-
AIDS Outreach's many
activities in hopes to
= tudent
involvement.
Steve Martin tz
some interested
freshmen about the
service trips. A large
percentage of La Salle
students are involved in
community service.
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Beginning Right, Clockwise:
The Brother Augustine Center is a
new addition to La Salle's campus'
and a 'home away from home' for
off campus and commuter students.
Two students catch a game of pool
between classes in the old
Williamson Lounge.
Matt Kalinowski, a senior commuter'
student, takes a quick nap with he
friend Colleen Tomaszewski, a senior
resident student.
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| jM^l ^e '°st min9 a college wants is anarchy invading its hallowed halls, but La Salle itself has rebelled
3j ^^^ against tradition and embraced C.A.O.S. on campus. Actually, things are looking much more structured
_JL. for the Commuter and Off-Campus Students Association (CA.O.SJ. Established in Fall 2001, C.A.O.S.
replaced the long-inactive Commuter Student Association.
C.A.O.S.'s main goal has been to recruit new members and give non-residents a sense of community with one another
and the rest of the resident students. They have sponsored and cosponsored many events including the Smash Brothers
Melee Tournament, hayrides, karaoke and movie nights.
Despite C.A.O.S.'s goals to better integrate non-resident students into campus life, the question remains, "Where is
our home?" Nomadic commuters have several options for resting their travel-weary bones. Last year, La Salle
purchased a house at 5632 Uber Street which the University opened as the Brother Augustine Center. The house
is located between North Halls and Manor Apartments. Before and after the Center's operating hours, non-residents
used to be able to stake out a good spot to watch Maury or play pool in the Williamson Lounge. However, they
have a new place to call their "home-away-from-home" in the basement of the Union. During the Fall semester the
former gameroom underwent a facelift, resulting in an updated Commuter Lounge, with areas for recreation and study.
Jennifer Fiolo '04
un a good day, trie main c\uad 15 a
commuter student's prime spot to
relax and study as the student
above demonstrates.
The President and VP of CA0.5. Jennifer E
and Scott Hicken represent the group at the
Astinties Fair in early September.
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Beginning Right, Clockwise
Amanda Digiandomenico, Explorer
Editor-in-Chief, finds a quiet corner
in the Yearbook office to work on
her section.
Emily Jacoby, Academics Editor,
j
works on her first deadline.
Val Huston, Senior Editor, gets an
early start on her section.
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00 YOU LIVE LIFE IN COLOR?
Color has been taken to a new level
.^—^^^ o you know what is the best thing about a yearbook? It can be as entertaining ten years down the
I road as it is now. However, differnce between this yearbook and one from years past is that the
l,jj ^W Explorer took the plunge and went full color. An idea that had been floating around for over a year
has finally become a reality.
While the deadlines might be due earlier than before, the change has been for the best. Editor in Chief Amanda
DiGiandemenico had to say,"Having the book be in all color is not only a first for the Explorer, but also for most of
us on the staff. In that way. it has been a great challange as we learn the nuances of the book. However, I think
that it has also provided us with a very unique oppurtunity to experiment with the layout and content."
There has been another significant change made to the Explorer. A switch was made to Jostens Publishing
Company after a four year partnership with Taylor Publishing. "We have been able to accomplish more than we
could have possibly imagined" stated the Explorer's advisor, Megan Cahill.
Elizabeth Doremus '04
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Liz Poremus, the 5tude
Editor, has a moment of levity in an
otherwise stressed office.
Minutes before a deadline the
members of the Editorial Sta
critical decisions to fr-
best yearbook possible.
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Sophomore Megan
Gillette and Junior
Andrew Dobson show
that they can ha/e a
sense of humor when
dealing with politics.
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Beginning Right, Clockwise:
Ed Rendell, winner of the 2002
Pennslyvania Gubernatorial Race,
came to speak at La Salle on
October 31.
Erin Finucane, President of Young
Democrats, encourages students to
sign up to help out on Election Day.
Svitlana Gorbova and Chris
Schwartz pose for a picture at the
Activities Fair.
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Political Awareness goes Gubernatorial
very year. La Salle University presents Political Awareness Month. The reasoning for having oil these
lectures in October is to motivate students to participate in the most important aspect of our
government: voting. The various topics discussed ore meant to engage students, ond faculty alike, to
PETER
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take part in politics. Over the past two years, topics covered included the terrorist acts and the gubernatorial
candidates in the Pennsylvania elections.
October of 2001 was dedicated solely to the events of September ll'h , Different professors and even a retired FBI
agent gave lectures about dealing with terrorism and their connection to majors such as Political Science, Religion and
Communication. In 2002 the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was electing a new governor. Because of the election,
candidates from the gubernatorial race made appearances at La Salle to speak about the issues that affect students.
Other various candidates from local races have also visited La Salle's campus to rally the support they need for Election
Day.
Continually sponsored by the Student Government Association, Political Awareness Month is educating La Salle
students to use their votes wisely. In turn, La Salle students are stepping up to perform their constitutional duty
and taking part in the American right of representation.
Megan Gillette '05
For the Politics
of October 2001 Tom pc. .
retired Supervisory fi
FBI, came to La Safe to exf
impact that September 1 1 th had on
the Intelligence Community.
To commemorate the anniversary
of September 1 1 th, the La Safe
Community coistnrte
fvnencar ' : rational
messages.
NOV MEDIA CLUB
Many of the Pigitial
Artworks have been
put on display
throughout La Salle's
campus.
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Begmrej Ri^it, Qxkwise:
Qrista Gardner, a senior Ccmrwcaton
major, practces her lines before rolng
tape for one of the many La Sab 56
shows.
A display case on the first ftxr of Ohey
Hal hoUs the latest artwork pieces by
vsr'oB Pigital Art majors.
WE'RE NOT CAMERA SHY
Broadcasting Live: Right to your TV
Every year, the Communication Center's TV studio and editing rooms fill with dozens of students writing,
P^shooting. and editing their ideas for the University's cable channel, La Salle 56. These student programs
broadcast not only to campus but throughout Philadelphia, reaching 300,000 homes. Many shows
returned in 2002-2003 for another season. Backstage Pass previewed and reviewed the latest movie releases, while
Healthy Neighborhoods covered important health and safety issues. Wordon the Street harassed passersby with usual
questions and in return received unusual answers. SportsLine reported all the scores and highlights from La Salle's athletic
teams as SportsTalk Philadelphia debated the fate of the city's professional sports teams. Added to this year's list of
shows were three new endeavors. La Salle Lounge took over as the University's own "late-night" comedy show,
complete with skits and guest interviews. O&A became the station's first game show, awarding contestants with very
low-budget prizes for their knowledge and skill a couple times a month. And lastly, 56 News reported on news stories
from both campus and local neighborhoods. In addition to producing shows, La Salle 56 also held workshops for
crewmembers and other interested students. This year, workshops focused on what it's like to work in TV news along
with crash courses in production.
Toyna Ellis-La Salle 56 Manager
The group from La Salle 56 takes a
moment out of their busy shooting
schedule to take their r,
La Salles student-run radio
station begins broadcasting
on the Internet
Keeping with technology,
WEXP, La Salle's student
run radio station, added
another dimension to its
broadcast this year. In
September, the station
began broadcasting live
through the Internet
broadcasting host
Live365.com. WEXP also
continued to broadcast
through its radio transmission,
530AM.
According to Chris Casimiro,
WEXP's general manager,
the station has approximatley
50 DJ's in rotation. DJ's
have to be trained to make
sure they are aware of the
station regulations, as well
as the equipment used in the
running of the station.
The focus this year for the
station is the new Internet
transmission, because it is
much more accessible than
the AM broadcast. Now,
students, families and the
world can listen to the station
from anywhere with Internet
access, speakers and the
proper media player.
Broadcasting on the internet
also gives DJ's a greater
sense of satisfaction,
knowing that their show can
be heard by more people.
The staion does not have a
set format.
"We're college radio, it's
pretty eclectic. We play
everything, from rap and
R&B to alternative like punk,
rock and pop." said Casimiro
Web broadcasting also
provides an opportunity for
more students to get
involved. In addition to the
on-air aspect of the station,
students can work on various
committees, including public
relations, promotions and
business.
Lou Perseghin '06
Students check out the CDs
that the station was giving
away on WEXP Day. Giveaways
were a staple for the WEXP
street crew in order to
promote the station.
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Beginning Right, Clockwise:
Britney Barber and Graham Rowe sing a
ditty during their Imprcv 1 1 skit.
Britney Barber leads the pack during a
rehearsal in the Dan Rodden Theater.
Tom Arnold Ii<e5 it up with one of La
Salle's security guards during the
Masque's Karaoke Night in September.
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How fooling around has become a class act
The world of improvisation is one that has not been ventured into many times. The idea of having to
perform a comedy show with unrehearsed jokes and short skits often scares people. For some, however,
it has opened a new world here at La Salle University,
It all began when two students came together with the same thought - comedy is needed in everyday life. Senior
Rachel McLaren and Junior Britney Barber, who have both been involved in other improvisation teams and have found
a passion for it, decided to bring an improv group to the school. They hoped that it would attract students and start
something that had never been done before. ImprovlOl gave the audience the opportunity to participate in the show
and to be a part of the comedy. They no longer had to "passively sit in a dark movie theatre" as Rachel McLaren
described.
As one of the newest non-registered groups on campus, Improv 101 - while trying to become registered - is hoping
to at least educate fellow students in the world of improvisation. In doing so, Improv 101 has slowly begun its ascent
to becoming a known organization. Since their first show last year, Improv 101 has had few but memorable
performances. They provided unforgettable performances during Opening Weekend and Parents' Weekend, bringing
both events an added dose of laughter and fun.
Mary Nubia '06
RacM Wtisrax ooforder of hvprov
101, rdves rer dnidrood on a prop used
n one of the skits
Graham Rowe, Shawn Nies, and Jsseica
Ca"smsla haze deeded trey want into La Sale wore
tnan thsv want cut.
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Beginning Right, Clockwise
Natalie Privette and Ludwil
Chrzastowska enjoy the delictable
dishes drng the World Cultures Fan-
Brother Michael McGinnis givesl
heartfelt speech to the crowd al
the Multicultural Welcome
Two La Salle students show off
their dancing skills at the OL/
Latin Dance in
;
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Fhe multicultural organizations at La Salle University serve many purposes. Two of the most important
" are supporting the multicultural and international students and educating students about other cultures.
Three of the largest multicultural student organizations are A-Asia, AASL and OLAS. These groups
are wildly popular and major programming sources on campus. They are the driving forces behind such programs
as the World Cultures Fair, Carnival Happening Hour, dances, comedians and movie nights. World Cultures Day is
one of the most successful student run events on campus, with many student organizations participating and many more
students attending.
These organizations receive their own support from the Multicultural and International Center. The MIC offers them
meeting space and support from the four staff members. The MIC also helps with programming for the different
awareness months, provides orientation for new international students, and heads up the Cultural Enrichment Team.
I
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Cherylyn Rush, Coordinator of
Multicultural Education, addresses
the crowd during the Multicultural
Welcome Reception in September.
Paul Pagsuyum and Eileen Tengco,
member^^MSIA^Ia^^jamenati^e
to the Philippines, duirng the V. I
Culture?
The Sound of Music
i
Clockwise beginning
with top right:
The band Sugar Ray
posing with the
student volunteers.
Blackthorn is a
favorite concert for
many students.
Amanda
DGiandomenco and
Dana Bfela pose with a
member of Sirrpb Plan
Rose Veltri's children,
Elizabeth, Mchael, and
Mara pose with Mark
McGrath. Rose & the
Coordinator of Housing
Servbes for Mmnetra-
tve Servces.
On March 16. a caravan of freight trucks
pulled up to the front doors of the Hayman
Center. As the doors of the trucks were
lowered, equipment was unloaded and
moved upstairs into the Tom Gola arena.
The stage was constructed lights set up
and the sound system arranged. By early
afternoon, a flashy sign reading "Sugar
Ray" was hung center stage.
The news had been buzzing around cam-
pus for weeks that Sugar Ray would be
playing at the Spring Concert. The concert
would be the hard work of the University
Life department and a committee of stu-
dents, administrators, and faculty all spear-
headed by Chris Kazmierzak.
The annual Spring Concert is one of the
more popular events on La Salle's campus.
In the years past, the concert has boasted
the likes of The Roots and G Love and the
Special Sauce. It is not only a night of good
music and dancing, but also a year long
process that involves applying for a sub-
stantial budget, selecting a good act, and
taking care of all of the details involved in
housing the musicians for a day.
Although it is a long and often stressful
process, the payoff is always worth it. This
year, for example, was an enjoyable expe-
rience for all those involved. Despite a few
last minute problems, the entertainment of
the evening justified the pressure leading up
to the opening number.
The opening act for the concert was a
Canadian punk band called Simple Plan.
With their debut album marked for release
the next week, they were extremely ex-
cited to be playing at La Salle. Arriving at
the Hayman Center early in the day,
Simple Plan was more than willing to help
with setup and sound checks.
As the hours drew nearer to show time,
apprehension grew. Mark McGrath and
the rest of the band showed up, posed in
pictures with the Concert Crew and then
retreated to their dressing rooms to get
ready. Security came in and the finishing
touches were placed on the stage. As the
concert crew took their dinner, everyone
knew that the doors would open soon.
As everyone took their positions, the doors
were finally opened. Students and guests
started to enter the arena. As the lights
went down and Simple Plan opened the
show, the crowd responded with excite-
ment. Pumped up by the enthusiasm of this
young group, the audience was ready to
rock it out with Sugar Ray. Singing and
bouncing along with the lyrics, the crowd
enjoyed themselves immensely.
Looking back months later, those students
and administrators who were involved
with the show view it as an unusually
enjoyable experience. Dana Bilella, '05,
who not only attended the show but also
was there throughout the day working on
the crew, says it was a once-in-a-lifetime
experience.
She says of the show, "It was such a great
experience to work on a real concert—not
to mention actually meeting Sugar Ray."
Her favorite part of the event was meeting
the stage crew: "Working with them was so
awesome because they were all so nice
and interesting."
Amanda DiGiandomenico '04
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Beginning Right, Clockwise
Brother Jbseph and friends pose for al
picture at the Blackthorn concert.
J
The crowd awatts for Blackthorn to take I
the stage.]
Students rdax before Buckthorn takes]
the stags.
Svitlana Gorbo^a and
Brad Himmelstein take
time out from their
German Club meeting
to pose for a picture
GERMAN GlaOB
Advisor
Bernhardt Blumenthal
President
Svitlana Gorbova
Vice President
Natalie Privette
Treasurer
Joseph Gardner
Secretary
Brad Himmelstein
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IRISH CULTURE
GAELS go beyond St. Patrick's Day
1 AELS, more commonly known as the Irish Culture Society, has regrouped with an incredible presence
• after a lengthy period of inactiveness. This organizations mission is to promote cultural awareness and
I
diversity while holding true to the La Sallian values. The Irish Culture Society welcomes all students who
are interested in broadening their cultural horizons, especially through the Irish heritage.
The close knit group of students has worked hard to uphold their mission statement. They have hosted an array of
guest speakers, poets and musicians throughout the years. The Irish Culture Society kicked off the fall semester with
a fascinating program that explored the Celtic roots of Halloween. This spring, G.A.E.L.S. hosted the third annual
Blackthorn Concert. This is currently the most highly attended concert on campus. The members of this organization
have also brought their appreciation of the Irish culture to local community events. They have been spotted in the St.
Patrick's Day Parade, viewing independent Irish based films, and at the Mayo Ball in Germantown.
Colleen Tomaszweski '03
Above; The GAELS barer" 6 d£\
at al GAELs sponsored events.
"jb stags n
franc of a crowd of 700 students,
faa/ty, staff, and vettors.
AE& OUTREACH
ALLIANCE
CARE
beqwimq Right, Clockwise
Puring the Activities Fair the Gospel
Choir was spreading the good word
of their organization.
Here Gospel Choir performs for the
La Salle Community during the
Worlds Activity Fair, one of the
many appearances to see the Choir.
Matt Myrick and Bethany
Cottingham take time out from
thier duties in AIDS Outreach.
etiiiaiwa visai^e
Hoping to hetil through song
Two groups have joined forces this year to help the community. The La Salle Gospel and AIDS
Outreach are working together for a common cause. The Gospel choir is dedicated to spirituol and
cultural enhancement. Through song, the choir intends to spread the gospel abroad to help develop
religious appreciation in the hearts and minds of students at La Salle University and others. AIDS Outreach is a group
of La Salle University students who visit ADS patients.
For the past year, the choir has joined AIDS Outreach in visiting the sick and shut-in at local medical centers. The choir
ministers in song and afterwards the students interact with the patients through enlightening conversation and prayer.
The choir and students of AIDS Outreach seek to touch the hearts of the downtrodden through ministry and song.
Queen Muse '06
During the Activity Fair V\c\
stops recuiting for AIP5 Outreach for
this snapshot.
AIDS Outreach are one of the many
Community Service organizations that
meet in Second Floor Benilde. This is
just one of the many gatherings the
group has during the year.
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The pctires on the page were
taken at the Brarch Clrt on
No/ember, 2 2002.
This year. La Salle University
is continuing with the popular
event Branch Out.
However, the format of
Branch Out has changed
from a single day event t o
a multi-day event that is
spread out through the year.
University Ministry and
Service sponsors Branch
Out, with each member of
the department working on
different aspects of the
planning process.
Louise Giugliano, the
Associate Director of the
department, is responsible
for contacting the community
groups that the Branch Out
teams help out and
organizing where the
student teams will be sent.
Giugliano commented, "Last
year, we went through all
the planning and we had a
terrible rainstorm. . .A lot of
our groups were going to
Fairmont Park, so I called
the park people, and they
said forget it, it's going to
be a mess."
Danielle Vermitsky, who
organized Branch Out Day
last year and is advising the
organization this year, said
that despite the washout,
there was still enthusiasm
among the students to have
a community service event.
"Students came up to us
and had requested to still
do service since they did
not get to go out on Branch
Out Day. So what we did
was to create these mini
branch-outs" said Vermitsky.
Because the response for
the separate, smaller events
last year was good, it was
decided that the smaller
events were equally as
effective as one large, single-
day event.
"We were hoping that this
would do what we really
want, which is to have a
real partnership with the
<Mm
community through some of
this work" said Giugliano.
"The people in the
community love the
possibility of getting toknow
La Salle students because
they don't really have that
much opportunity to have
contact with them. We
emphasize the fact that we
want to be a partnership.
We don't want our students
to go to a site and clean up
and have the neighbors not
there. What we want is for
them to have a team. They
have been very positive.
They think it's wonderful the
things that the students do."
Over 100 people signed
up for the first Branch Out
Day. mostly consisting of
groups. Individuals who sign
up are formed into a team
or added to another team
that is already established.
"I think it is going to better.
At first I was a little skeptical
and wasn't sure if we would
get the amount of volunteers
as before" said Vermitsky.
'We're stressing faculty and
staff participation this year.
It's a University-wide project,
but it seems to be that more
students participate than
anyone."
The new format for the '02-
'03 school year is a change
from the past, the mark of a
program that is not static,
but constantly improving
itself to better serve the
needs of the community.
Giugliano said, "I think one
of the greatest things that
an urban university can do
is to be a good neighbor,
be committed to the
neighborhood in which it
lives, and work with people
so that we can better the
neighborhood for all of us.
Everyone has something to
offer."
Lou Perseghin '06
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Beginning Right, Clockwise
During the Campus Ministry retreat
students get a little tied up in a
web activity.
Brother Chp pauses for a snapshot
during the Campus Ministry retreat.
The Parent's Weekend Mass was a
huge success. It's a tradition that
students and parents alike enjoy.
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The manyfaces ofCampus Ministry
^^^^^| he Chapel on La Salle University's campus is a significant place. However, many people have yet to
^^^ e<perience the great activities and resources campus ministry has to offer. Over the years. Campus
^^L. Ministry and Service, an office in the Division of Student Affairs, has provided students a place to
celebrate spiritual life and religious heritage.
Daily services are held in the chapel as well as a weekly bible study. The chapel is a place where all students, staff,
and faculty are welcome. The chapel can be a place for quiet meditation and a place to feel welcomed.
Campus Ministry and Service organizes most of the community service that La Salle offers. Service events offered
at LaSalle such as Branch Out Day and other events rooted in helping the homeless, AIDS patients, and the elderly
all come from the office of Campus Ministry and Service.
Queen Muse '06
The Chapel is a quiet place that
many people take advantage of.
The Urwensty Ministry and Service
deli lunch is a favorite for Faculty,
Staff, arid Students.
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Beginning Right, Clockwise
One La Salle student takes part of
SAVE's Defense Course.
Bethany Cottingham and another
SAVE member during a SAVE meeting.
Jen, Mary, and Jessica during a
SAVE meeting.
•SAi/E
Advisor
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President
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.
Vice President
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aSalle University's SAVE—Sexual Assault and Violence Ends—headed into its third year with big
projects in store. With more members than ever before, SAVE continued its work on the long awaited
student resource phone line, which will be a student run phone line that students can call for information
and resources on sexual violence, abuse, harassment, and related issues. The line will be set up in the Women's Studies
Center and will be available to the LaSalle community day and night. The line will be open for calls in the spring of
2003.
SAVE also launched its annual Take Back the Night campaign in the spring semester. In past years, various speakers
from Philadelphia sexual health and abuse organizations have come to campus to speak and offer workshops. Many
students have participated in the day's events over the past two years. "We expect an even greater turn out this
spring", says member Candice Cleere. Additional SAVE projects include a free six-week self-defense course offered
by WAVE, Women's Anti Violence Education, in the first semester. The class meets once a week for the six-week period
to learn about self-care and life saving self defense moves. Open to twenty students, the atmosphere of the course
is personal and energetic. "SAVE is continuously working to make the LaSalle community safer and healthier" says
Cleere.
Candice Cleere '03 and Elizabeth Doremus '04
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SAVE has created many variations
- ?rs that can be seen ever
amf js.
A banner that was on the Main Quad
for Take Back The Nigl
2002.
Anna Allen and Chris
Kazmierczak meet to discuss
the campus activities that
Chris has planned. Anna as
the Assitant Pean of
Students is the head of
University Life.
Aifeen Guer'n, a student worker,
re|35 Liz Doremus find informatbn
for a program
The Pay ONE staff pictured in the
Programming Center. Pay ONE
homebase was the Programming
The Programming Center
was added as an office to
the Student Union in the Fall
of 2001. The goal of the
center is to offer services to
student groups, individual
students, faculty and staff
with regards to planning and
implementing programs. The
office houses three Division
of Student Affairs staff
members: two Programming
Coordinators from University
Life and the Community
Coordinator of Leadership
from Community
Development. Assisting the
three staff members are a
staff of student workers.
Chris Kazmierczak. one of
the Programming
Coordintors from University
Life, helps students, groups
and members of the
Community Development
staff. Chris has compiled a
wealth of resources to use
when planning a program
on or off campus. He has
all the information for
renting movies, hiring a DJ,
planning a karaoke night
or a Happening Hour. As
part of his job, Chris plans
the Friday night movies for
the year, brings in lunchtime
entertainment to the B&G.
and plans other all campus
activities such as bus trips.
Megan Cahill, the other
Programming Coordinator,
works in two different areas.
Megan works with FYO
and doubles Faculty and
plans field trips throughout
Philadelphia for those
classes. The goal in planning
these trips is to help new
students get to know
Philadelphia. The other half
of Megan's job is advisor
to WEXP, The Masque, and
The Explorer.
The third staff member,
Community Coordinator of
Leadership, acts as a
primary source of University
support for registered and
emerging student
organizations, including
fraternities and sororities.
He or she is responsible for
the development and
maintenance of resources
and support functions,
including cochairing the
Funding Board with Chris.
The Programming Center is
an active office with students
coming and going. It's a
welcome addition to the
Union!
Programs
Peak At
the
Psammm
Center
lea voigit, 5 trc.r
water, works on the student ccrt-puter.
Student waters are an eseertiti part of
the programi'rg center. They hep the three
staff memsbers with al aspects of thsr
posttcrs.
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Beginning Right, Clockwise
Students enjoy the Eagbs Ivtonday nght
win at a Ivbcktail party sponsored by the
?eer Educators.
Toe ?eer Educator tabb was a hit at
the Activities Fair in i
Being a Peer Educator '& a family affar!
Steters Colben and Aiben Guerin are both
Peer Educators.
LAMBDAIOTATAU
PHtALPHAffiTA
Peer Educators enlighten the Campus
he nightly news presents statistics of college binge drinking. Newspapers tell tales of promiscuity on
campuses. Urban legends of overworked and stressed students pushed to extreme actions still abound.
However, La Salle's Peer Educators defy all stereotypes and promote health and safety on campus.
Founded by Dr. Lane Neubauer in September of 2000, the Peer Educator club strives to heighten awareness among
their fellow students about issues such as substance abuse, eating disorders, dating violence, AIDS/HIV, and coping
with stresses of college life. Member Jillian Szczepaniak-Gillece states, "In a society where apathy is such a
commanding force, I think Peers helps show people how proactive they can be."
Part of Peer Educators' proactive approach to campus health issues is activities that involve the entire student body,
as well as information presentations. During finals week, the club held various "stress busters" such as making stress
balls and taking out aggression on a pinata.
"We give out accurate information so students will make good decisions," comments Neubauer.
Other programs cover eating disorders, sexual health, adjusting to college life, and target specific events like "La Salle
Survivor" for freshmen on opening weekend.
"This is an incredible group of students with natural leadership abilities," assesses Neubauer. "It has been very inspiring
to be a part of this group."
Jennifer Fiolo '04
As part of tire Monday ni^it footbal
Mccktaigattng, a la Safe Teddycear was
qven away.
RDs James Iwamiya and Jsssca V/tite
gst in on the Mrxktal makng with Peer
and RA Jlian Szezepaniak-Glece
BACKPAC
Jessican Ciaramellca,
Eileen Tengco and
Scott Hicken all
participated in the 6th
Annual Maverick One
Acts in April 2002.
Beginning Right, Clockwise
Kevin Brady, Liz Poremus, and Patt
Hackett write, produce and direct,
i
respectivily, for the Maverick One
J
Acts. I
Two budding actresses read for the
One Acta.
Kevin Brady shows Pat Hackett the
direction he would like his play to
take.
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Advisor
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President
Neal Tyler
Vice President
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Pat Campbe
NEED SOME MORE DRAMA?
The Maverick One Ads are here to help
I^F* t all started late one night in 1996. Brian Wiggins had asked his friend John Kozempel to write
H ^^^ a one act play for the English Department. Unfortunately John missed the deadline. Brian
^jL made the suggestion that they could produce and have the play performed on their own. That
was the beginning of the Maverick One Acts. For the past seven years students of La Salle University have
been given the opportunity to strut their stuff on stage in one act plays that are written by La Salle students.
Two plays and casts are selected and in a few short months are unveiled for the La Salle community. "It
has been such a thrill to be able to give another outlet of creativity to the La Salle Community" says Producer
Liz Doremus. "All these actors and actresses give so much and its worth all the hard work" The plays span
all different types of topics from relationship woes to family ordeals to the abstract. This year the Mavericks
have been given an opportunity to perform in a Theater Festival that La Salle putting on at the end of the
spring semester. This festival hopes to become an annual event that will showcase all different types of
performance arts. "I feel that the Maverick One Acts will be a staple part of the creative arts at La Salle"
says Doremus. Who thought missing a deadline could evolve into such a good thing?
Liz Doremus '04
'
Scott Hicken, one, of the writers for
the 7th Annual Maverick One Acts,
gives direction to or\e of the actors.
Jessica Ciaramella gives an overview to her
group about her play.
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The 2002-2003 school
year was the inauguration
of La Salle's two study
abroad programs. The
programs are located in
Galway, Ireland, through
the National University
Ireland - Galway; and in
Rome Italy, through the
American University Rome.
Students are excited about
the opportunity to take 4
months and immerse
themselves in another
culture. Says Gina
Marchiondo. who studied
in Rome in Spring of 2003,
"Why wouldn't students
take advantage of this
option? This is the only time
in your life when you'll have
4 months to travel and live
abroad!"
Participants in both
programs take the time to
explore more of Europe
during weekends and over
breaks, in order to take
advantage of their
proximity to dozens of
nations. Students can easily
visit and explore the
countries of the UK, as well
as the main continent, using
popular Eurail passes.
Students return having had
not only an amazing
semester, but also an
experience that broadens
their personal and cultural
horizons.
While a semester abroad is
a wonderful experience, it
is not for everyone. Students
of certain majors have so
many requirements that they
have few electives that
could be taken overseas.
Others have athletic
obligations that prevent
them from spending an
entire semester abroad.
Fortunately, they have the
opportunity to travel
through La Salle as well,
through travel/study
courses.
The popularity of travel/
study courses has greatly
increased at La Salle in
recent years, with courses
going to locations such as
Spain. Ireland and Italy. In
taking such courses, students
are able to obtain academic
credit for their coursework,
as well as enjoy a stint
abroad with the comfort of
their classmates. THe travel
componet usually occurs
during the students' spring
break. Students obtain a
more intense and enhanced
academic experience. They
also experience lessons
abroad that will last them a
lifetime.
Students participating in
travel/study courses or study
abroad programs are given
orientations before they
leave for their destinations.
as well as once they return.
This orientation provides
students with the
opportunity to have
important questions
answered before they leave
and a means to reflect on
their experiences once they
return.
The beginnings of study
abroad as well as the
popularity of travel/study
courses at La Salle reflect a
more accepted and
respected attitude towards
international experiences at
the University, as well as in
society in general. Students
are looking for ways to
broaden both their
academic as well as
personal experiences.
realizing that one affects
the other. Elena
DiGiovanna, who
previously studied in Spain
says, "Living in Seville was
like a fairy tale. I came book
more mature and wonting
to know more about
everything."
With its study abroad and
travel/study programs, La
Salle proves that the
University is not just an
integral part of Philadelphia.
but also of the world.
Brandyn Muller
International Education
Coordinator
'
3rne, A street n Gaway, Ireland.
Itay. Students car, rot. 1 Many students vJrv study
study n Rare for ore abroad n YdarA afco resea-di
sen-ester, reh ancestry.
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Where else at La Salle can
you find a Writing Fellow,
ISBT major, Masque
member, football player,
Vice President of SGA and
a community assistant,
among others? The Student
Admission Representatives
(S.A.R.s) of the La Salle Office
of Admission represent a
wide array of majors,
activities, and experiences
for the prospective student
population. A S.A.R. is
beyond any other on-
campus job. While other
student workers might be
filing, answering phones or
stuffing envelopes, the
SA.R.s are a visible asset
to the growth of the La
Salle community. While
the S.A.R.s can be seen
walking backwards all
over campus with
prospective students and
families, the S.A.R.s
contribute much more than
just campus tours. Unlike
many student positions on-
campus, the S.A.R.s are
perhaps the most
prominent players for the
Admission Office. The
student workers assist the
full-time staff members on
a regular basis with
interviews and high school
visits. "There is a reason
why we are called Student
Admission Representatives
and not just tour guides,"
says senior S.A.R. Derrick
Martin. "Being a tour guide
is just one small part of our
larger occupation: we
represent La Salle University
for many of the prospective
students." According to Bob
Voss, Dean of Admission
and Student Financial
Services, "When a
prospective student visits the
university, they want to
speak with current La Salle
students, not an
administrator." The S.AR.s
were formed in 1996.
Currently, the admission
office employs twenty-six
S.A.R.s. Associate Dean of
Admission, Jim Plunkett, also
the coordinator of the
SA.R.s, says that when hiring,
he looks for personal and
outgoing students, but also
those who are involved with
the many different facets of
campus life. According to
Plunkett, "the S.A.R.s are
people who are passionate
about all they do. They are
the reason why people
enroll at La Salle."
Colleen Baillie '04
Student
Admissions
rcprcscnativcs:
Living twe
La Sallian Life
Each year the SARs
must attend a mock
tour to revew any
questions or concerns
that might arise on a
tour with a
prospective family.
Colleen Baiilie, a senior SAR, gives a
leartwarming speech to prospective
students and their families during
/lini Open House.
jimone F3rewster helps a family
egister for a Mini Open House this
Opposite page: Christine Verderber and
Casey Redder assembb freshmen
packets, one of the many SAR
duties.
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An activity with the FYO course is the
Philadelphia photo scavenger hunt. The
pictures on the and the opposite page
are examples of this activity
Beginning Right, Clockwise:
Students in front of a mural of Edgar
Allan ?o&, Philade^tiia has a plethora of
murafe throughout the city.
Students in Love Park, a popular site
for skateboarders in Center City
A student poses in front of the
Liberty Bell, a popular Philadejshia
mn vun oduuo
Helping La Salle Freshmen Find Their Place
The First Year Odyssey program (FYO), formerly Freshman Year Experience (FYE), has been a
r great aid in pivoting freshman into their rightful places as new students at La Salle. FYO is a
major part of the core curriculum for freshman students and is usually in conjunction with another
core course. The course includes field trips and fun activities created to help the students develop academic and
social awareness. Through this program students learn about the many valuable resources available on campus
while gaining a sincere appreciation for the city of Philadelphia. Students who have participated in the program
have stated, "FYO is the official transition from high school to college life." Throughout the course, students are
allowed a great amount of input thus the course is mainly based on the needs, interests and concerns of the
students. FYO faculty members have also found the program interesting and fun. Many have stated, "It allows
the students to relate to college professors on a more personal level" It is also a great way to "breaking the ice*
while students attempt to interact with one another and make new friends. Depending on the course theme,
activities may include visits to museums and restaurants or journal keeping and orientation to campus activities.
FYO has proven to be an enhancement to the college experience in which students learn to enjoy the city of
Philadelphia as well as life as a student at La Salle University.
Queen Muse '06
Four FYO students pose on the Art
Museum steps.
Three students pose in front
Art Museum.
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La Salle offers eleven different residence halls spanning
from the social, buzzing North Halls, St Edward and
Francis where the athletes hang out, and quiet, suburban
South Campus. And one thing remains the same,
people become extremely loyal to their spot on campus.
Some say that North Halls are too much to handle, some
say that St. Neumann is "Guam" and just to far of a
walk, and some say they don't understand why St
Edward and Francis is considered West Campus. Why
do people have such strong connections to their side of
campus? Here is what some people had to say.
Mike Neilson, Resident Director of St Neumann Hall,
challenges Amanda DiGiandomenico to a game of
foosball.
Students going into the North Hals Complex.
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Every year students who live in St.
Neumann have the opportunity to
place their hands on the walls of
the hallway as a means to be
remembered by future students.
"North Hats cou
New Yoi it's the place that
never sleeps".
Mary Ubbens '03
St. Alberts
3rd Floor
Matt Demizio, a Resident
Assistant in St. Jerome, is
one of the many students
who assist those in
Community Development.
MEN'S RUGBY
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Burning The Midnight Oil
Ultimate Frisbee is leaving a mark on La Salle
Have you ever walked up to Intermissions on a Thursday night and seen a group of people playing a
game of Frisbee? Well it's not a mirage. Ultimate Frisbee has been going on at LaSalle for the past
three years. The games are normally played during the week around ten o'clock at night. There have
been about twenty regulars who show up to the Hank De Vincent fields. "I would have to give credit to John Leong,
who graduated last year, for starting this group," Francois Springuel said. "Any one is welcomed at our Frisbee games.
You just show up to play." The players have not made any moves to have Frisbee recognized as an intramural sport
on campus. The group plays to have fun and to help relive the stress that college brings. "We just hope to have enough
people come to the games, especially freshmen," said Springuel. "I hope that this will be able to continue on even
after most of us have graduated."
Elizabeth Doremus '04
ts Invade
La Salle's 19"
1
Annual Parent Weekend
was held from September 27 to September
29, 2002, differing from the past years by
adding another day of festivities. The
event was organized by University
Advancement; Beth Lockner, Director of
the Annual Fund; Trey Ulrich, Associate
Director of the Annual Fund; Sarah Hopkins,
Director of University Events; and the
Parent's Association, The celebration began
with the Explorer Club Autumn Auction
and Reception in the Union Ballroom. To
complete the evening parents and students
gathered in the Dan Rodden Theater at 7
p.m. for the showing of "A Beautiful Mind.'
Saturday commenced with a jazz band
concert on the Union Patio. Meanwhile, the
Senior Gift Breakfast was being held in the
Faculty Dining Room. Attended in great
number, the biggest draw was the Lunch
held in the Main Quad where families
came together for a fun-filled and exciting
barbecue. At 1 p.m. La Salle's football team
took on Siena as witnessed by over 200
fans. Those people who weren't big football
enthusiasts had a chance to take a bus trip
to Manayunk for an afternoon of shopping.
Also held in the Blue and Gold Dining Area
was the third annual President's Reception
at which Brother Michael McGinniss spoke
about the current academic year. The night
ended in the Dan Rodden Theater with the
comedy of the Improv group and the stand
up comedy of Senior Mike Donovan. 'A
Beautiful Mind' was presented again for
those who missed the showing on Friday.
Almost as quickly as it began, it was time
for the final day of Parent's Weekend. The
day began with an 11 o'clock liturgy held
in the chapel followed by a Parent/Family
Brunch in the Ballroom. In the afternoon La
Salle's women's and men's soccer teams
competed along with the Field Hockey
team. The Art Museum was open for tours
between the hours of 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. In
the Tom Gola Arena those students who
made the Deans list were recognized at
the Honors Convention. Also honored at
this Convention was Dr. Eugene Gallagher,
a graduate of La Salle who received an
honorary degree and talked about his
experience as a student
The weekend was lauded as a huge
success. The number of families who attended
doubled from last year according to Trey
Ulrich. Dan Lawson, chairperson of the
Parent's Association said, "it went very
well. .
. it moved very smoothly from one
event to the other." Thanks to all of the
people who worked so hard on this event
and to the families who attended. Without
the total effort, the experience would not
have been such a resounding success.
Nfccte Graham's parents, pctured abcve see, I
proud of trer cheerleader daughter.
Top. Bill Wiegman, the VP of 5GA, pauses for a photo with his
parents.
Left: Dai, Dan, and Cathy Lawson with Brother Mike at the President's
feceptm Dan and Cathy are the Charccupte for the Parents' Associa-
tion, ther son, Dan is a scphcmore at La Sale.
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President Lawrence Knapp and VP\
Mike Shinn staff the table at the
activities fair in September
Alpha Chi Rho Car Smash took place
|
on the Union Patio last Spring. Vmce
Pinaula shows how it is done.
Crowbowl 2002 brutfit together 22
different chapters of tyna Chi Rho to La
Sab University for a day of flag footbal
This banner was ore. of ths<
representat'ons of the brothers presence.
$
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Alpha Chi Rho standing strong
Gn Saturday October 12, 2002 almost 300 crows Hocked to Good Shepherd Field for Crowbowl;brothers of theAlpha Chi Rho fraternity that is. The annual flag football game, which is cosponsored
along with Drexel University, was held at La Salle for a second year in a row. Crowbowl is just one
of the many events the brothers of Omega Phi chapter bring to La Salle. Coming up on their 28th anniversary, a
few new traditions have been established. In the spring of 2003 will be the second annual Sleep Out for Parkinson's
on the Main Quad to raise money for the Michael J Fox Foundation for Parkison's Disease. Every February the Omega
Phi's join other chapters for the Polar Bear Dive in Cape May, NJ. This will also be the second year for both Casino
Night and the ultimate stress reliever, the Car Smash. "We are an organization based on strong bonds of brotherhood*
states Fund-raising Chair Francois Springuel. "We work together for the benefit of each other and the brotherhood."
When asked what differentiates AXP from other greek organizations on campus Michael Shinn, Vice President had
this to say, "It's not the quantity of the brothers which makes Alpha Chi Rho great, it is the quality of the brothers and
how much heart we put into it everyday."
Elizabeth Doremus '04
ALPHA CAI AAO
Advisor
Brother Patrick Duffy
President
Lawrence Knapp
Vice President
Michael Shinn
Treasurer
Frank Weaver
Secretary
Chuck Francisco
Brothers At Large
Chris Casimero
Vince Pinaula
Life
There have been changes made all over La Salle University in
the past year. Not only is the campus getting a face lift but
so are some offices and organizations. One of these is the
Greek Community. At the end of September Kim Graham,
Advisor to the Greek Community and IFSC, left La Salle.
In the Fall of 2002 Alan Wendell became the Interm Advisor
until a replacement was found for the Spring Semester "Mr
Wendell has the students' best interest in mind," says one
Greek Member. Greek Forums, more interfraternity-sorority
events, and individual Greek meetings with Mr. Wendell are
some of the changes that have been made this semester.
In leu of Jelb Wrestling from Greek Week 2002,
SigEp and D Phi E made up their own friendly competi-
tion of Spaghetti Wrestling.
On October 1 9, 2002 members of P Phi E and
friends of the Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity woke up at six
o'clock to help set up for the annual Crowbowl, a flag
football tournament.
\
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Along with oversized Boxing, Sig Ep also rented
Sumo Wresting equ'pmsnt for the La Sate Conrnriity.
Do you think the Greek Forums or
helping or hindering the Greek
Community?
"The Forums are a great addition to
the Greek Community. It allows for
us to voice our opinions in a positive
setting. It is also the beginning steps
in being able to work together for a
common good"
-Meredith LeFebve
Delta Phi Epsilon President
ALPHA TflUfl ALPHA
doymrq Rt^it, Clockwise
Nickki Du3an talks to a student at the
Amities Far
Ccfeen Bale, a sener English major, arid]
PPhE ad/isor, Suzame Boyi, take time
ait from vobiteerng at the Depression,
Screenrej to take this snapshot.
The PPhE sisters raffle off Flyers tickets:
in the Unoa
GAAIIAA PA1 BETA
Advisor
Kathryn Szabat
President
KrisHno Nolan
Vice President
Anita Godshall
Treasurer
acie AAackiewicz
Secretary
Lori Simpson
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'Slogans are meaningless unless you have the
girls to back them up'
\ie you ever noticed the girls in those gray sweatshirts walking around campus? Those would be
the sisters of Delta Phi Epsilon. Growing in numbers over the past two years, these girls have what
lit takes to be an all around La Salle student. "We are not only living up to our motto, but we are
putting it into practice" said one sister. And this couldn't be more truthful. Since the beginning of the
2002-2003
school year D Phi E has been out in full force raising money and awareness for charities and service organizations
that they are affliated with. In October 2002 sisters participated in Branch Out Day, the AIDS Walk, and National
Depressions Awareness Day in conjuntion with the Counseling Center. The sisters are looking foward to
regaining
the glory from 2002 Greek Week when the sisters won not only the banner competition, but walked away as
the
overall winners of the Greek Week contests. "My sisters of D Phi E are a very diverse group of women that work
together as a team to accomplish what we set out to do. By doing this we develop a strong bond of
sisterhood
that lasts throughout our college experience as well as after we graduate from La Salle University,"
states Cristi
Matlack.
Elizabeth Doremus '04
DELTA PHI CPSlLDn
Advisor
Suzanne Boyll
President
Meredith LeFebvre
Vice President of Operations
Colleen Baillie
Vice President of Programming
Santina Gatto
Vice President of Academics
Diana Figiluolio
Vice President of Recruitment
Alisa Winsett
Vice President of Member Development
Kate McHugh
Member at Large
Maggie Wilson
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way to kick off the fall season at La Salle than with the introduction of our new maxot! The new French-
sd Explorer mascot made his debut on Saturday, October 26th, for the homecoming football game against
le. The 2002-2003 athletics season marks the 30th anniversary for Women's sports at La Salle with the historic
introduction of Title IX. We welcomed a new football head coach, Arnie Stalcup, and the new women's lacrosse coach
Julie Weiss. In addition men's basketball coach Billy Hahn signed a contract to stay with La Salle until 2007.
Many
Explorer athletes made their mark in the 2002-2003 Season. Women's soccer forward and tri-captain Amy Schneider
was the only player in La Salle's 17-year history of women's soccer to have accumulated 100 points in her career. Men's
soccer keeper Stash Graham was named Eastern College Athletic Conference's Goalkeeper of the Week,
leading
the nation with saves. Todd Witzleben and Sheila Klick, two cross country athletes, likewise were named
performers
of the week by their conference.
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Two years after, what was then La Salle
College, opened its doors to women, the all male
athletic department was met with its first women's
sports team. With the help of Dean Phyllis
Montgomery, the founding members of the
Women's field hockey team found themselves
playing their first game against Chestnut Hill
College in November of 1971. The founding
members of the team, Terry Shearer, Mary Jane
Cullen, and Marianne Dooley, along with Coach
Kathryn "Kitty" Kalkof were met with many
problems in their first season including the apathy
of many of the girls on campus, and ridicule by
those who did not understand the sport or did not
understand the need for women's sports teams.
The newly formed Women's Athletic Association
(WAA), which was organized by Kris Long, aided
the field hockey team and helped bring along
women's basketball and softball teams which
would be formed fully by 1972. The WAA was
formed to facilitate participation in all of the
intercollegiate women's sports and activities of
La Salle College. By 1972, the WAA had 16
members working for a full women's sports program
at La Salle.
While La Salle was busy integrating women's
sports, the country was making it a law. Title IX of
the educational amendments states that "no person
in the U.S. shall, on the basis of sex be excluded
from participation in, or denied the benefits of, or
be subjected to discrimination under any
educational program or activity receiving federal
aid." Though this law does not require complete
equality in funding and sports offered, it does
require that the same opportunities are available.
This law allowed for not only field hockey's birth,
but paved the way for the strong women's sports
programs that La Salle now offers.
Alison Eaton '04
Women s Sports at La 3alle
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Above: Sara Camilli skillfully
maneuvers the ball, fiercely
determined to maintain control
for her team.
Center Right: Emily Simone crouches to
the ground, willing to go as low as it
takes for the sake of La Salle. Bottom
Right: Sarah Kearney dares the
opposition to approach her well-
protected goal.
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Top Left: Freshman
Emilie Stewart
navigates the - .
prepared to pass to
teammates in waiting.
Top Right: Katharine
Prokop, also a
Freshman, chase
the ball with
determination.
Right: Sr. Forward Amy
Schneider.
Below: Liz Schmidt gets
the ball going in the
right direction.
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Above: Midfielder
Jessica Eisele
Right: Sophomore
Shannon Plinkett
Left: Sophomore Midfielder
Rachel Tobin concentrates
on her next move.
Bottom Left: Midfielder
Colleen Farrell gives her all.
Bottom Right: The team
listens attentively to their
coaches.
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Above: Sophomore Setter Amanda
Woods celebrates a good play with
Molly Thatcher
Right Top: Senior Caitlin Keefe jumps
high for the ball
Right: Bottom: Sophomore Outside
Hitter Caitlin PeJong
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t: The team lines up for the
:ional anthem
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Top: Senior Setter Molly Thatcher
serves the ball.
Left: Sophomore Outside Hitter
Mendeth Marakovit returns the ball.
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Top Left: Mcnta Sanz takes a shot at the hoop.
Top Kidpt: Juiior Forward Ekaterna Markova
searches for open teanmates.
Left: JLncr Kat Fdsy gets the bal
Q
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Above: Sophomore Michelle H^^^^^W^B
EJilicki strides to bring the
Br iJ^ 4 ! ^H
Explorers another victory.
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Right: Alena Petty is
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Far Left: Freshman QB Ed
Marynowitz lot I
team member.
Left: Wide Recie^er Ben
Wiedemer takes a brear and
watches his fellow E/p'orers.
Above: The Explorer Pep
Band and Cheerleaders keep
Mi energized.
de Recie^er
. 'jmsne goes for the
Cbckwee from rght:
The team gathers together prbr to the
start of the game.
Scpromore Mike Cleaves gets offersi/e rdp
from Freshman Lewe Fadpe.
Senior Dwayne Jones makes the shot
with teammate Freshman Pzafb
Larkai boking on.
Jjicr Kirt Simmons gets the goal
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Coach EJJy Hafn taks to the team drug a time cut.
Seprcmore Jeff Farmer gatrcte a Xsver player.
Freshman Jermare Thomas on his way to the goal
Q
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After Rasual Butler graduated from
La Salle in 2002. it was not too
surprising that he would aspire to
achieve his professional basketball
dreams. It was also not surprising that
he would join the ranks of other La
Salle basketball graduates and realize
this dream so quickly.
Less than one year after graduation,
the 6'7" Butler can be seen on the
court as a forward for the Miami
Heat. He left La Salle as the school's
fourth all-time leading scorer and a
two-time all-Atlantic 10 selection. As a
senior last season he ranked 27lh in
scoring. Ranked 53'd in the overall
NBA draft, Butler was offered a spot
to play with the Heat, and signed a
contract only 3 months after graduating
from La Salle.
Miami Heat number 45 is off to an
impressive start. Miami coach Pat Riley
speaks highly of Butler's tremendous
offensive potential saying that he is
always finding ways to improve his
basketball skills. Being drafter so soon after
graduation, he is accomplishing what only a
handful of other La Salle alums have done.
On the court and in the spotlight, Rasual
Butler is an alum to tune in for.
Rundown: La Sallians in the NL3A
Lawrence M. Faust '50
*
1 2 years ('50-'62)
with Fort Wayne, St Louis, and
Minneapolis
John E "Jack" Georqe '53
* Played 8 years f53-'61)
with Phila. Warriors and New
York Knicks
Kenneth L. Purrett 7 1
* Played 4 years (7 1-75)
Cincinnati, Kansas City-Omaha,
and Philadelphia
Ralph A Lewis *65
* 3 years f&7-'90) in N13A
playing with Petroit and
Charlotte
Timothy E. Legler '&&
* Started 1 year career
('<39-'99) at Phoenix and ended
with Wizards
Lionel J. Simmons '90
* Started at Sacramento
where he rema\ned for 7 years
(90-97)
Vouq\ae M. Oerton '9
1
* Started at Washington
('9 1 -??), then to Venver and
Philadelphia
Q
Wn ate hub/ ptmui bjj yout exttacttdiwaty acfcieuewieulfl ikd
ham Wiped you ptepate Jo* ymtt Juiute.
Heuet Eei ikete fce a Mwweui ufete you fcc^tgel, you ate
aCiuayfl at out Uumghb mid but muck we (cue you. Befieue
ift yGutaedfj ami bmn u*e uM afwayo h km fat you.
"Happiwew id utet uJtal you totfe, utlcal you day, aua' uthal you aV ate h featwtwtt/
-Wuwdaa K. Gandhi (1869-1948)
ttJiflkwg you ike tedt ikai Kfce can c#et. AK cut hue,
Dad, Wtcm, DawieHie, Dati, aid Chip
XOXO
(aleainer clean 0lipnani
One of the ponderousjojs of life has been seeing
jou blossom into jour own,
iJou proued jour choice had been no mistake,
^ou did jour best,
^ou worked hard,
^ou used all jour skills,
^ou showed jourselfjou could be
a successful woman
and a future iaujer,
Congratulations Tfeather! We loue jou!
Worn, Step-Daddj,
c
llikki, Karin, Carl Joej ; Alexis, Babj Carl and Pop Pop
TJ. Hubbard
Steppin' Out
Love all beings ofthe world
Earn the trust ofyourfellow man
Admire the beauty ofGods work
Reutrn to your rootsfor stability
Never be afraid to gail, for in failing
we lear the way to success
Learning never ceases
Our world needs your help
View the world through the eyes
ofa child
Experience the grandeur andjoy
that is life.
Mothers are special: honor yours
You hold the key to your life: use it
Search for questions, the answers
will come
On solidground buildyour life
Now begins the sequel: remember
part one.
Become the man you want to be
Earn the respect ofthe people aroundyou.
Pushfor the best always
Remember yourfamily: they alone
love you unconditionally
Out ofthe smallest nut does the tall
oak grow
Under the smallest stone is the answer
you seek
Do all thatyou can possibly do.
All our love,
Dad, Mom,
Rebecca, Brett & Abby
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CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES TO
With All Our Love,
Mom, Dad Nicole, Michael and Grams
Dana,
Oh Bah how
growingyear*. We are
$proud o(jijouf Good
Luck in thefjidure.
Mom & Famdij
CONGRATULATIONS TO
Cmaeh Wkde&fo P. Ja(Wj<w
ov\ \pw graduation!
We are happy and thankful to God for
your success* in college.
As you continue life's journey, may God
bless and guide you in all that you do.
love,
Daddy, Mommy, Monoy r3obby, Marisol,
Kyrstiana, Maliyah, b3andjar & Janwar
Congratulations
Raymond Gdgar
We are very proud of you!
Love you!
Debbie and Steve
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DORIAN
Stem no one on milk. Steal only "fjod
Sftebjiecl dkei jwojile mm on llieii individual chamclei
£8ew ill-will lowc&dh no one
^Do no/ mlunil lo itiiuAce pom an/zone and
continue lo deoeloji a jioulioe jumon foi life
CONGRATULATIONS
q/ am w jiwud of you in eomj wan and o/ looe you
mm l/ia/i o) can em mi
LOVE YOUR
MOM
CONGRATULATIONS DORIAN
^ou are oursfani*
Gopfaeid/y amidthe noise dndthe haste, andrememher whatpeace there
mat/ be in si/ence. As for aspossible, without surrender, be on goodterms
with a//persons. Speak your/rufh quietfy anaefeavAf; /isten to others, even
the du/l and'ignontnt/ fhetf too hf̂ Jh&rmJ&onfSr^old/oudandaqqressb'e
persons; they are %/extffious m the spirit. Ifyou conpare yourse/fwith others,
you may become i/ain or offer for aivays there wiffbe greater and/esser
persons than yourse/£j£iy'oy you achievements as we//as yourp/ans. ICeep
interestedin your otvn hareer, however humb/e,- it is a rea/possession in the
\Y\changing fortunes oftime.
4jy\>
vphtrotrt Desiderata by AdarEhrmann
The Vaughn Family
cfo oui (Don, Q/rtickael ytuggiejw
C/n thij vejiy jpeciat day of achievement in youa life, we want you to
know how veiy pioud we a&e ofyoufoJi whatyou have achieved, and mat
importantly the way you did it. ^/ou have atwayj
had piide in youajelfand the thinyj you jet out to
do and you have done them well. OilwayJ jfay true
to youA/Aelf Q/rt ichael. ^fou have Seen a conjtant joujicc of love and
injpiiation to thoje aboundyou, ejpedallyyouafamily. Oljyou 6eyin
a new chapter in i/ou 2 life, may you 7 path hold love,
happinejj, jucccjj and peace. tVe have atwayj been,
a le now, and atwayj will 6e you& juppoil, youji yuidance and jo very
pioud to 6e you 1 ioviny pa tentj. L/ongratulationj (Jon, you did it\
aLove zfoul
Q/rl om and bOad
imna 0O2tfaccs
ongmhilaliom and continued mwa 9% lew ipa!
Qum, rj/flontnujf Waddu,
Women, ?Mi a/id ^Mdm
Brian...
Though to you it took a lifetime
to become so confident and tall,
We feel as if a moment's passed
since you were ^ery small.
WeVe watched with joy snd wonder,
all the accomplishments youVe had.
And we want to let you know...
you ha^e a ^ery proud Mom and Pad!
Congratulations!
^B&* ' ' ^il—»——«"
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JEFF WAWRZYNEK
We were proud ofyou
way back then,
but_
We are really
proud ofyou
NOW!! Love,
Mom,Pad $ Ali
Jonathon Michael Matthews
Congratulations! We are
so proud of you! May
your future be filled with
nothing but the best.
May all of your dreams
come true.
Love, Dad, Mom,
Michael & Dave
Shawn,
It has been our pleasure watching you grow into the
"Marvelous Man" you have become.
We are so proud of all your success and hope that your
next phase in life is filled with as much Health, Happiness,
and Success!!
Love, Mom & Dad
'Joy in looking and comprehending is nature's most beautiful gift.
Albert Einstein
Albert Einstein
Healthcare Network
and La Salle University.
Proud to serve our
community together.
Martin Goldsmith
President and Chief Executive Officer
Jack F. Adler, Jr.
Chairman of the Board ofTrustees
Albert Einstein Healthcare Network
© JeffeTSOn Health System
Albert Einstein Medical Center* Belmont Behavioral Health
Germantown Community Health Services • MossRehab • Willowcrest • Willow Terrace
Congratulations
Class of 2003
from
The Manor
Apartments
5600 Ogontz Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 1 9 1 4
1
(215) 276-5600
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5# te eur eutitanding, 4pi
We are altiterypreud e/jyeuf
With All Our Leve,
Mem, Dad, Tzzy, Mem-Mm, Pep-Pe
t
Matte, Gmny, Kenny, Tatha, Kenwy, Parti, AM, Unc(e
David, D.J., UncleJimmy, Suianne, Whitney, Jeihm, The
Jackien Family, Aunt Natalie, Diane. The Demee Family,
The White Family andall eur fjrieendtf
We knewyeu milcenUnue fie try tiewe the wertd,.
(Jul ( Tamtite (^laxliadez and^U&luMhet
Reagan, (AKA Squirt)
You are a jewel in my life. I am very happy for you and
your auspicious achievements at La Salle University. I
could not be more proud of you. You are my son, my
friend, my protege, my mentor, my nemesis, my pride
and joy, my idol and my mirror. Now you are erudite and
have unlimited opportunities. Good luck and God speed
you through your life's journey. Your mother is very
happy.
I love you, Dad
Way to go
Emiy lane Cbx!
Tim Cabata
RichardandAAariha Oox
CONGRATULATIONS JOYA
*****
Solutions for Progress
1800 JFK Boulevard, 5th Fl.
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Charlene Jeremy Quetta Martha Cindy C.
Carolyn B. Jessica Lois R. Olga Julia Ann
Christine Michelle J. Rachel Taryn Mary J.
Alisha Teresa Roosevelt Dayo John Ruby
(Jaw mh (witli on without t&tik) ku brightened om lim. ta io.se
tjow mm of kiwo/t. Keep imiiing hou$ ail Ifai adventiweA We
low yoii and am m^ p/io/id of vpu.
Low, Mom £ Dad
JOVA FELICIA ALLEN, YOU DID IT!!!!!!
Our prayers and God's blessings have covered you
We are now convinced that you know what to do
Continue on with doing your best
Let the World know you've passed the test
Remain focused on your career
Get all the tools you need and keep God near.
We've watched you achieve difficult goals,
But the battle you've won, only you know.
So reach high and make your mark
Never let anything or anyone pull you apart.
God has his arms wrapped around you,
So now there's nothing you can't do
Congratulations! ! ! ! !
!
We Love You,
Babes, Tre & Jewel
"For I know the thoughts that I think toward
you, says the Lord, thoughts of peace and not
evil, to give you a future and a hope."
- Jeremiah 29:11(NKJV)
"... I have come that you may have life, and
that you may have it more abundantly."
- John 10:10
"No weapon that is formed against you shall
prosper..."
-Isaiah 54:17
To My Little Sister, Joya- I Love You...
-Love Always Pumpkin
Headline Headline
World News Paper
Vol. I August 15, 1981
Baby girl born to Rev. Johnny M. B. Allen and
Martha E. Allen. Weighed in at 61bs. and 7oz. -
PARENTS PROCLAIM SHE IS A JOY!
Java,
I we.w fcrom the. moment I faid e&es on von, »oa
woacd pe. a uou, to everyone whose oihe tpoa touched, f
than£ Cod etrertpdau. for aMowinjp me, to oe moot mother,
and a/vina. me. the br-ime&e. to have a part in mocdinjp ipour
lifo. 70a are. a eeautifof, townf ana carin& younQ> woman,
and I am soo proud to caw aou met daughter. Continue to
tragi in Cod for wisdom and his purpose, for moot cifo. In
ewr&thintp jpou do ae&nowiedae rfim
l
and He. wiio direct
uour path. In Christ you. Can Do Aw /hintps.
Low. ntiuiaips,
MOKKU
JOYA FELICIA ALLEN
Your family is very proud of you. We
thank God for His help and guidance in
this awesome academic achievement in your
life.
Love Always & Forever
Mommy Jalea Grandmaw
John-John
Juju Pumpkin
Johnny Mack
Ralph Jocelynn
Jazmine
James Jr. Jessica
Babes
Tre Jewel
***
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\Unu*e of//' histo/HC hnufit/on
ofco/nbft^sio/f if/uf f/f/iooaff'o/i.
ursing, therapies, aides, hospice, visiting nurse practitioner care,
and visiting doctor services. For adults and children.
Philadelphia Commercial
Development Corporation
Curtis Jones Jr., President & Chef Executive Officer
Rebuilding Neighborhoods
By
Building Small Businesses
Being an entrepreneur can be
scary... but you don't have to
do it on your own...
More than S100 million in direct loans
The Philadelphia Commercial Development Corporation (PCDC), is driven by the philosophy that strong businesses equal strong communities That's whj we
continue to promote entrepreneurial development b\ building partnerships and supporting neighborhood development projects and enterprises
Come \isit our state-of-the-art Small Business Support Center, explore our innovative small business loan funds and participate in our monthly business
development workshops For those who wish to Stan their own business. PCDC presents the MADE 2000 Program, a training and technical assistance initia-
tive We even bring important information to you through our weekly cable program, "Handling Your Business." on Monday evenings on Tune Warner tV
Comcast Cable Channel 66. The show also airs on LaSalle University's Channel 56.
We bring together business owners and associations, developers, community residents, financial institutions and Philadelphia city government to create an
attractive environment for public and private investment in neighborhood economic development initiatives.
PCDC's bottom-line is empowering neighborhoods through economic opportunity.
Philadelphia Commercial Development Corporation
1315 Walnut Street, Suite 600 _ u .. . . r _. ..._.,..,.. n . . .„,„ The Honorable John F. Street. Mayor
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107 ,, ,, ... .„ , „ ' n . , fSk'UMH PCDC is a proud supporter ol
215-790-2200
The Honorable James J. Cuoralo. Commerce Director ySMlkB The City of Philadelphia's
www.philadelphiacommercial.org
Neighborhood Transformation Initiative
What's our Passion?
s simple ... we love caring for people. Thai's the best part about being a nurse
at Jeancs Hospital - everyone shares our passion for making people feel better.
Jeanes has been providing compassionate care to our community since 1928
They believe in treating the whole person — body, mind and spirit.
Combined with the resources of the Temple University Health System.
the heartfell philosophy at Jeanes makes this a great place
to be a patient. And a wonderful place to be a nurse.
/
eanes Hospital
Temple
Hearth Swem
7600 Central rWcnu
Philadelphia
/
l/outre, at kotti&
tityjeaiws
ines.com
PATRON MESSAGES
Adam Capoferri: May angels surround you in all you do. ¥ Mom & Dad
Michelle Doyka: We are proud of youl You'll do great! »Mom & Dad
Chris Rhoades: We're very proud of you! God Bless! vMom & Dad
Emily Rizzo: Congratulations to our graduate vYour Family
Kathleen Bier: We knew you could do it! We're so very proud of youVMom & Dad
Chrissy Walker: With Love and pride we pray for your happiness! ¥Mom & Dad
Katie Nealon: Love to our precious daughter! Mom & Dad from Heaven
Bonnie Randa: Best of luck and a successful future! ¥ the Walkers
Beth Mays: Best of luck and a successful future! ¥ the Walkers
Gabrielle Amento: Congratulations! We are proud of you! ¥ Mom & Dad
Michelle Doyka: We are proud "of you! vSface and Brad Good Luck!
Kelt GarrahanWe treasure you as our daughter. We are so proud! vMom & Dad
Kelli Garrahan: Hip-hip hooray, Kelli. We love you! Tyler, Max & Betti
Karl Diaz: Five Stars for a job well done! vDad, Mom, Ken, Mike
Karl Diaz: Your family is proud of youlvDad, Mom, Ken, Mike
Karl Diaz: You are a good example to all. IP Dad, Mom, Ken, Mike
Karl Diaz: High five to a number one! vDad, Mom, Ken, Mike
Nancy Hughes: Congrats and God bless you always!V Mom & Dad
Daniel McDowell: Thanks for the gifts of pride, joy & love you bring us!
Daniel McDowell: Son, Best wishes & blessings be with you forever!
Dana Leone: Good Luck with future plans, so proud of you! Mom
Dana Leone: Keep up the good work! Love you, Aunt Ang & Uncle Rich
Michael Wolk: You made us very proud! Love Always, Mom and Dad XO
Shannon Bauer: Reach for the stars! You did it! Love Mom and Dad
Shannon Bauer: Congrats! Great Job! Good luck! Love Erin and Todd
Shannon Bauer: Hard work paid off! Hugs! Love Shadow and Tucker
Bob Sayre: We are so very proud of you Love Mom, Dad & Nicki
Bob Sayre: The party is over!! Love Mom, Dad & Nicki
Maureen McGee: Congratulations! Love Mom, Dad, Larry and Mike
Christin Keller: Wow, you've done great! Best of luck-We love you!
Michael LoSapio: So proud of you! God bless you always! Love Momma
Michael LoSapio: You did great! Love you, very proud of you, Nan & Pop
Michael LoSapio: Way to go! Congrats! Love, John, Cherray & Lillian
Michael LoSapio: Glad we ended up together again! Congrats, Love U, T
Ray Bonnette: May the Lord keep you in the palm of His hand! Love U!
Amy Schneider: Congratulations! Good Luck at PCOM Love Mom & Dad
Katie Scanbn: Congratulations& thanks for the memories ¥ Mom, Dad,& the gang
Maureen Brooks: Congrats! We are proud of you. Love, Mom & Dad
Maureen Brooks: Good job Mo! Love, Matt and Dan
Maureen Brooks: Congratulations on your graduation! Love, Grandmom
Jeffrey Smith: We are really proud of your achievements! V Mom & Dad
Jeffrey Smith: I hope that I go to La Salle just like my godfather!
Alan McMenamin: Congratulations, We're so proud of you! ¥ Mom & Dad
Alan McMenamin Way to go Bra! Love, Sandy & Troy, David & Mandy
Nicholas DiCarlo: Congratulations-You are destined for great things!
Charles Charleswortfr We wish you much success in all you undertake!!
James Beaver: Congrats on a job well done! Proud to call you a son
Julie Cappiella: Congratulations & Best Wishes Julie! ¥ Mom & Dad
Julie Cappiella: Congrats Julie! Good luck at E & Y Donna & Karen
Julie Cappiella: Congratulations Julie! Best of luck. Love. Ntana
John Bruzzi: We wish you happiness, love and success! Mom & Dad
Christopher Capelli: We are very proud of your accomplishments. We love you!
Amy Baran: We love you and are very proud! Love, Mom & Dad
Amy Baran: To my special granddaughter, I am very proud! Grammy
Amy Baran: Good luck from Zoe your faithful friend!!!
Amy Baran: All of our best wishes and love! Aud & Dan Downey
John Pizzo: We are very proud of you! Love Dad, Mom & Anthony
John Pizzo: Congratulations on your graduation! Love Jim & Jeanna
John Pizzo: Love and best wishes to our Grandson! Nana & Poppy
John Pizzo: Happiness & success in ail you do! Linda, Joe & Danielle
Terry Lambert: We're proud of you & your accomplishments! Mom & Dad
Sean Sabol: Congratulations! Well done-from your proud parents!
Sean Sabol: Awesome achievement! From Joey, Nicole and Mike
Kevin Serfass: Congratulations! We knew you could do it! Mom & Dad
Jennifer Gavin: We're proud of you! Love & happiness-Dad, Mom & John
Erica Pappalardo: Good luck & success in teaching! Love you, Joey
Joseph Russo: Good luck in Law School, We are very proud of you! ¥Dad & Mom
Brian Veitz: Congratulations! We're proud! Love. Mom and Dad
Shawn McGuigan: Good luck! We are proud of you! Love Mom, Dad, Steph
Shawn McGuigan: Congrats! Never give up on your dreams Love, Becky
Joseph Pitassi: Good luck in your endeavors ¥ Mom, Dad & Regina
Jenny Valasquez: To my sweetheart, good luck & Congrats, I love you, Ur my girl!
Jenny Velasquez: Congratulations to our lovely daughter, Love Mom & Dad
Jenny Velasquez: Congratulations & Best Wishes! Maggie & Steve
PATRON MESSAGES
Shawn DiVece: Hope everything "adds" up to a great future! Uncle John
Shawn DiVece: Congratulations "brother" for all you have achieved-Anthony
Dorian Regester: Be confident that you can make a difference- Uncle Vince & Babita
Dorian Regester: Never stop learning and improiving your mind - Uncle Glen
Jennifer O'Brien: We are so proud of you today and always Love Mom & Dad
Jennifer O'Brien: The best sister, congratulations! Love Fran & Kevin
Jennifer O'Brien: Congratulations! You did it! Love The O'Brien & Dolan Families
Bernadette Keenan: Congratulations! Love Dad, Mom, Col, Meg, Liz & Monica
Laura Warner: You made it! Congratulations! Love, Your Family
Mirella DiStasio: Congratulations! We are proud of you. Love, Your Family
Todd Witzleben: It's been a great run! With love & Pride Mom & Dad
Heather Oliphant: Congratulations. Heather! I am so proud. Love, Dad
Tim Cabata: Congratulations, We Love you! Grandma & Grandpa
Tim Cabata: Congratulations I'm proud of you! Love Ted
Andy Blazynski: Congratulations! Fondly, The Cabatas
Eric Behrle: You did it E-Man we are very proud of you! Mom & Us
Alisa Winsett: Like the little engine that could - you did! Luv M&M
Alisa Winsett: We are very proud of you. Love, Moma & Michael V
AAlexander McKinney: Now that you are prepared, go out and enjoy life!
David ODorisio: "Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where
there is no path & leave a trail." Anonymous Congratulations on four great
years & best wishes for a bright future. Love Dad, Mom, & Joey
Erin Baker: This is your moment - shine like the star you are!
Erin Baker: Way to go! Congratulations! Love Coll, Laur & Dave
Luke Ventura: Congratulations & Good luck! Love Mom and Dad
Michael Moretti: We are proud of you! Love Mom, Dad & Paul
Michale Moretti: Congratulations and best wishes! Love, Chrissy
Brian Corcoran: Congrats to the mighty B We love ya Mom & Dad
Kelley Robinson: Go forth into this new life.
Kelley Robinson: We are so proud of you!! Love Grandmom & Grandpop
Deanna Santoro: Very, very proud of you! You future is begining!!!
Jennifer Mazzuca: Another mission accomplished! Love. Mom n Dad
Jennifer Mazzuca: Congratulations Jen! We love you! Mom and Dad
Kristie Russo: Best wishes for a great future love Dad and Mom
Kristie Russo: Congratulations and good luck in graduate school!
Erica Sharkey: Congratulations You are the best!
Erica Sharkey: Wow four years on the Dean's List! You are great!
Erica Sharkey: May all your dreams come true You are our shining star!
Erica Sharkey: You are a great sister I know you will be a success!
Matthew Oakes: Congratulations we are so proud of you!
Matthew Oakes: You are now 3rd generation La Salle!
Melissa DiFeo: You have turned into a lovely caring young woman.
Melissa DiFeo: We all know that you will be a terrific Treacher! Luv U
Melissa DiFeo: Our baby girl is now a college graduate. We R proud!
Jill Southron: You have worked hard. We are so proud of all your
accomplishments. We love you. Have a great life. Mom & Dad
Kristen Powell: You did it and you did it well. Love, the Locklears
Kristen Powell: Dream deep. Reach high. Enjoy life! The DiAntonios
Kristen Powell: Follow your dreams. You earned them! Love Dad & Mom
Kristen Powell: Congratulations! We love you. PopPop, Nana, & Uncle Vince.
Mark Pomeroy: Congrats on your well-earned success! Love, Mom & Dad
Mark Pomeroy: Congratulations! I am proud of you. Love, Gandmom
Mark Pomeroy: There are stations besides CNBC! V Therese & Jon
David M.Smith: 4 years of achievements. You always make us proud! Mom & Dad
Jesus Casillas: Congratulations! We are proud of you! Love Mom & Pop
Andrew Ballinger: You're the greatest! Congratulations & best wishes!
Brian Fay: Congratulations Brian! The Foleys
Kristen Foley: Congratulations Kris on a job well done! We Love you! Mom & Dad
Undrew Dombrewskh
Congratulations, Graduate!
Today is the firstday ofendless
possibilities. We'reproud of you!
Love*
Mom, Dad&Amy
We are very1
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CONGRATULATIONS!! WE ARE VERY PROUD THAT YOL
COMPLETED YOUR DEGREE IN BIOLOGY. ALWAYS
REMEMBER THAT YOU CAN DO ANYTHING IF YOU PUT YOUR
HEART, MIND, AND WILL, TO ACCOMPLISH THAT GOAL.
k
WE WILL ALWAYS LOVE YOU,
MOM, DAD, & ADAM
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Dear ©peu?,
We are all so wry proud ofjou and all jour accomplishments, ^od
hasjiuenjou many talents, use them wisely,
fivej/our dreams,
foue,
Worn, Dad
Scott Jessie, Ryan
fisa, Ed, Eddie, Welanie
Pop-Pop, tlana, flunt Ronnie
Dave Lynch
You are a good and thoughtful man. You have great life values &
have always made us very proud, (braduating from La Jalle is your
finest hour.
V\e congratulate you and wish you a happy, healthy and successful
life. Always remember that anything you dream of can be yours if
you apply all your talents and efforts. You can do anything!
Dave,
WEXP
La Salle University Radio
wishes to congratulate their graduating staff memebers!
A special thanks goes out to the following students for
their dedication to the station!
Kevin Brady
Chris Casimiro
Patrick Hacket
Samantha Russell
^%
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For all your hard work, dedication snd
love, Tie Masque of Las Salle and the
Technical Theatre Association thank the
Class of 2003. In this, your final
season with us, remember all the opod
and not-so-good times we have spent
together, and cherish every moment.
YOU WILL &E MISSED!
1 999-2000
dye, E3ye f3irdie, Crimes of the Heart,
Rough Crossing
2000-200 1
Assasins, Triumph of Love,
Nunsense
2001-2002
How to Succeed in business without Really
Trying, A Midsummer Night's Pream
2002-2003
Footloose, And Then There Were None
Compliments
of
UELAND JUNKER MCCAULEY NICHOLSON
ARCHITECTURE PUNNING INTERIOR DESIGN EXHIBIT DESIGN
7 8 18 Arch Street
Suite 5 N
Philadelphia, PA 19106
2 15.440.0190
2 15.44 0.0 197 fax
we*3
&«"
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E-mail: jburke®
mid-atlanticpkg.com
Mobile #215-527-4802
John Burke
CFO/SEC
215-224-5770
215-224-5787
Fax 215-224-5788
^©A Harry F. Ortlip Company
5608-10 N. BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA. PA 19141
Planned Electrical Construction
Proud to Support
La Salle University
Explorer Yearbook
780 Lancaster Avenue Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
(T) (610) 527-7000 (F) (610) 527-7437 (E) info@ortlip.com
Electrical Construction • Telecommunications « Service Work
y&gMM
Central Parking System
is proud to support
The LaSalle Explorers
EH W
1835 Market Street, Suite 540. Philadelphia. PA 19103, 215-563-3650
WAYNE MEDICAL ARTS CENTER
5000 Wayne Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19144
DOCTORS
R. Patnaik, M.D.
S. Patnaik, M.D.
(215)848-9900
Fax (215) 848-4694
(f'j au<Mt whew i'm qvuw, rvrt where ( Yr\ fnrn.
it's aav^t standing owf at an uvlwulMfil,
jtt still s^cott&uvj as a team.
And it's ail tmne.
How far I go in my career is truly up to me and my abilities.
Sure, every company says that, but at Enterprise, it's actually
true. When I produce results, I get promoted, and I've seen
incredible earning potential since day one.
Enterprise doesn't expect me to be this great businessperson
overnight. They train me. Support me. Reward me when I
perform. I'm fast-tracking in a $6.5 billion company with
50,000 people from all walks of life. Yet it's still a tight-knit
culture where energetic people take ownership of their
careers. And I really enjoy that.
My jwsunai tnttwru
^=1Enterprise
enterprise.com/careers
Enterprising app icants, please apply
online at enterpnse.com/careors.
For more information, please contact
Tina Tinneny, Recruiting Manager,
78 Cabot Blvd. East, Lanhorne, PA 19047.
e-mail: tina.linneny@erac.com EOE/MFDV
Eternal Lite International Ministries
Presiding Bishop
Church: (2 15) 548-6011
Fax: (215)548-4877
Home: (215)997-4375
Saints Tabernacle
Community Church
Eternal Life International Ministries
5800-12 North Marvine Street • Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19141
Bishop Larry Dobson, M.A., D.Div.
Overseer and Founder
E-Mail: bishopfcsaintstabemacle.com
HffTfr Take Kaplan. ^%
Score higher.
<W> rrtfft ®sssa
Classes starting soon in the Philadelphia Region.
Also, we have FREE practice tests and information seminars every
month. Please call for details. Class space is limited.
Call or visit us online today to enroll!
KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
Ransome Rents
Yes, We Rent
More Than
Just CAT® Equipment
888-438-RENT
The Tools You
Need
From The Name
You Trust
DELAWARE VALLEY'S
DEMOLITION EXPERTS
3101 Trewiglown Road
Colmar, PA 18915-0081
WILLIAM A. GEPPERT, JR.
La Salle '45
GEPPERT
Bros. inc.
Phone: (215) 822-7900
Fax:(215)822-0635
Alpha Theta Alpha
Cv>
We willmiMipttf
LMeandSiMerfmd
Digital Arts and Multimedia
Class of 2003
Congratulations, we are very proud!
The Program Faculty
Congratulations to the 2003
(Sradiutea of tbc
//¥Sinontv, Student /Purees
31s6oaation
Sbeba Grant Kamaria Baxter
]\cr!a Daniel Hbpcia f)am
Himee Douch Daphne Burton
Othello Kwaidab >nny Cberian
Vanessa Smitb-Dougbty
Beet IBishcs 1'n future Endeavors!!!
Vanessa Smith-Doughty
President
Sbcba Grant
Secretary
Kamaria Baxter
Crcasurer
Catrina 6ej>er RN, MSN
Advisor
Dr. Diane M. Slicland RN, CS
Qndcrgraduatc Dean of Nursing
"pt<ut^ d. "pantile? "Dele,
•WEDDINGS • CORPORATE EVENTS
BOXED LUNCHES • PRIVATE PARTIES
• HOAGIE FUNO RAISERS
Lowg & Foster
Real Estate Co.
302 1 9 Stone Brooke Dr.
Salisbury, MD 2 1 804
(410) 742-7621 |Pg«|
One Red Lion Road
Philadelphia, PA 19115
215-677-3500
www.island-green.com
GERMANTOWN WELDING CO.
ELECTRIC a GAS WELDIfs*3
FABRICATION OF ALL METALS
Stephen Byrucii
Compliments of
ENERGY PRODUCT'S COMPANY
Spec!»Um In Boiler Ploit Equipment
868 Susse* Blvd. • Broornsli. PA 19008
(610)544-3400 • (.609)893-5691
MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS • 24 HOUR SERVICE
I EAST PRICE
.
...:.;..
. -,
&0*C§S&#
6410 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia. PA 1 91 26
3 1 Second Street Pike, Southampton, PA 1 8966
215/927-5800 1-800/622-6410
PIROEFF, INC.
335 Lancaster Avenue. Frazer. PA 19355
DUmbW, cfSptcicln Equlfn,*,
l-6ICVt-)V79]6
;liu,{lie,:),.>,kjpuT^.'rcum
J.A. (TONY) HUGHES
JOHNSON ASSOCIATES
6300 Ogo'ntz Avenue
Philadelphia. PA 19 111
424-3044
"Best Wisfi&s 2003QraduatEd
'Eileen 'Baze/on
2967 TV. SdicolfwitAC Lane
ruilaJelptiia, 7W 19144
W.P. COOKE INC. MICHAEL GABOR . Toky 8.
MaOBai-Ema D'A
TRUCK AND PASSENGER TlRE SPECIALISTS
• Wrwol Balancing
• Truck Tkq Sorvico
• Road Sorv>cc
4731N BROADST PH1LA.PAI91'
•M-CTIQlvr
• Kolry Spmgtielc
^hAngMs)
Altera n(* G'/(a/,nHc. gSSotma*
5 South 20tm 5n
OS5a
Photography
610-521-5252
Fax 610-521-3218
Vincent J. Massa
rPrintzBlvd. • Lester, PA 19029
Congratulations Graduates!
STAY SAFE
Institute for Sale
Medication
Practices
215-947-7797
.ww.ismp.org
1B0O Bylx-rry Rd.
i valley, PA 19006
KLF Electrio, Inc.
12301 McNulty Rd.
Philadelphia, PA 19154
215-814-6770
Accurate
1950 W. Rockland St.
Philadelphia, PA 19141
215-455-5549
HORIZON HOUSE, INC.
120 South 30th Street • Philadelphia. PA 19104-3403
215 386 3838 • FAX: 215 386 5150
Albert Einstein Medical Center
#) Jefferson Health System
John T. Williams, Sr„ MD
MORJZOri HCKJS*
Orthopaedic Surgery
Gregory O. Bruce
Board Chairman
Wayne R. Chlodo
President
5501 Old York Road
Philadelphia. PA I9M
Phone 215 456-7900
ra> 215-324 2426
HD@££Ia3^
1 Logan Square • Suite 2650
Philadelphia. PA 1919103 • 424-3044
CONNELCS WINDOW
TREATMENTS INC.
Window Shades • Venetian Blinds • Mini Blinds • Vertical Blinds
Pleated Shades • Draperies • Radiator Enclosures • Wallpaper
7236 Rising Sun Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19111
745-6100
HOLIDAY INN
HOTELS • RESORTS
(t^ity
,7-" c
'' VW
Philadelphia
4100 Presidential Boulevard
Philadelphia, PA 19131
215-477-0200 reservations@hicityline.com
Apple Transportation
780 S. 52nd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19143
215-476-4400
B23-J
RONNIE'S AUTO PARTS, INC.
Complete Line 01 Foreign & Oomesttc Aulo Paris
6037 Germanlown Avenue
Phila., PA 19144
(215) 848-4632Fax
United States Filter Corp.
490 Hendricks Causeway
Richfield, NJ 07657
(201) 941-0718
Phone
ahead
for fast pick
5826 Henry Avenue
Philadelphia. Pa 19128
&* Mon-Thur 11 AM to 1AMFri-Sat 11 Am to 2 AM
Sun 11 AM to 11 PM
Your education can
take you places
So you're ready for the real world — looking for a real job—
one that has benefits, a career path and a training program.
Well, at American Express Financial Advisors, we invest in
your future from day one — with things like a strong and
rigorous training program, superior management support and
our own customized software program. Hey, it's your
decision. Why not join us, and discover just how far
we can go together. Visit our Web site at
americanexpress.com/advisorcareers or contact:
American Express Financial Advisors Inc.
2001 American Exprc I inancial Corporation
1TV I -SCO- 766- 2979 Equal Employment OppoitunUj
643-9500
843-6000
Fax 843-1894
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CONGRATULATIONS
&
BEST WISHES!
Ogontz Avenue Revitalization Corporate
7173 Ogontf Avenue
Philadelphia PA 19133
Tel: (215) 927-5440
Fax (215)927-1856 %
215-849-9006 • 215-849-9005 (ft*)
K
Grace P. Knight
Certified Public Accountant
3426 Conrad St. 225 S I5lh Sim - I
PhiIA. PA 19129 Phil*. PA 19102
Custom Home Theater - Mobile Audio & Video
Cellular Phones - Pagers - Unique Motoring
Accessones - Window Tint
All That Jazz
617 South 24th st Phone 215.545 5293
Philadelphia, PA 19146 Fax 215.545 4724
E-mail. saleseatjonline.com
Remy's Paradise Floral Boutique
5807 Germantown Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19144
215-713-0099
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WORLD
TRADE
CENTER
P.O. Box 1948
Philadelphia, PA
19063
21 5-566-1380
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•it. E Bringhursl Sirtci
Philadelphia. PA I9I44
COSMETIC a
FAMILY DENTISTRY
5810 Greene St.. Ste. 16
Philadelphia, PA
215-438-1100
HAS
MARKET
5035 N. Broad St.
Philadelphia, PA 19141
215-329-4117
NICKS ROAST
BEEF OF OLD CITY
16 South 2nd St.
Philadelphia, PA
215-928-9411
CUSTOM
TAYLOR
5302 Wayne Ave.
Philadelphia, PA
215-438-7565
Choe Insurance Agency 215-681-0452
4719 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, PA 19141
Cane & Rush 21 5-438-2799
5224 Germantown Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19144
Quality Rentals 215-849-6066
6139 Germantown Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19144
Logan Health Food Store 215-324-2662
5009 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, PA 19141
Just Roofing 215-849-1596
416 W. Coulter, Philadelphia, PA 19144
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Best Wishesfrom
T)je Ttfoision of^tudent ^Affairs:
The Dean ofStudents
^Administrative ^efpices
Qareer (§efpices
Community Development
health <§efpices
University £ife
University ^Ministry and^efpice
[oseph Nardelli
Our One Graduate in 1978
£?NE. OF <?UR. 120 (^RAPUATE-i IN 2003
We've grown in 25 years
but our commitment to excellence remains.
Happy 25th Anniversary, Com Major
La Salle University Communication Department
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Alumni A66^ciati^N
To keep in touch with La Salle University
And the Alumni Association
Visit us at www.lasalle.edu/alumni
Call 215 95 1 - 1 535 or email alumni@lasalle.edu
T^lE- L-A ^>ALI_t UNIN/E.R.6ITY
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ALUMNI A660CIATI0N
La Salle University
Office of Alumni Relations Staff
James K. Gulick, '09, Assistant Vice President
Kim Pale, '00, Assistant Director
Zakeia Smith, Assistant Director
Rich Kochanski, '69, Assistant Director
Toniann Razzi, '00, Office Manager
FOR MORE INFROMATION ABOUT THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION CALL
(2 1 5) 95 1- 1 535 OR 1-8SS 4 ALUM LU OR EMAIL ALUMN1@LASALLE.EDU
Q
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Carl \V^Lf «6tupi4
Official PjJ^t^rapUej^6 f^r. Tilt 2003 Lxpu?izqjz
por. portrait paocmfc. information. contact
Carl W/#i_f Studio
401 E_lm\Voop Avenue.
PZ? &ox 1037
*5j-lARZ?N jJlLU PA 19079-0737
610-522-1338
Volume 59 of the Explorer was printed by Jostens Publishing Company. Initial preparation, cover design and final assembly were done at Josten's main plant
in Clarksville, Tennessee. A total of 800 copies of this book were printed. The 2003 Explorer consists of 256 pages of 100* enamel paper and printed in
four-process color. The book is smith sewn with head and foot bands, and the cover is black with black embossing
Fonts used in this publication included AYTAIbert, AYTCheerstype AYTChelsea, AYTCowgirl, AYTKent, AYTEmilee, AYTBauhaus 93, AYTAction, AYTAIbert,
AYTAmigo, AYTBedford, AYTCIowning Way, AYTEssence, AYTFootloose, AYTHigh Emotion, AYTJohnson Text, AYTLamar, AYTMaximo, AYTMiles, AYTMoon
Dog, AYTPathfinder, AYTReal Virtue , AYTRecessed, AYTRegal, AYTSpeaking Style, AYTSuper Type, AYTTyler All body copy is set in 11-point AYTMaximo,
all captions are set in 10-point AYTCheerstype, and all bylines are set in 11-point italic AYTMaximo.
All senior portraits in this book were taken by Carl Wolf Studio, Sharon Hill, Pennsylvania. Other photographs were taken by Carl Wolf Studio and members
of the yearbook staff.
All layouts for the 2003 Explorer were designed in Adobe PageMaker 6.5. The 2003 Explorer is an official publication of La Salle University, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania; and reproduction of any portion of this book, either whole or in part, is prohibited without the written consent of the university.
Inquiries about this edition of the Explorer should be directed to La Salle University, Box 685, 1900 West Olney Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19141-1199.
WOW! I can't believe that this is all over! It was one year ago that I said I would
help out with the yearbook- and bad then I was scared of what I got
ont to thank some of you II d 1 1 for being such great
helps to me in the athl.
to thank Amanda for asking me to help out Did you ever think
i too many of the same things together? I didn't forget
't have
een one great ridt ind I
hank you alsc ;ns who never
lp us out when we n. nl Wolf
• orget these rod peoi | serially
^elissa Jacquemont cause she
i
Jeopardy! Last I '
en Lang and D. r Basil) \-xause
and I'll never fa
anda "AAander" Gibnyi '0
Athletics Edik
e direction of
your dreams. Live the life you have
imagined" -Henry David Than
Each of us must climb our separate mountain
To reach at last our own extended
We can be no more than ,
Yet that is quite enough for us to do.
The world is far too great for comprehension,
And so we only know what we cai
out given the abilities we re given,
That s still a long and weary way to gc
Yet on the way, how beautiful the moments!
How good it feels to have some sUI or art! .
How wonderful to pause in awestruck wonder
At what must fill the unsuspecting heart!
And so we re proud of each of you today
For all you ve learned, and
Last spring when Jenna, the editor of the 2002 &pL
interested in an editor's position for the 2003 volume, I *
Among other tilings, the debut of a full-color Explorer would bring m £
|—lowever. a uear later, I am overjoued that I have made it through un:
the help of manu, I wouldn't nave remained as sane as I surprisinglu did.
First and foremost, I am most grateful to Megan. Working with uou in the Masque anc
on the Explorer staff has been not onli) enjouable, but veru educational a; well. Thank uoi
for showing me now to do a tetter job when I didn't know now. and inspiring me when |
actuall, did. Thank uou. Val, U Cmilu and Amanda for making mu life easier bu the
wonderful jobs uou did a, editors. And thank uou to tne various members of our staff fo,
the incredible work uou contributed. A personal tbanks goes to Nik and Candice for
helping me at aeaaline time.
Thank uou, Phil Klein anj everuone at vjostens, for belping us get organised and ensurmc
that we staued on track throughout the uear. Also, tbank uou to tne staff at Carl
Wolf Studio, especially Mike Durin2 i, for providing us with a number of the photographs
we used. Manu thanks go to the La Salle administration and staff, especially Brother
McGinniss. Anna Alien. [>. Cicala, the Funding Board. IJniversitu Communication
ther Crabenstein for providing the support and resources we needed.
an you ve tried
to learn.
Knowledge brings tne deepest satisfaction,
^Jot least because its something that you
memories
many tears and too ma
late nights.
Megan-Thank you for
your hard work and devotion
Amanda-Thank you for giving
Amanda, Emily, Val, and Candace-Thank you for joining
me in this adventure
Beverly, Brady, Corie, the Crow Boys, Dan, Dennis,
Frenchie, Hack, John, Lou and Matt-Thanks for being
there when I need you
Chuck-Mi amor, 'Would you like a hotpocket'?
ant to be a comfort to my friends in tragedy and
it to laugh with them in triumph, and in between,
want to be able to look them in the e>
most grateful of mu familu. friends and professors for the kind understanding during
mes. For mu closest friends in the Masque and mu Delta Phi Fpsilon sisters
TCI B &- Dana), thank uou for uour continued words of .
of 2003!
-An
EJitor
<nda LJigiando
,-Chief. 2003 Ex
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Valarie Huston, Senior Section Editor
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